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Fear and Loathing in the 
Marijuana Movement 
Hunter S. Thompson was one the first supporters 
of NORML (the National Organization for the 
Reform of Marijuana Laws). NORML founder 
Keith Stroup remembers what it was like to work 
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58 Talking Terpenes 
These cousins of cannabinoids are the reason 
why cannabis strains all smell so different 
from each other. They are also the key to pot’s 
medicinal properties. By Martin A. Lee 

6 Banking on Buds 
The million-dollar growroom is no longer just 
a fantasy. Top growers across the country have 
committed themselves to producing buds for the 
ever-growing cannabis community. By Dan Skye 

80 Grandmaster Fresh 
Its revolutionary torch tubes and killer collabo¬ 
rations have made Hitman Glass the hottest 
name in dab paraphernalia. Senior editor Bobby 
Black sits down with the company’s founder, 
Dougie Fresh, for a game of “concentrate chess.” 

90 High Times Interview: Nick Offerman 
Best known as Ron Swanson on NBC’s Parks and 
Recreation, Nick Offerman brought a handcrafted 
pot pipe and stashbox to his interview, then 
helped us whip up a batch of Maple Bacon Ganja 
Chocolate Chip Cookies! By David Bienenstock C
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I Glass Artist 
of the Month 
Micro’s work is a tip of 

the hat to the side- 

scrolling video games 

of the 1980s. His pipes 

are frequently deco¬ 

rated with miniature 

layered scenes and 

bright line work. He’s 

been at work for over 

12 years and is mostly 

self-taught. In the past 

few years, demand for 

his work has exploded. 

His pipes have been 

featured in top-end 

gallery shows in New 

York, Los Angeles 

and Kobe, Japan. 

Micro spends a good 

deal of time teaching 

others his techniques 

in workshops and 

seminars, including a 

new online learning 

system for glassblow- 

ers. Despite a prefer¬ 

ence for hiding out 

and working in his 

Milwaukee studio, 

he’s competed in 

several team and solo 

glassblowing competi¬ 

tions worldwide. View 

Micro’s work at high 

times.com/glass. 

POT POLL 

Drivin’ High 
When we inquired whether you drive 
while high, we received over 500 
responses in less than a week. The poll, 
titled Taking the High Road, sparked lively commentary, 
with most respondents claiming that pot made them safer, 
less aggressive drivers. Still, the results have a dark side. If 
anti-pot politicians and law enforcement ever get their way 
and start testing drivers for THC in their system, virtually 
our entire community would lose their licenses! Check out 
hightimes.com/polls and cast your vote in our latest poll. 

Always 26% 
Almost always 22% 

Sometimes 3S% 

Rarely 9% 

Never8% 

)A New 
Generation of 
High Times 
Come 4/20, the way you 

experience High Times 

will be changed forever. 

While we’re in Denver 

celebrating our first-ever 

US Cannabis Cup, we’ll 

also be counting down 

to the official relaunch of 

HighTimes.com, a major 

step forward as we usher 

in a new era of interactive 

offerings. Our new site will 

allow us to further teach 

the world to grow at the 

click of a button and will 

provide readers with an 

avenue to stay tapped in 

to up-to-the-minute news 

from the fronts of activism 

and the War on Drugs. Not 

only that, but you’ll be able 

to catch videos from our 

latest celebrity interviews, 

take peaks behind the 

scenes at our events and 

view a steady stream of 

grow tips from our cultiva¬ 

tion experts. This won’t be 

a simple “re-skin” of our 

site but an entire overhaul 

of what we offer, as tech¬ 

nology and public support 

for cannabis evolve and 

grow at sonic speeds. 

Visit HighTimes.com on 

4/20 to help us raise this 

platform sky-high! 

Miss May 2013 
name: Dinelle 
profile: krazydee420 
AGE: 23 
city: Fisher River, MB, Canada 
occupation: Ring girl, artist 

To enter or rate contestants, go to 

misshightimes.com. You must be 18 

years or older to enter. 



The World's Largest Cannabis Industry Resource 

BROWSE 
For Cannabis Dispensaries, Deliveries, Doctors, Grow 
Stores, Attorneys, Events, Smoke Shops and Pipe 
Retailers, Seed Banks, Non-Profit Organizations. 
Classifieds, and more,,. I 

DOWNLOAD 
the Weedfinder App for FREE?!!!!!! And have The 
World's Largest Cannabis Industry Resource in your 
pocket Currently available for Android or iPhone. 
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My Pen Pals 
here’s this guy who 
sends me books on 

how to kill people, how 

to win knife fights, how 
to shoot down heli¬ 

copters, how to booby-trap things, 
how to build improvised explosive 

devices ... I don’t know what his 

deal is, really. He writes me letters 
suggesting that if I reviewed these 

books, I might inspire our readers 

to rise up and wage some kind of 
stoner version of Helter Skelter 

against the Man. I told him to 
save his money and stop sending me the books, but he sends them 

anyway. He also asks us to print stories about men disciplining their 

wives and girlfriends. A lonely man is a time bomb, I always say. 

Another guy seems to be going through some sort of legal battle that is 

shattering his sanity. He sends me Xeroxed court documents, messianic rants 

and CDRs that I don’t dare put into my computer. 

Those are the extreme cases. 

Often I get pictures of people’s growrooms—their most recent harvests or 

prized buds. One time years ago, some guy sent a Polaroid of his girlfriend 

snorting coke. What was he thinking? In fact, we have a whole file of girl- 

friend/nudie shots that we don’t know what to do with. We’ve gotten pictures 

of people’s pets getting high—droopy-eyed bulldogs with vaporizer tubes 

sticking out of their mouths, parakeets with joints in their beaks. 

We do get some useful stuff as well, such as high-quality bud shots or well- 

written grow articles accompanied by photos. Professional journalists query 

us on pieces they’d like to write. I get many letters from people claiming 

to be the next Hunter S. Thompson, though not one of these folks has ever 

come close. Last year, we received a piece about some guys down in Colom¬ 

bia who trekked out to FARC country to check out their massive marijuana 

fields. That kind of blew my mind. 

I guess what I’m trying to say is, I read the stuff that gets sent to us. I 

don’t always respond, but regardless, it keeps me in touch with our reader- 

ship. Sometimes I get articles that are ready for publication as is; other times 

I get a lead that’s worth following up. And now that the High Times staff is 

traveling around the country for our domestic Medical Cannabis Cups (San 

Francisco, Los Angeles, Denver, Detroit and Seattle so far), we might even be 

in a position to visit some of the places you rave about in your letters. 

Who knows? 

So I’ll just conclude by saying: Keep the letters, suggestions, photos, arti¬ 

cles, rants, prison stories and pet/bud/girlfriend pictures coming. I get a kick 

out of knowing that the people who read our magazine are as crazy as the 

ones who produce it. 

Ch ris Simunek 
Editor-In-Chief 

Contact: hteditor@hightimes.com 
Submissions: High Times 

250 West 57th Street 
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New York, NY 10107 
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io Letters 

First Responders Aren’t Always Heroes 

I just wanted to let High Times know 

something that happened to my wife and 

me. We lost everything in a grease fire 

from cooking. My wife needs her medi¬ 

cine and was growing marijuana plants 

in the attic. The fire department found 

them, and she was arrested. We are hard¬ 

working people and not criminals, but 

they treated us like dirt—the police and 

fire department both. So since they found 

the plants and it was in the police report, 

nobody seems to want to help us (though 

a few people have). I know it is illegal, but 

we are good people and it’s just a plant. 

We had no insurance and now we’re down 

to the clothes on our back. I wish this pro¬ 

hibition would end. It doesn’t work, and 

people need to be educated on the good 

things about marijuana. I just wanted to 

tell our story. I think what you guys do is 

great. God bless! 

Michael 

A Blessing of Mental Health 

and Healing 

Hello, my name is Darius Wright. I am the 

52-year-old owner of Fountain of Youth 

Fitness and Health LLC, of Philadelphia/ 

South Jersey. I am a natural-health con¬ 

sultant, fitness trainer, health advocate 

for the people and a survivor of over four 

decades of suffering. 

My story is one that debunks the 

premise that smoking marijuana for 

decades has a debilitating effect on 

the body and mind. Today, my mind is 

sharper and my health better than ever. I 

survived alcohol addiction, crack addic¬ 

tion, malnutrition, suicidal depression 

and so much more. Without the weed to 

calm my mental state and help me to eat 

and sleep, it would have been a very diffi¬ 

cult (if not impossible) road. 

Marijuana is a blessing from nature, 

and I realized that more than 30 years 

ago, in my early twenties, but no one 

would believe me. Even during those 

days, I was having trouble eating, 

because we drank so much alcohol daily. 

My digestive tract, liver and such were 

being decimated. I kept telling people 

that I smoked weed because it helped 

me to eat. I also used it to keep my stom¬ 

ach soothed, since I had frequent stom¬ 

ach aches/nausea from crap foods, junk 

foods, alcohol and hard drugs. No one 

believed me back then, but now the med¬ 

ical field knows it’s a fact. Throughout 

the years, I have used weed to help me 

stay at peace and deal with this imbal¬ 

anced society and world. My story is one 

sena your letters to 
Feedback c/o 

High Times, 250 West 
57th St.. Suite q?n 

High Times May 2013 

The Mazar genetics 
are available in seed 

form from the Dutch 
Passion Seed Com¬ 

pany in Amsterdam. As for 
Bhutanese seeds, Mandala Genetics 
specializes in Indian and subcontinental 
landraces. In terms of other recom¬ 
mendations for landrace genetics, 
Nirvana Seeds, Sagarmatha Seeds and 
Sensi Seeds all carry landrace strains, 
though the ultimate purity of any 
landrace is questionable these days. We 
also recommend the Vancouver Island 
Seed Company as a surprisingly strong 
resource for outdoor landrace strains, 
specializing in those from Southeast 
Asia (Thailand, Burma and Vietnam). 

Throughout the years, I have 

More on the War 

I was interested to read the first 

letter in the January T3 issue, in 

which Benton asked for suggestions 

on books about the War on Drugs. 

This has long been a passion of 

mine, and there are two books in 

particular that I would recom- 

of natural healing, when death was what 

I expected. 

Darius Wright 

President, Fountain of Youth Fitness 

and Health LLC 

Thanks for your inspiring story, Darius. It shows 
there’s consolation in knowing that so many of us 
were right about this plant all along. 

Landrace Strains 

A longtime fan and reader here. I have a 

collection of your magazines that includes 

a copy of the first High Times my dad 

bought, in 1974. You really present info to 

the public in an educated yet entertaining 

way. For that, I thank you guys. Stoners 

used to have a bad image, but in recent 

years I have seen that change. This is no 

doubt a result of the efforts put forth by 

your magazine and other pro-cannabis 

organizations. 

I have been cultivating cannabis for 

years now. Recently, I have taken an inter¬ 

est in genetics and breeding. This interest 

led me to plan a grow for two land- 

race strains: Mazar-i-Sharif, which is an 

Afghani indica, and Thimphu, a sativa 

from Bhutan. I was wondering what seed 

companies you guys recommend for land- 

race strains, and if you had any other 

advice? 

TS 

mend. While both of these books 

aren’t pot-centric, neither is the 

War on Drugs. 

The first is The Pursuit of 

Oblivion: A Global History of 

Narcotics by Richard Davenport-Hines, 

where he pretty much maps out drug 

use and the path to prohibition and 

beyond in the West since the 17th cen¬ 

tury. The second is The Politics of Heroin 

in Southeast Asm by Alfred W. McCoy, 

which delves into the area of govern¬ 

ment and especially CIA complicity in 

the illicit drug trade. 

Finally, I would recommend the web¬ 

site DrugTeect.org, where you can find 

multiple documents, including the 1961 

Single Convention on Narcotics and 

much, much more. 

Fleon 

Thanks for the excellent suggestions, Fleon! 

Room for ’Shrooms 

How about a ’shroomer version of High 

Times? Or a ’shroom section? We’re very 

isolated; no magazines or supportive 

political parties. (At least none that I am 

aware of.) Or please print more articles 

on mushrooms and other psychedelics. 

JD 

You make a good point, JD, and this summer, look 
for a High Times psychedelic special. If you desire 
to hang out with like-minded mycophiles, you 
might want to check out Shroomfest, which hap¬ 
pens every August in Telluride, CO (shroomfest. 
com), or the website shroomery.org, which has 
all kinds of information and community boards. 



Crafted from medical-grade powder coated aluminum, our premium grow 
equipment delivers incredible crops in a compact space Industrial strength 
construction far exceeds the durability and performance of traditional steel 
or plastic grow boxes, giving you a lasting growing appliance. 
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BANKING ON BUDS There’s been a seismic shift in the philosophy of 
growing. With the rise of legalization, growers are focused more than 
ever on organization and efficiency in order to maximize profits and 
grab hold of market share in the burgeoning new economy. Read 
about three such entrepreneurs on page 65. Photo by Lochfoot 

Contact 
High 
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CONCENTRATE CHESS When senior editor Bobby Black learned that Hitman Glass 

founder Dougie Fresh hadn’t yet played (or puffed) on the incredible Legend Set (by 
Banjo and Tristan) from their Chess Pieces collection, he proposed they christen it with 

a game of “concentrate chess” during their interview. Fresh enthusiastically agreed. 

They laughed, they cried and they coughed... to find out who won, turn to page 80. 
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The MONKEY DONG is a unique 

strap-on urinating device that has a 
NATURAL PROSTHETICPENIS! The Kit 

includes one sample of SYNTHETIC 

URINE [if needed), A ORGANIC NEAT 

FADS [enough far A tests], an 
EASYAR REAR TEMPERATURE STRIP a 

CALIBRATED SYRINGE for easy filling, 

and DETAILED INSTRUCTIONS. W\ • SILENT INTERNAL VALVE CAN 

BE OPERATED WITH DNE HAND! 

• FITS UP TO A SZ" WAIST! 

The MONKEY FLASK $ unique 
design, with a Safety Sealed 
Flip Top Cap, contains 3.5 nz. of 
the Highest Quality Pre Mixed 
Synthetic Urine, that allows 
far discreet concealment 
and ensures proper heating 
far up to 8 Hours! Also 
includes / Self-Adhesive 
Heat Pad, Easy Tb Read 
Temperature Strip and 
Dp tailed Instructions. 

Each MONKEY WHIZZ hit contains 
3.5 oz. of the Highest Quality Pre- 

Mixed Synthetic Urine, Vinyl Bladder, 
WO% Cotton Elastic Beit, Two Organic 
Heat Pads, Easy To-Read Temperature 

Strip and Detailed Instructions. 

BEST PRODUCT! CHEAPEST PRICE! 
GUARANTEED TO BEAT THE TEST! 

SAME DAY SHIPPING 
•ALL MAJOR CREDIT 

CAROS ACCEPTED 
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Entertainment 

i Rock Me 
! Flosstradamus 

Their new joint is rolled 

from many strains, p.27 

Food 

Mystical 
Disco Fries 
A new take on spuds and 

buds, p.34 

Pardoning Pot Prisoners 
A new petition asks President Obama to commute the sentences of 
five federal prisoners sentenced to life without parole for nonviolent 
marijuana offenses. By Chris Simunek 

Dear Mr. President, 

[These five] petitioners are each serving life sentences without possibility of parole for 

their common crime: selling marijuana. These crimes in common and the criminal 

histories of these men involve absolutely no allegations of violence. Petitioners are well 

into their sixties, the age of normal retirement. Each has served at least 15 years in 

prison, exclusively for selling marijuana. Indeed, the average length of incarceration 

each of the five Petitioners has endured is 19 years. Without presidential clemency, 

each will die in prison. 

So begins the first shot across the 

bow in the effort to free long-term 

marijuana prisoners in the wake 

of the landmark votes in Washington 

and Colorado legalizing marijuana for 

recreational use. Filed shortly after Presi¬ 

dent Obama’s reelection in November 

2012, this appeal for executive clemency 

seeks commutation or immediate parole 

consideration for five federal prisoners: 

John Knock, Paul Free, William Dekle, 

Larry Duke and Charles Cundiff. Nearly 

two years in the making, the petition 

is the result of the combined efforts of 

Michael Kennedy and David Holland, 

two New York attorneys, and Beth Curtis, 

the creator of the website LifeforPot 

.com and the sister of the aforemen¬ 

tioned John Knock. 

Thus far, Obama has been decidedly 

stingy with pardons and commutations, 

granting only 23 as of January 2013. Of 

those pardoned, only one person had 

served significant prison time: Eugenia 

Marie Jennings, who was sentenced in 

2002 to 20 years for possession with 

intent to distribute 13.9 grams of crack. 

Despite the president’s pardon record, 

Curtis believes this is one issue he could 

address without a risk of political fallout. 

“Prominent individuals on the left and 

the right are advocating for the legaliza¬ 

tion of this plant and would feel comfort¬ 

able with this commutation request,” she 

explains. “Since these five inmates have 

all been imprisoned for over 15 years, they 

have more than paid their dues, and a 

commutation will save taxpayers millions 

of dollars. This commutation is fiscally 

responsible, compatible with civil liber¬ 

ties—and it’s the right thing to do.” 

When Curtis created LifeforPot.com, 

the initial reaction she got from most 

people was sheer disbelief that there 

could still be prisoners serving such 

long sentences for nonviolent marijuana 

crimes. 

“Most Americans do not understand 

sentencing,” Curtis says. “They do not 

know about the role of mandatory 

minimums in the federal system. They do 
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The sheer volume of marijuana that 
is sold legally under state law in one 
year by one of the busiest medical 
dispensaries dwarfs the amounts 
for which these people were tried, 
convicted and sent to prison. 

« not know that, in effect, conspiracy 

laws make it possible for prosecutors to 

charge and try you for crimes you were 

not involved in and had no knowledge 

of. On top of that, there is the sentencing 

‘enhancement’ that a defendant receives 

for deciding to go to trial instead of tak¬ 

ing a plea agreement. This means that 

somewhere between 93 and 96 percent 

of defendants who choose to exercise 

their Sixth Amendment right to trial are 

found guilty and receive sentences that 

may be six times higher than those who 

accept a plea.” 

When it comes to American attitudes 

toward pot, we live in a far different 

world today than existed 15 years ago, 

when the hve men who are the subject of 

this petition were sentenced. The sheer 

volume of marijuana that is sold legally 

under state law in one year by one of the 

busiest medical dispensaries dwarfs the 

amounts for which these people were 

tried, convicted and sent to prison. There 

is no vast outcry at the fact that today, 

marijuana is sold openly in a number 

of medical states—yet the impact upon 

society by this loosening of the laws has 

been minimal. 

And while none of these prisoners 

was selling marijuana for medicinal 

use, their sentences were based on the 

erroneous assumption that marijuana, 

as a Schedule I narcotic, is a substance 

that has no proven medical value and 

that is more harmful than morphine, 

cocaine and methamphetamine. As any 

unbiased review of the scientific research 

indicates, this is simply not the case. In 

allowing medical marijuana to blossom 

into a quasi-legal multimillion-dollar 

industry, the federal government has, in 

effect, admitted that marijuana use does 

not represent a significant threat to the 

health and welfare of American society. 

When asked recently if the federal 

government planned to intervene in the 

wake of the state initiatives in Washing¬ 

ton and Colorado, Obama replied, “We’ve 

got bigger fish to fry. It would not make 

sense for us to see a top priority as going 

after recreational users in states that have 

determined that it’s legal.” 

The foundation of the argument for 

punishing marijuana distribution with 

severe sentences has collapsed since 

these men were sent to prison. Their 

cases must be reexamined through the 

prism of this subsequent enlightenment. 

This appeal for clemency is the only 

hope of freedom for five men who were 

effectively sentenced to die in prison for 

an act that is now legal in two states. 

It is our hope that when the president 

considers this petition, he sees that the 

decision he must make is as obvious as 

the injustice it addresses. ^ 

Read the petition here: 

http://norml.org/pdf_files/brief_bank/ 

petition_for_clemency.pdf. 

HIGH FIVE 

Euro-Pot 
Amsterdam is still the center of cannabis tourism, but other marijuana-friendly metropolises are on the rise. By Mark Miller 

LISBON, PORTUGAL 
The trendy capital city is 

situated in a country that 

decriminalized cannabis 

(and all other drug posses¬ 
sion) in 2001. But there are 

conflicting reports on the 

availability of weed on the 
street. One reported hot 

spot is the Aqueduto das 

Aguas Livres, site of the 

largest stone arch in the 

world. Among the options 

proffered by immigrant 
peddlers under the arch, 

however, hashish seems to 

be more plentiful than pot. 

PRAGUE, CZECH 
REPUBLIC 
Sometimes referred to as 
New Amsterdam, the Czech 

capital offers plenty of easy 
access to pot and hash. 

Technically, only undefined 

“small amounts” of pot are 

legal to possess. Beware of 

street dealers ripping off 

tourists with bunk product: 

It’s safer and smarter to hit 

the nightclub district and 

purchase in bars, where the 
average price per gram runs 

300 Czech koruna (about 

$15.50). 

FREETOWN 
CHRISTIANIA, 
DENMARK 
When visiting this hippie 

haven on the grounds of an 
abandoned army barracks in 

a splendid district of Copen¬ 

hagen, THC devotees should 

proceed directly to Pusher 

Street, a stretch of city block 

offering plenty of pot as well 

as Europe’s beloved hash. 

The prices per gram range 
from 29 Danish kroner ($5) 

to 115 kroner ($20) for top- 

shelf; get it prerolled or in 

loose buds. 

LONDON, UK 
Skunk is among the most 

plentiful strains in postmil- 

lennial, postmodern, jolly 

old London. The UK has 
seen a record number of 

pot gardens busted in the 

last year, signaling that 
cultivation and availability 

are both on the rise. Avoid 

street joints mixed with 

tobacco. Pot here is a Class 
B drug, which makes pos¬ 

session illegal. Your first 
offense is just a warning; 

the second offense brings 

a fine. 

IBIZA, SPAIN 
Not a city but an island, 

historic Ibiza has earned a 

well-deserved reputation 

as a beachfront stoners’ 
paradise. Exquisite Pur¬ 

ple buds and other super¬ 

strains are plentiful here, 
while a thriving electronic 

dance music/rave scene 

pounds away, adding to 

overall stoner merriment. 
Public possession and 

use are a misdemeanor 

fine, but in many private 

locales in Spain, pot is 

essentially legal. 
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media trumpeted a Duke 

University study that 

found teen pot use is 

“dangerous for the devel¬ 

oping brain .” But Swedish 

researcher Ole Rogeberg 

now asserts that a per¬ 

son’s economic status and 

education have a far more 

profound effect on IQ 

than pot smoking. 

Rogeberg claims good 

education and challeng¬ 

ing jobs can boost intel¬ 

ligence, but “if people are 

pushed out or decide to 

move out of these kinds 

of arenas, they will tend 

to see an IQ decline, and 

they will also be the type 

of people who tend to 

take up cannabis during 

adolescence.” 

That’s a huge depar¬ 

ture from Duke’s study, 

which relied on data 

from a survey of 1,037 

people from New Zealand 

who were followed 

for more than three 

decades. Researchers 

said pot smokers could 

lose up to eight points 

in IQ levels. Addressing 

Rogeberg’s criticism that 

the study ignored socio¬ 

economic factors, Duke 

insisted that the study 

included only kids from 

middle-class families, 

eliminating the effects of 

socioeconomic status. But 

Rogeberg says those steps 

can’t rule out other factors 

as the cause for lower IQ. 

Pot in the < ' 
Mainstream 
Troy Dayton, the CEO of the ArcView Group, a 

San Francisco-based company that connects 

investors and entrepreneurs in the cannabis 

industry, says that following the Election 

Day victories in Colorado and Washington, . 

he’s hearing from “entrepreneurs who are 
just interested in the sector and want to put 

$25,000 to $50,000 to work, all the way up 

to billionaires and venture capital funds that 

are looking to make investments.” Dayton 

says now is a “really a unique opportunity for 

smaller businesses to make a play at it before 
the super-big multinationals get in on it.” 

Drug Czar 
Makes Noise, 
Not Sense 
Hey, heard the good news? The 
War on Drugs is over! Or at least 

it’s been declared not to exist. 
Federal Drug Czar Gil Ker- 

likowske spoke before a police 
gathering at the University of San 
Francisco in January. He was there 

to hype the Obama administration’s new “21st-century” anti-narcotics 
strategy and somewhat ridiculously announced, “There is no War on 
Drugs,” because the emphasis now is supposedly on education and 
treatment. (Tell that to the some 750,000 people arrested for pot pos¬ 

session in 2011, according to recently released FBI statistics.) 
Unfortunately, this allegedly fresh policy still includes the same 

old tired anti-medical marijuana rhetoric. According to Kerlikowske, 
acknowledging the medicinal benefits of pot “sends a terrible mes¬ 
sage” to the nation’s youth by creating the “perception” that it’s less 
harmful than tobacco. 

But don’t let facts stand in the way of your BS, Gil: High school stu¬ 
dents are more likely to smoke pot than tobacco precisely because 
that “perception” is correct. 

Kerlikowske also reached new depths of hypocrisy when he 
dismissed the legalization victories in Washington and Colorado as a 
“false choice” and asserted, referring to the Food and Drug Adminis¬ 
tration: “We have the world’s most renowned process to decide what 
is medicine and what should go in people’s bodies. And marijuana 

has never been through that process.” 
While it’s certainly true that pot has never been tested by the 

FDA, it is, in fact, the most widely studied plant in history, one whose 
medical efficacy has been demonstrated time and time again. Even 

more outrageously, it’s the federal government’s own prohibitionist 
policies that have prevented pot from being studied by the FDA in 
the first place. 

So what were you saying about “false choices,” Gil? 

Harborside 
Reprieve 
Harborside Health Center, the largest 

medical marijuana dispensary in the 

Bay Area, can remain in operation— 

at least for the time being—after a 

federal judge blocked its landlords 

from evicting the dispensary from 

its two locations in Oakland and 

San Jose, CA, where it serves over 

100,000 patients. 

Last July, the Feds filed a civil 

asset-forfeiture suit against the 

landlords, who filed suit in turn 

seeking to have Harborside evicted 

because it was engaged in “illegal 

activities.” In January, however, US 

Magistrate Judge Maria-Elena James 

thwarted this backdoor attempt by 

the federal government to shut the 

popular dispensary down, ruling 

that the Feds, not the landlords, 

are responsible for enforcing the 

Controlled Substances Act. 
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Mexico Mulls 
Legalization 
Newly elected Mexican 

president Enrique Pena 

Nieto recently told CNN that 

while he opposes legalizing 

marijuana, the vote to legal¬ 

ize recreational pot use in 

Colorado and Washington 

last year “could bring us to 

rethinking the strategy” His 

comments are a breath of 

fresh air from the leaders of 

a country plagued with hor¬ 

rific drug violence: At least 

55,000 people have been killed 

in Mexico since 2006 in the 

ongoing Drug War there. 

According to the Los 

Angeles Times, pot legalization 

is already being advocated 

by a number of prominent 

elected officials in Mexico. 

Fernando Belaunzaran of the 

PRD (Democratic Revolution¬ 

ary Party) has introduced a 

national legalization bill. With 

an estimated 20 to 25 percent 

of all drug-cartel profits gener¬ 

ated by pot sales, Belaunzaran 

is seeking to cut off that blood¬ 

stained source of revenue. 

Governor Mario Anguiano 

Moreno has suggested that his 

state of Colima could hold its 

own legalization referendum. 

Also, before the successful 

ballot measures in Colorado 

and Washington, Mexico City 

mayor Miguel Angel Mancera 

proposed organizing a national 

forum on pot legalization. 

But not everyone is 

on board. In the newspa- 

perReforma, columnist and 

center-right scholar Sergio 

Aguayo termed the push for 

legal pot in the US a “slap in 

the face” for former Mexican 

president (and staunch drug 

warrior) Felipe Calderon—as 

if cannabis should remain 

criminalized simply to shore up 

the legacy of his disastrously 

shortsighted administration. 

Highwitness News 23 

Attack of the Vending Machines! 
Medbox, a Los Angeles-based company that pioneered the use of traditional vending machines as a means 

to distribute medical marijuana, plans on installing modified versions of its machines in Colorado and 

Washington to provide easy access to pot, which was recently legalized in both states for recreational use. 

“All of our equipment is customized per state regulations, so 

Colorado and Washington are going to have 

different ways people can operate 

them at a retail marijuana busi¬ 

ness,” Medbox founder Vincent 

Mehdizadeh said. 

However, there is still one 

issue that prevents the vending 

machines from being accessed 

24/7: “social intolerance,” accord¬ 

ing to Mehdizadeh. 

Interestingly, Medbox sued a 

rival company that was offering 

24/7 vending access. Mehdizadeh 

defended this action by insist¬ 

ing that “24-hour access hurts 

the image of our technology.” 

He maintains that Medbox is a 

conservative company trying to 

flourish in a progressive industry. 

Good luck with that argument. 

As pot acceptance and the push 

for legalization increase across the 

US, 24/7 access to pot via vending 

machines seems inevitable, regardless of 

how many of its competitors Medbox sues. 

Schedule Error 
In late January, the US Court of Appeals for the D.C. Circuit rejected a petition seeking to reschedule cannabis’ status defined 
by the Controlled Substances Act, which lists pot as a Schedule I drug, laughably in the same category as heroin. A coalition 

of activist groups led by Americans for Safe Access (ASA) filed the rescheduling petition in federal appellate court after it 

was rejected by the DEA in 2011. A three-judge panel relied on the wisdom of the DEA in reaffirming pot’s status: “A danger¬ 
ous drug with no accepted medical use.” The task of rescheduling remains a cynical catch-22. The DEA won't accept the 

legitimacy of medical marijuana until the FDA approves cannabis for medicinal use, yet the DEA consistently blocks FDA 

pot research. In the hearing, ASA listed over 200 published, pro-cannabis studies as part of the rescheduling petition, but 

judges deferred to the DEA’s view that those particular studies are somehow not “sufficient proof of medical efficacy itself.” 

The fight isn't over; ASA’s Steph Sherer told the Los Angeles Times that the petition is going to the Supreme Court. 

The Cartel Lie 
File this one under “We told you 

so!” A federal official intimately 

involved in the War on Drugs 

recently admitted what High 

Tzmeshas been reporting for 

years: There is little, if any, 

evidence connecting ruthless 

Mexican drug cartels to outdoor 

cannabis cultivation on public 

lands in Northern California or 

anywhere else in America. 

In a Los Angeles Times article, 

Tommy Lanier, director of the 

Office of National Drug Control 

Policy’s National Marijuana 

Initiative, acknowledged that 

“based on our intelligence, 

which includes thousands of cell 

phone numbers and wiretaps, 

we haven’t been able to connect 

anyone [arrested for growing] to 

a major cartel.” 

Lanier went on to disclose 

that law enforcement may have 

misrepresented the true origin 

of pot growing in places like 

national parks because, in the 

past, Mexican nationals have 

been arrested tending “illegal” 

gardens. He also acknowledged 

that playing the cartel card 

helps boost law-enforcement 

budgets. 

Dale Gieringer, director of 

California NORML, insists: “We 

always felt the cartel association 

was phony. None of my contacts 

ever spoke of encountering a 

Mexican cartel—except for those 

who actually went to Mexico.” 

Gieringer suspects that a 

cut-off in ONDCP funding was 

behind Lanier’s comments. Or 

perhaps it’s another sign that pot 

prohibition’s days are numbered. 

“We hope the Feds realize that 

the war on marijuana creates 

crime, and that crime will 

decrease if marijuana is legal,” 

Gieringer says. “This is an 

encouraging glimmer of light 

among the powers that be.” 
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Dispatches from the international drug war. By Bill Weinberg 

Cabinet 

minister 

Guikine 

West Africa: Narco- 
Terrorists Control 
Northern Mali? 
Mali has been divided 

since April, when Islamist 

rebels seized the north— 

a vast stretch of the 

Sahara, including the old 

caravan city of Timbuktu. 

Harsh Taliban-style rule 

has been imposed, and 

ancient Suh shrines 

recognized as UN World 

Heritage Sites have been 

destroyed by the rebels 

as “idolatry” Some of the 

Islamist factions are in 

talks with the regime, 

which is none too stable. 

Others remain intransi¬ 

gent. On December 20, 

the UN Security Council 

approved military action 

to remove the rebels, and 

the French, along with 

a force of West African 

states is being prepared, 

have been waging a hard 

battle to push back the 

rebels. 

The most intransigent 

faction, the Movement for 

Unity and Jihad in West 

Africa, was placed under 

sanctions by the Security 

Council as a front for 

A1 Qaeda on December 

6. The Security Council 

statement also charged: 

“The MUJAO’s leaders are 

known to be drug traffick¬ 

ers, involved in the drug 

trade in the Sahel.” 

Mahan cabinet 

minister Traore Roki- 

atou Guikine told the 

Security Council: “The 

daily suffering of the 

Burma: Kachin tribesmen get bombed in opium war 
The Burmese military on January 2 claimed responsibility for air strikes against 

Kachin rebel positions in the country’s north. Kachin territory is in northern Burma’s 

opium-growing heartland, and international officials are hyping a new poppy boom 

there-ironically as a consequence of recent successes against opium production 

in Afghanistan. Said Gary Lewis, Southeast Asia representative for the UN Office on 

Drugs and Crime (UNODC): “If the opium coming from Afghanistan drops by a third, 

then it could well increase by that much here.” Burma, which was long the world’s 

leading opium producer, was overtaken by Afghanistan in 1991. 

occupied Mahan people 

is well-known: There are 

floggings, amputation of 

limbs, summary execu¬ 

tions, children forced to 

become soldiers, rapes, 

stoning, looting and the 

destruction of cultural 

and historic sites.” 

Ironically, however, 

the worst destruction 

of cultural and historic 

sites—the Suh shrines 

of Timbuktu—has 

occurred at the hands 

not of MUJAO but Ansar 

Dine, a rival faction that 

controls the historic city. 

Both groups seem equally 

guilty of the other abuses. 

And yet Ansar Dine—far 

from being sanctioned 

by the UN or accused of 

drug trafficking—is the 

principal faction in the 

rebels’ negotiations with 

the government. 

Bolivia: Progress 
Seen in Coca Policy 
The New York Times gave 

a big wet kiss to Bolivia 

on December 26, noting 

that its policies have 

brought about a decrease 

in coca production in the 

country—despite being 

dissed by Washington as 

too tolerant. 

The total area planted 

with coca in Bolivia 

dropped by 13 percent in 

2011, according to reports 

by both the UN Office 

on Drugs and Crime and 

the White House Office 

of National Drug Control 

Policy. Bolivia stepped up 

efforts to eradicate unau¬ 

thorized coca plantings 

and reported an increase 

in seizures of cocaine and 

cocaine base—even as the 

government of Bolivian 

president Evo Morales 

expanded the areas 

where coca can be grown 

legally. 

In the coca-growing 

region of Chapare, some 

43,000 farmers have regis¬ 

tered to grow coca under 

state regulation. If the 

registered growers exceed 

: the maximum amount of 

coca allowed, soldiers are 

called in to remove the 

extra plants, and repeat 
r 

offenders can have their 

whole crop destroyed. 

“The results speak for 

themselves,” government 

minister Carlos Romero 

1 told the Times. “We have 

demonstrated that you 

can objectively do eradica¬ 

tion work without violat- 
■ 

ing human rights, without 

polemicizing the topic 

and with clear results.” 

But Larry Memmott, 

the charge d’affaires 

for the US embassy 

in La Paz, was not too 

enthused: “Our perspec¬ 

tive is they’ve made real 

advances, and they’re a 

long way from where we’d 

like to see them. In terms 

of law enforcement, a lot 

remains to be done.” 

Bolivia moved to 

restore diplomatic ties 

with the United States in 

2011 after booting the US 

ambassador three years 

earlier, but still declines to 

cooperate with the DEA. 

Mexico: Bloody 
Christmas in 
Michoacan, Sinaloa 
At least 13 people, includ¬ 

ing seven police officers, 

were killed and eight 

others wounded in three 

shootouts involving police 

and “armed commandos” 

on the border of Jalisco 

and Michoacan states in 

west-central Mexico on 

December 23. The first 

incident occurred when 

Michoacan state police 

responded to a report 

of a traffic accident in 

Brisenas village and were 

ambushed. Similar gun- 

hghts followed shortly in 

the nearby municipalities 

of Quitupan and Ayotlan. 

The next day, bullets flew 

in the central plaza of 

Yurecuaro, Michoacan, in 

what authorities called 

a shootout between the 

Knights Templar and 

Jalisco Nueva Generation 

cartels, which left an 

unarmed bystander dead. 

Also on Christmas Eve, a 

group of men armed with 

assault weapons stormed 

the town of El Platanar 

de Los Ontiveros in the 

mountains of north¬ 

western Sinaloa state, 

killing nine people and 

dumping their bodies on 

a sports held. Authorities 

called that one a hght 

between the Sinaloa 

Cartel and Los Zetas. 

For more updates, visit Bill 

Weinberg’s websites, Glo- 

balGanjaReport.com and 

World War4Report.com. 
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Mix Masters 
Flosstradamus" new EDM joint is rolled from 
many different strains. By Justin Hampton 

In the midst of 2012’s Sum¬ 
mer of EDM, Flosstradamus 
can rest easy. See, alongside 
prescient DJ/producer/ 
promoter crews like NYC’s 
Misshapes, LA’s Dim Mak and 
Philadelphia’s Hollertronix, 
Josh “J2K” Young and Curt 
“Autobot” Cameruci possessed 
the foresight of their sort-of 
namesake by crossbreeding 
EDM, indie rock and hip-hop 
at their parties, during a 
time in the early 2000s when 
single-genre nights were the 
rule. Now that hip-hop ce¬ 
lebrities like Nicki Minaj and 
Three Six Mafia are working 
with David Guetta and Tiesto, 
one can’t blame Flosstrada¬ 
mus for feeling vindicated. 
But considering the ups and 
downs they’ve had, they’re far 
more grateful than that. 

“Ever since the jump, 
our whole mentality is that 
everyone’s welcome, and we 
want to play everything and 
we want everyone to be there 
and we don’t want it to be 
exclusive and we’re not trying 
to be too cool for school,” says 
Young. “We are, at our core, 
two Midwestern dudes who 
grew up in lower-middle-class 
families. We have respect 
for everybody, and if you’re 
cool, we fuck with you, and if 
you’re not, then fuck you. So 
that’s our only principle.” 

Initially grinding out big¬ 
room, trance-inflected Dirty 
South mashups, Flosstrada¬ 
mus have since evolved into 
a more original production 
unit, marrying the slow- 
burning grind of post-Gucci 
Mane trap-rap with melodic 

top lines borrowed from the 
EDM main floor, while throw¬ 
ing in a bit of experimenta¬ 
tion with styles like juke—a 
hyperactive, regional Chicago 
dance-music style—for good 
measure. (Josh credits his sib¬ 
ling, the eclectic urban diva/ 
Kanye West collaborator Kid 
Sister, for the initial exposure 
to juke that led to the group’s 
Jubilation EP on Fool’s Gold.) 

On 4/20, the crew also digi¬ 
tally released their smokers’ 
anthem, “Rollup,” as a heads- 
up for the heads. One of the 
little-celebrated benefits of 

“We have Cali 
weed; we have 
indoor stuff that 
conies from 
Michigan now 
... everything 
comes through 
Chicago.” 
cannabis, according to Young: 
“It’s really helped my mar¬ 
riage. My wife and I are both 
smokers, and it’s really hard 
to fight about the dishes when 
you’re smoking and chilling 
out and not talking to each 
other.” 

Cameruci in particu¬ 
lar harbors a sentimental 
preference for the infamous 
low-grade “Chi-town Brown” 
strains he grew up smoking, 
and he feels the diversity of 
Chicago’s music is matched 
by its cannabis market. “We’re 
influenced by Dirty South 
hip-hop on the radio; we’re 
influenced by house music, 
Detroit techno—everything is 
there. And I think that’s the 
same with the weed,” he says. 
“We have Cali weed; we have 
indoor stuff that comes from 
Michigan now. Everything 
comes through Chicago.” 

In the meantime, the 
pair continue to tour, most 
recently with Mad Decent’s 
Dillon Francis, and to release 
a stream of mixtapes off their 
Tumblr and Soundcloud 
pages. Young feels that it’s 
only really now that the duo 
have gotten the hang of pro¬ 
ducing together. Before, “nei¬ 
ther of us knew exactly how 
to complement each other’s 
styles. And I feel that by 2011, 
we learned how to do that,” 
he says. “Being in a group 
for almost eight years and 
clicking after that amount of 
time is just awesome. It’s an 
amazing feeling.” ^ 

The Flosstradamus Effect 
• Their lastest “Banned” mixtape episode garnered 

more than 80,000 downloads. 

• Built their rep with their “Get Outta the Hood” parties. 

• Fucks with Dillon Francis, the Dirty South, roller¬ 

skates, Danny Brown and the Party Squad. 
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The Art of Partying 
Municipal Waste mix punk, metal and a lot of herb. By Chris Parker 

The Wasteland ain’t 
just for teenagers. 

The 2010 “Big Four” tour 

featuring thrash trailblazers 

Metallica, Slayer, Megadeth 

and Anthrax signaled that the 

original punk/metal hybrid 

had returned to prominence. 

But Municipal Waste have 

been on that tip since the 

dawn of the new millennium, 

building the momentum that’s 

made them the preeminent 

old-school throwback act. 

Like their “Big Four” 

heroes, the Richmond, VA, 

quartet combine racing 

skate-punk rhythms, slash¬ 

ing thrash riffs, a chunky, 

charging bottom end and 

clean, decipherable vocals. 

Their lyrics range from social 

critiques like the badass-slam¬ 

ming “Authority Complex” to 

gory set pieces like “Crushing 

Chest Wound” and humorous 

asides like “Covered in Sick/ 

The Barfer,” all off 2012’s The 

Fatal Feast. 

Though the band dates 

back to 2001, it was the addi¬ 

tion of a new rhythm section- 

bassist Phil “Landphil” Hall 

and former Burnt by the Sun 

drummer Dave Witte—that 

allowed them to really take off. 

That ascent began with their 

second album, 2005’s Hazard¬ 

ous Mutation, and continued 

with 2007’s breakthrough The 

Art of Partying. 

“We were already working 

on our third record when all 

the thrash-revival shit started 

going on. We were like, ‘What? 

We’ve already been there! 

You guys are a little bit late 

on that,”’ says frontman Tony 

Foresta. “I think Hazardous 

Mutation took a while to cir¬ 

culate; then, by the time it did, 

we were already well onto the 

third record. Once that word 

spread, a million other bands 

started popping up.” 

Though many of their 

songs are fairly beer-centric, 

particularly on The Art of Par¬ 

tying (“Beer Pressure,” “Born 

to Party,” “The Inebriator”), 

“I was selling 
weed out of 
my parents’ 
house and 
acid in the 
bathroom at 
school.” 
Municipal Waste have the 

heshers well represented 

with Hall and guitarist Ryan 

Waste. (Six years ago, Hall 

and his twin brother, Josh, 

even started a band called 

Cannabis Corpse, a humorous 

riff on death-metal pioneers 

Cannibal Corpse.) “It was 

just weed puns on Cannibal 

Corpse songs, and it’s got this 

crazy artwork,” Land says of 

the group’s recorded output, 

which includes songs like 

“When Weed Replaces Life,” 

“Force Fed Shitty Grass” and 

“Mummified in Bongwater.”) 

Municipal Waste typically 

avoid taking paraphernalia on 

tour with them for fear of the 

fuzz. Instead of using pipes 

or bongs, they’ll typically 

core out an apple, bringing 

new meaning to the phrase 

“Golden Delicious.” However, 

they did make an exception to 

this general rule when Silver 

Surfer gifted them with a 

vaporizer. 

“We were blown away, 

because it looks so futuristic,” 

Hall says. “Once I started 

using it, it was like, ‘Whoa, 

this is great!”’ 

But it’s guitarist Ryan 

Waste who boasts the longest 

weed history of anyone in the 

band, dating back to when he 

was 12 and rebelling against 

his strict parents with a 

headlong dive into weed and 

hallucinogens. 

“The hesher kid, the long¬ 

haired metalhead that your 

parents said to stay away 

from—those were the people 

I sought out,” Waste recalls. 

“By the time I was a freshman 

in high school, I was selling 

weed out of my parents’ house 

and acid in the bathroom 

at school. I would bring an 

eighth of weed in my sock, 

and I’d be hustling kids while 

on acid at the same time.” 

His befuddled folks tried 

everything, including tapping 

their phone (evilly using one 

of his metal comp tapes!) 

and confiscating Ryan’s weed. 

Apparently, it didn’t work. 

“Fifteen, 20 years later, I 

have a different relationship 

with my parents,” Waste says. 

“They’re all cool, and I’m 

talking to them—I was like, 

‘Whatever happened to those 

tapes?’ My dad straight-up 

grabs a key to open a drawer 

and pulls out two cassettes.” 

Waste bursts out laughing, 

explaining how funny it was 

to hear his 14-year-old self 

bumming rides and scam- 

ming chicks on the phone. 

But that wasn’t all his dad 

had kept from those days. 

“He says, ‘If I’m going to give 

you the tapes, I might as well 

give you this.’ Then he pulls 

out an eighth of weed labeled 

‘September 1993,’” Waste says. 

“It’s tasteless and scentless, 

but it still gets you high. It’s 

crazy—it’s Virginia Beach dirt 

weed. I have a ritual thing I’ll 

do: When I’m home from tour 

and I’m having some buddies 

into town that are big pot- 

heads, I’ll be: ‘You guys want 

to smoke some vintage?’ Then 

I tell them that story and 

everyone loses their mind.” 

Wastoid Factoids 
• Bassist Landphil is a big fan of old-school WWE wres¬ 

tling and got lessons from MMA fighter Josh Barnett. 

• Recently starred in a Vans commercial. 

• Good friends with fellow Richmond residents GWAR, 
for whom they’ve opened on several tours. 
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someone still doesn’t know 

what we’re talking about, and 

that ambiguity is what we’ve 

always fed off of anyway” 

For the record, Eternal 

Tapestry have dug heav¬ 

ily into neo-psych/art-rock 

bands like Faust, Neu! and 

the aforementioned Swedish 

progressives, Algarnas Trad- 

gard. The result has been an 

often droningly transcenden¬ 

tal, epic sound that’s not just 

a pastiche of old influences 

but a radical melting-down 

in which the music remains 

reminiscent of the hoary past 

but sounds strangely new as 

well. 

This process brings a lot of 

variety to the narrative flow 

of the album, with tracks like 

the opening “When I Was 

in Your Mind,” “Planetoid 

127” and “The 

Currents of 

Space” evoking 

a darkness 

that’s fantasti¬ 

cal, foreboding 

and all points 

in between. 

Interwoven 

with record¬ 

ings of rain, 

“Apocalypse 

Troll” turns 

Seals & Crofts’ 

“Summer 

Breeze” into 

a monolithic 

headbanger, 

while “Sand 

Into Rain” 

is pastoral 

psych-folk 

right out of 

the Fairport 

Convention 

songbook. 

But when 

it comes to cannabis, Eternal 

Tapestry count themselves 

as major fans of the newer 

hybrids—Woody Kush, 

Blackberry Kush, Blue Dream. 

For live performances and in 

the studio, they love the way 

weed helps them both bring 

things into focus and space 

deeper and deeper out. 

“It’s really nice right before 

you play,” says Nick. “You’re at 

the show, you set up all your 

pedals, then right before you 

step onstage, just have a little 

puff. Then you go out there 

with a fresh perspective.” 

“It’s not the backbone of 

the band,” adds Jed, “but it’s 

definitely been a muse of 

ours. We call it Improv Helper 

[laughs]. For recording, it’s 

great because it can ease you 

into being more patient. And 

it’s a nice tool for mixing— 

once you’ve got a nice mix 

going and you want fresh 

ears, smoking pot can really 

open it up.” ^ 

THE WEE WEED HOURS 
"We all like smoking weed, and most every show we’ll 
have a puff before we play. We don’t depend on it, but 

it’s a good thing, and it’s definitely a big part of a long 
recording session. If you’ve been listening to some¬ 

thing for way too long, weed can open it up.” —Nick 

Dope Springs Eternal 
Eternal Tapestry like to play with space and time. By John Payne 

Portland five-piece Eternal 
Tapestry are a collective of 

like-minded psychedelic souls 

who don’t come off all that 

“psychedelic” in the normal 

sense of the word. Tapping 

into the more experimental 

side of the European progres- 

sive/art rock of the ’70s, the 

band broadens the psych pal¬ 

ette to surprising new degrees 

on their latest album, A World 

Out of Time. 

Recorded directly to tape 

using a bunch of old Ampex 

pre-amps, a gazillion FX ped¬ 

als and sundry vintage gui¬ 

tars, organs, drums and saxes, 

A World Out of Time is the 

prolific band’s second release 

in the last year, and one in 

which they’ve focused their 

process of edited spontaneity 

into forcefully rocking and 

supremely evocative sound- 

scapes. So whether or not it 

qualifies as psych-rock in the 

accepted sense of the term is 

not that big a deal to them. 

“We’re pretty open-ended 

people with different tastes,” 

says guitarist Nick Binde- 

man, “and we like to think it 

doesn’t matter. But everyone 

wants to know: ‘What kind of 

band are you in?’ So the stock 

response is: ‘We’re a psych- 

rock band.’” 

When it comes to 
cannabis. Eternal 
Tapestry count 
themselves as 
major fans of the 
newer hybrids— 
Woody Kush, 
Blackberry Kush, 
Blue Dream. 

These days, however, the 

term connotes heavy Stoner 

rock, which is not something 

Eternal Tapestry aspire to in 

particular. “When people ask 

what we sound like,” drum¬ 

mer Jed Bindeman chimes 

in, “I’d rather just say we 

sound like Algarnas Tradgard 

and other bands that no 

one’s heard of—’cause then L
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From Colombia to 
Cape Town 
Africa is a growing hot spot in the 
War on Drugs. 
For those who’ve been wondering how much 

truth lies behind the media sensationalism about 

global drug cartels seizing on Africa as their new 

theater of operations, Africa and the War on Drugs 

clears the air in a welcome way. 

The authors depict a strategy by the UN Office on 

Drugs and Crime (UNODC) to hype the threat and 

replicate the usual hardline policies throughout the 

African continent. Ironically drug trafficking has 

been on the rise in Africa—precisely as a result of 

the Drug War’s “successes” in Latin America. As the 

old established cartels and their smuggling routes 

were broken up, more fragmented networks have 

sought new routes and markets in their place. 

But Africa has been a market and transit point 

for psychoactive substances for centuries. Cannabis 

was introduced to East Africa by Arab traders over 

500 years ago and had spread across the continent 

by the time the Europeans arrived. Cocaine, heroin 

and methamphetamine have fueled waves of gang¬ 

land violence in both Kenya and 

South Africa. This makes good 

propaganda for the UNODC’s 

campaign. But contrary to 

media reports on the new 

African drug “barons,” the trade 

is still dominated by small-scale 

freelancers, not cartels. 

With its notoriously corrupt 

authorities, tiny Guinea-Bissau 

is often demonized as Africa’s 

first “narco-state,” while Nigeria has gone furthest 

toward adopting the harsh enforcement model 

favored by the UNODC and the United States. But 

there have been some encouraging signs of move¬ 

ment in the other direction as well: A cannabis 

decriminalization bill was introduced in Rwanda 

in 2010, and such proposals are at least widely 

discussed in South Africa. 

The authors also warn that cannabis decrim 

could harm rural livelihoods, thanks to prohibi¬ 

tion’s effect in jacking up prices. But they still 

make an excellent case that Africa may have more 

to fear from the War on Drugs than from illegal 

drugs themselves. Bill Weinberg 

Africa and the 
War on Drugs 
by Neil Carrier and 
Gemot Klantschnig 
(Zed Books) 

MUSIC RECOMMENDATIONS 

Nick Cave and 
the Bad Seeds 
Push the Sky 
Away 
(Bad Seed Ltd.) 

Nick Cave’s soulful 

baritone and keenly 

crafted songs suggest a cross 

between Neil Diamond and 

Leonard Cohen. Throughout 

his long career, Cave has 

vacillated between moody 

beauty and clamorous rock, 

electing mostly the former 

on his latest opus (though 

several distortion-drenched 

California X 
California X 
(Don Giovanni) 

West Massachusetts band 

close their eyes, turn 

up the fuzz and open their 

hearts to cannibal dreams 

of the state that gave them 

their name. The squall¬ 

ing guitars on the eight 

setting-sun-soaked tracks 

herein conjure the Smashing 

Pumpkins’ Siamese Dream, 

yearning and first-listen 

Sonny Smith 
100 Records, Vol. 3 
(Polyvinyl) 

This chameleonic Bay 

Area singer-songwriter- 

conceptualist created 100 

fictitious bands and then 

wrote hit tunes for each. 

Sonny packs 10 albums’ 

worth of ideas into the 

song titles and band names 

alone (“A Steady Stream 

of Love” by Little Antoine 

& the Sparrows, “Space 

BOOK RECOMMENDATIONS 

Cannabis 
Chassidis: 
The Ancient and 
Emerging Torah 
of Drugs 
by Yoseph Leib 
(Autonomedia) 

Here’s an amusing 280- 

page rant celebrating the 

convergence of Stoner cul¬ 

ture with the mystical and 

ecstasy-seeking tradition 

in Orthodox Judaism—rep¬ 

resented by Kabbalah and 

the Hasidic subculture. Leib 

draws inspiration from the 

tzaddiks, the holy men of 

the early Hasidic movement, 

DVD RECOMMENDATIONS 

Circle Jerks 
My Career as a 
Jerk 
Directed by Dave 
Markey 
(MDV) 

The Circle Jerks released 

their classic Group Sex 

back in 1981 and were never 

able to top it—despite the 

nearly 30-year career that 

followed. Singer Keith 

Morris is a born storyteller, 

and it’s fascinating to hear 

the funny and depressing 

details of a band that stuck 

it out for so long with no 

passages stand out). Push 

the Sky Away bursts with 

dreamy textures, ranging 

from echoing Pink Floyd-ish 

swirl to late-night, slow- 

burn thrum, and features an 

expressionistic song cycle 

set in a downtrodden sea¬ 

side neighborhood rife with 

prostitution and despair. 

Chris Parker 

nostalgic, especially on 

“Pond Rot.” The vocals are 

buried and blurry, recalling 

fellow ladybug-staters Dino¬ 

saur Jr., but have the bored, 

youthful affect and appeal¬ 

ingly sloppy multitracking 

of modern jangle wizards 

like Surfer Blood or Smith 

Westerns. Sweetly painful, in 

a good way. Polly Watson 

Travel Is in My Blood” by 

Earth Girl Helen Brown), 

and the songs’ almost eerie 

authenticity—from the hissy 

mono rocker “Life Ain’t 

Clear” by Danny Dusk & the 

Twilights to “Fruitcakes” by 

garage punks Zig Speck & 

the Specktones—howls like 

a blast from the dusty old 

past. John Payne 

who were thought to pos¬ 

sess spiritual powers—and 

who were hitting the lulke 

(water pipe) pretty often in 

his account. But whether or 

not cannabis use is really 

this deeply rooted in Jewish 

history, the cultural conver¬ 

gence that Leib manifests is 

creating its own mythology 

and doctrine. Bill Weinberg 

chance of receiving big 

money or chart success. 

Check out the live footage 

from their second lineup 

with Chuck Biscuits, who 

beats the drums like he’d 

been cloned from genetic 

material stolen from Keith 

Moon, John Bonham and 

the Tasmanian Devil. 

Chris Simunek 
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MUNCHIES 

Mystical 
Disco Fries 
Putting the “pot” in cheese- 
and-gravy-covered 
potatoes. 

In homage to the grand open¬ 

ing of New Jersey’s first medi¬ 

cal marijuana dispensary the 

Greenleaf Compassion Center, 

this month’s recipe is for that 

Jersey diner classic, disco fries. 

If you’ve ever suffered through 

a serious illness, you already 

know that eating healthy, 

nutrient-rich food certainly 

aids in the healing process— 

but as any true Jerseyan will 

attest, disco fries are a special 

kind of cure all their own. 

From heartaches to hangovers, 

this particular dish (also 

dubbed “Elvis fries”) has been 

comforting, delighting and 

uniting people since the early 

’70s, when true boogie nights 

required another hot delicious 

mess—diner-style—before 

“freestyling” or “partnering 

up” back home. Mary Ought Six 

MYSTICAL DISCO FRIES 

3 large red potatoes 

Oil, for frying 

1 small sweet onion 

Salt and pepper to taste 

Garlic powder to taste 

1A cups shredded mozzarella 

2 tbsp. butter 

Ya oz. ground cannabis 

Va cup onion, finely minced 

1 cup beef broth 

2 tbsp. water 

1 tbsp. cornstarch 

Brown gravy 
(make during the wait time in the 

disco fries preparation below): 

Melt the butter in a double 
boiler over low heat and stir in 
the ground cannabis until fully 
coated. Continue to stir occa¬ 
sionally for 30 minutes, being 
careful not to burn the greens. 

Strain the cannabutter 
through cheesecloth or a 
fine strainer into a medium 
saucepan and turn heat to 
low; discard the green matter. 
Add minced onion. Saute over 
extremely low heat until the 
onions are tender. Add the beef 
broth and bring up to a low 
simmer. 

Combine the water and 
cornstarch in a small bowl, then 
stir into the broth; continue 
simmering and stirring until 
thickened, around a minute. 

Disco fries 
Add enough water to cover the 
potatoes by at least an inch in 
a large pot; boil the potatoes 
with the skins on until almost 

done. Allow to cool, then cut 
the potatoes into strips length¬ 
wise (around a quarter- to a 
half-inch thickness and width). 

In a large wok or fryer, heat 
the oil to 350°F. Pan-fry the 
potatoes for five to six minutes 
or until they’re limp. Remove 
with a slotted spoon, then place 
on paper towels and allow to 
drain. Let sit for one to two 
hours at room temperature (and 
make your brown gravy now). 

Next, preheat the oven to 
350°F. Slice the onion into 
half-inch wedges right before 
you’re ready to fry, then get 
your bake on. Place the pota¬ 
toes and onions into oil heated 
to 375°F for three to five 
minutes, or until golden brown 
with darkened edges. Remove 
the fries from the oil, drain on 
paper towels and, while still 
hot, season with salt, pepper 
and garlic powder. 

Place a layer of fries in a 
wide, shallow casserole dish 
(or line a baking sheet with 
foil) and sprinkle with the 
shredded mozzarella cheese; 
continue layering the fries and 
cheese until they’re all in. 

Bake in the preheated oven 
for about four minutes. Remove 
from the oven, then let sit for 
a minute so as not to lose any 
of the gravy’s herbal essences 
to cheesy fries that are hot as 
lava. But don’t wait too long: 
Get those gooey taters onto 
four plates, top with medicated 
gravy and enjoy. Stones 4. 
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I Medical Strain of the Month 

Cherry Lopez 
When it came time to set up 

an interview and photo shoot 

with actor and comedian Nick 

Offerman, the man behind 

the mustachioed mystique of 

Parks and Recreation's Ron 

Swanson (see page 90), I felt it 

important to source some truly 

top-level cannabis for the occa¬ 

sion. After all, Offerman not 

only makes millions of people 

laugh on television and the 

silver screen, but as the owner 

and operator of Offerman 

Woodshop in Los Angeles, he’s 

also a highly skilled craftsman 

who knows all about artisanal 

methods and small-batch 

quality. So, determined to 

make sure that the “props” 

used to fill his handmade pipe 

and stash box lived up to the 

highest cultivation standards, 

I sought a master craftsman’s 

approach to medical mari¬ 

juana via downtown LA’s own 

Buds and Roses dispensary. 

At the 2012 High Times 

Medical Cannabis Cup in 

Los Angeles, Buds and Roses 

placed in all five major catego¬ 

ries (Sativa, Indica, Hybrid, 

Concentrate and Edible), 

firmly establishing their 

reputation as one of Southern 

California’s leading medical 

marijuana dispensaries. Buds 

and Roses is also the exclusive 

home of the Kushman Genetix 

line of strains produced by 

former HT cultivation editor 

Kyle Kushman. 

By optimizing his eco-friendly 

growing method, which 

utilizes plant-based nutrients, 

Kushman has built his own 

enviable reputation for both 

his genetics and his herb, 

including a second-place finish 

for hybrids with his Stardawg 

strain at the 2011 Medical Can¬ 

nabis Cup in San Francisco. 

For the photo shoot, I 

obtained a relatively new 

Kushman Genetix strain 

called Cherry Lopez, a 60- to 

65-day mcZzca-dominant plant 

bred by crossing Jurassic 

Haze back to Adonai Kush. 

Jurassic Haze was the first- 

generation cross of the Adonai 

and Kushman’s signature 

Strawberry Cough variety, 

while Adonai Kush is a cross 

of Silvertooth (Super Silver 

Haze x Sweet Tooth #3) and a 

very rare Russian Kush. 

Thanks to his “veganic” 

growing method, which allows 

for a full expression of Cherry’s 

Lopez’s flavor and taste, the 

first toke gushes with fruity 

notes, followed by a pleasantly 

musky undertone. Boasting a 

heavy indica lineage, the strain 

initially comes on warm and 

fuzzy, while higher doses bring 

on the sativa rush of its Straw¬ 

berry Cough lineage. 

Independent lab results put 

Cherry Lopez at 21 percent 

THC and 1.5 percent CBD— 

highly impressive numbers in 

both Categories. DavidBienenstock C
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Hot Products 
What’s new for cannabis cultivators and connoisseurs. 

i Clean Scene 
$5.99 

greenairclean.com 

Shakespeare wrote that 

“discretion is the better part 

of valor,” and we highly agree. 

Rather than covering up odors, 

try the new Green Air Clean 

Air Freshener, which is made 

with an organic enzyme that 

actually attacks smoke. It’s 100 

percent safe for humans and 

pets, and we love the strong 

berry scent. With 700 to 1,000 

sprays per bottle, this is an 

efficient and economical way 

to stay safe and smelling good. 

2 Ash Catcher 
$19.95 

tapdatashtray, com 

How many times have you 

broken a glass piece when 

all you wanted to do was tap 

out some ashes? With the 

Tap Dat Ash ashtray, you’ll 

never have to worry about 

breakage again: The silicone/ 

rubber frame is dishwasher- 

safe and even has handy 

storage areas for bowls and 

rolling papers. Try one out 

and you’ll see why they call 

it “the last ashtray you’ll 

ever need.” 

3 Hash Bash 
$499.99 plus shipping 

wackyhags.com 

Making ice-water-extracted 

hash is quite rewarding, yet 

the process can be tedious and 

messy, to say the least. The 

new Wacky Blaster from Wacky 

Willy is an automated hash¬ 

making machine that agitates 

and separates seven different 

grades of hashish by itself. Sim¬ 

ply place your water, ice and 

trim in the unit and let it do all 

the work for you—all you have 

to do is collect your hash, dry it 

out and you’re good to go. 

4 Better Butter 
$149.95 

magicalbutter. com 

Cooking with cannabis has 

endless possibilities, but nearly 

every dank dish starts with 

marijuana-infused butter or oil. 

The Magical Butter is a fully 

automated and microprocessor- 

controlled appliance that 

grinds, heats and stirs your 

bud into butter, oil or tinctures. 

Stainless-steel construction and 

LED technology ensure success¬ 

ful extraction every time, and 

the self-cleaning function adds 

a welcome ease of use. 
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TOP 5 
STRAINS 

■" KUSH 
$351 

DIESEL 
$331 

(Kandy Kush) 
“Smells and tastes 

like Fruity Pebbles, 

with a quick onset and 

a long-lasting 

euphoric feeling.” 
Pike Creek, DE 

$392 

HAZE 
$320 

(Tahoe OG) 

“Incredible weed—so 

potent and stinky. 
Worth every penny.” 

San Francisco, CA 

m 
ml 

MARKET ANALYSIS Prices by the ounce 

While the Kind Index finished May below its previous 
month’s average, the Mids Index experienced an 
uptick in price per ounce (+$11). As a result, the US Price 
Index closed the month within $2 of its year-to-date 
average ($5 below its previous month's average). 

US Price Index Kind Index 
YTD Average: $330 YTD Average: $398 

Dec Jan Feb Mar Apr May Dec Jan Feb Mar Apr May 

Mids Index 
YTD Average: $273 

Schwag Index 
YTD Average: $101 

(Qrazy Train) 

“Hits you hard 

between the eyes 

and slowly drifts into 

a body stone—great 

for easing pain.” 
El Dorado, AR 

« I gj 
SI N 

I 

Dec Jan Feb Mar Apr May Dec Jan Feb Mar Apr May 

High Times May 2013 

TRANS HIGH MARKET QUOTATIONS 

STATE CITY STRAIN PRICE 

Arkansas El Dorado Qrazy Train $420 
Sweet Tooth 420 
LA Confidential 450 

California Los Angeles Headband 300 
San Francisco Tahoe OG 320 

Colorado Denver Kosher Kush 350 
Jack Herer 300 

Delaware Newark NYC Diesel 370 
Pike Creek Kandy Kush 390 

Blue Dream 370 

Florida Sarasota Trainwreck 450 

Georgia Atlanta Lemon Drop 450 
Kush 450 

Hawaii Hilo Purple Trainwreck 350 

Indiana Fort Wayne Big Buddha Cheese 350 
Sweet Tooth 325 

Maine Augusta Cheese 250 
East Coast Sour Diesel 300 

Maryland Baltimore Sweet God Bud 400 

Massachusetts Boston Sour Diesel 375 

Michigan Detroit Critical + 200 
Kosher Kush 220 

Minnesota Saint Paul Pineapple Kush 330 

Missouri St. Louis White Rhino 300 
Blue Dream 300 

New Jersey North Bergen The Purps 300 
Teaneck Green Crack 350 

New York New York Sour OG Kush 280 
Skywalker 420 

North Carolina Asheville Bubblegum 360 
Charlotte Skywalker Kush 420 

Ohio Dayton Super Silver Haze 320 

Oregon Gresham Lemon OG 250 

Rhode Island Providence OG Kush 400 

Tennessee Nashville Lamb’s Bread 150 

Texas San Antonio Chem Dog 300 

Washington Kennewick Super Silver Haze 280 
Seattle Cheese 300 

West Virginia Bluefield Cheese 400 

Wisconsin Madison Amnesia Haze 360 
Manitowoc Mean Green 380 

INTERNATIONAL 

Canada Winnipeg Jack the Ripper C$230 
Master Kush 240 

England London Super Silver Haze £250 
Exodus Cheese 200 

We want to know what you’re smoking! Submit your strain information, 
location and price by the ounce to thmq@hightimes.com or on Twitter (Lamb’s Bread) 

using #THMQ. “Very moist and dense. 

I It was obviously 

compressed in a brick 

at some point.” 
Nashville, TN w 
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Heavy yields of big buds in the fall are the result of proper planning 
and planting in the spring. Danny Danko breaks down the basics of 
mastering these early stages in order to harvest more down the road. 

Behold, my friends, the spring is come; the earth has gladly received 
the embraces of the sun, and we shall soon see the results of their love. 

-Sitting Bull 
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Everyday watering 

is essential to 

successful outdoor 

harvests. Below: a 
germinated seed. 

Start Early Now, 
Harvest Heavy Later 
As winter fades away, our 

thoughts turn to renewal. 

Spring always brings with 

it hopes for the future: The 

ground begins to warm, and 

tender young shoots emerge 

from the soil. But these plants 

are perennials, destined to 

grow out year after year with¬ 

out toil, while our beloved 

cannabis is an annual and 

must be planted each spring 

in order to grow bigger throughout its 

vegetative stage in the summer and then 

enter its flowering stage in the fall. 

The best way to ensure bigger plants, 

and thus greater harvests, is to plant 

seedlings or clones indoors under lights 

during the winter, before they can 

survive outdoors. This means plan¬ 

ning ahead and creating a vegetative 

space attuned to healthy, happy pot 

plants. YouTl need a warm (over 70°F) 

and humid (around 50 percent relative 

humidity) space, clean and well lit. 

We highly recommend using metal 

halide (MH) lights for the strongest 

growth and best results during the veg¬ 

etative stage. The wattage you use will 

depend on the size of your space, but a 

good rule of thumb is that a 2’ x 2' space 

can be covered by a 250-watt bulb and 

reflector, while a 3' x 3’ space 

would need 400 watts and a 

4' x 4’ space or larger can han¬ 

dle a 1,000-watt system. High- 

pressure sodium (HPS) lamps, 

light-emitting diode (LED) 

technology or fluorescents 

will work for this purpose as 

well, but the MH spectrum 

is ideal for vegetative growth 

and will keep internodes short 

and plants bushy. 

The biggest outdoor plants 

start their lives indoors as early 

as December and, by the time they go 

outside after the threat of frost has receded 

(which varies depending on where you 

live), they’re three feet tall or bigger, with 

thick stalks and many branches. This is the 

only way to achieve the massive 10-pound 

monsters you see in the photos. 

Planting Seeds 
There are several ways to properly ger¬ 

minate seeds. Some people place them 

between two wet paper towels and wait 

until they start popping open before 

gently putting them into the growing 

medium. The important thing to remem¬ 

ber when using this technique is not to 

let the emerging taproot get too long 

before doing this (and also to always 

place the seedling into the medium with 

the taproot pointing down). 

The easiest and most fail-safe way to 

sow seeds is directly into your medium 

of choice. Poke a hole in your moistened 

soil mix (or coco, rockwool cube, etc.) 

and drop the seed in about one-quarter 

to half an inch deep. Cover the seed with 

mix, keep the area moist and warm, and 

within a couple of days, you should see 

a tiny green shoot emerging from the 

soil. Immediately place it under adequate 

grow lighting—preferably a high-intensity 

discharge (HID) light—and your seedling 

will stay strong without stretching. 

Plants grown from seeds tend to grow 

more vigorously than those grown from 

clones. The hybrid vigor particular to 

seeds from the FI (or first filial) genera¬ 

tion creates monster bushes that grow 

rapidly as long as they receive plenty of 

fertilizer and light. Many outdoor growers 

prefer to start from seed for this reason. 

Rooting Clones 
The best way to ensure uniform growth 

(important for indoor growers) and 

strain consistency is to root clones taken 

from mother plants and then grow them 

out. Clones are pieces that have been cut 

from plants in order to induce new roots 

to shoot out from the cut ends. The cut¬ 

tings thus become smaller exact replicas 

of the mother plant, maintaining the 

sex (female), strain genetics and growth 

characteristics. This is how commercial S
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These vegetating 

plants are ready to 

begin the topping, 
pruning and train¬ 

ing process. 
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growers end up with uniform plants that 

perform the same, growing a level can¬ 

opy and taking advantage of all available 

light without shading each other out. 

Clones are cut from vegetating mother 

plants using a sharp blade. Cut on a 

diagonal just below a node, leaving at 

least three sets of intact leaves on the 

cutting you’ve taken. Remove the lowest 

leaves (the ones coming out of the node 

that you cut below) and immediately 

place the cut end into your moistened 

medium of choice. 

Temperature and humidity are very 

important factors for inducing roots to 

grow from the cut ends, so use a plastic 

tray with a heat mat underneath and a 

clear plastic dome over it for the best 

results. Within a week or so, you should 

see roots emerging from the bottom of 

your plugs or cubes and new growth 

from the plant tips. You are now ready 

to transplant your rooted clone into the 

growing medium and begin the all- 

important vegetative stage. 

Maintaining Mother Plants 
In order to get healthy clones, you must 

have healthy mother plants. These are 

female plants in their vegetative stage 

with green leaves and new shoots forming 

constantly. Mother plants should prefera¬ 

bly be kept under MH lights, but compact 

fluorescents will work in a pinch. 

The best way to acquire a mother 

plant is to grow one out from seed. But 

the only way to determine the sex of 

the plant without flowering it (unless 

it’s grown from feminized seeds) is to 

root a cutting from the plant and then 

flower out the clone. In this scenario, 

the mother plant remains under 18 to 20 

hours of light per day, while the rooted 

clone is placed in a separate flowering 

area under a 12-hours-on/12-hours-off 

light schedule. 

Within two weeks or so, you’ll see 

signs of sex on the clone, but it’s best to 

continue flowering it out completely in 

order to ensure that it’s not a hermaph¬ 

rodite. Any signs of male genitalia on 

your flowering clone mean you must get 

rid of the corresponding mother plant or 

risk seeding your crops. Male flowers are 

easy to spot: They look like tiny yellow 

bananas sticking out from the buds. 

If the clone is female, you’ll know the 

corresponding mother plant is female 

as well. At the same time, since the 

mother plant itself hasn’t been flow¬ 

ered, this means the plant is stress free, 

since its light schedule has never been 

interrupted. Mother plants grown from 

already flowered and then reversed 

plants tend to produce stressed-out 

cuttings, while mother plants that have 

stayed in their vegetative stage give off 

only strong, healthy clones. 

Feed mother plants a mild vegetative 

nutrient solution and always monitor 

them for overfeeding. Because they live 

much longer lives, mother plants are 

at greater risk of deficiencies, nutrient 

overloads and pH imbalances. Give them 

plain pH-balanced water between feed¬ 

ings and you’ll find that they stay much 

healthier and happier. 

The Vegetative Stage 
After a seedling or rooted clone has 

begun to form its first few sets of new 

leaves, it enters the vegetative stage of 

growth, when more leaves form and new 

shoots become branches. Care must be 

taken to provide the plants with a nutri¬ 

ent solution high in nitrogen, since this 

is the macronutrient that assists in the 

formation of green foliage. 

On the N-P-K scale, the nitrogen (N) 

level is given first, followed by potas¬ 

sium (P) and phosphorus (K). During 

the vegetative stage, use a fertilizer with 

a high number at the beginning of the 

N-P-K ratio listed on the package or bottle 

(e.g., 5-1-1). Healthy green leaves and new 

growth are signs that the nitrogen levels 

are good, but yellow leaves point to a defi¬ 

ciency. Conversely, burned leaf tips indicate 

an overabundance of nitrogen and other 

nutrients, so scale back on the feedings 

and flush your plants with plain water if 

you see the leaf tips start to get crispy. 

Keep in mind that the larger the hole 

in which your plant is growing, the 

bigger the plant will eventually be. If 

you’re growing in containers, use nothing 

smaller than five-gallon pots in order 

to yield plants that are decently sized. 

Larger pots, such as 35-gallon tubs, are 

ideal both indoors and out if you plan 

to have a vegetative stage lasting longer 

than a month. (Outside, this period is 

determined by the sun, but indoors, you 

can control when the flowering stage is 

triggered by cutting back the light to 12 

hours on/12 hours off.) 

Root systems with plenty of room to 

flourish produce much larger plants than 

root-bound ones. Outdoors, you can dig 

out a 3' x 3' hole and be sure to dig deep 

as well. Fill the hole with store-bought 

From top: Cut clones just below the third node or 

higher; rooted cuttings are ready to transplant; 

trays of clones await bigger containers. N
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planting mix and add any amendments 

you’ll be using at this time. We suggest 

organic ones such as seabird guano, 

greensand and compost. Some people 

like to use polymer crystals to cut down 

on watering, since the crystals soak up 

and store liquid and release it slowly 

to the roots. They’re a great addition to 

your soil mix, especially if you don’t have 

everyday access to your grow site. 

Pruning 
The vegetative stage is the time for prun¬ 

ing in order to achieve more branches 

and bigger plants. Once a plant has 

three or more nodes, it’s time to start the 

pruning process. It can be as simple as 

trimming the tops off growing shoots in 

order to increase the amount of future 

branches, but there are several different 

ways to prune selectively. 

Some growers train the branches 

by weighing or tying them down. This 

increases the surface area that the light 

can reach and turns secondary branches 

into main tops. Bushier plants produce 

much more pot than Christmas-tree-style 

plants with one main cola. 

A sinker (such as those used in 

fishing) works great to weigh down a 

main branch without having to cut it. 

Once the main branch sags below the 

lower branches, the plant signals those 

branches that they are no longer subordi¬ 

nate to a main top and can each become 

a dominant branch—thus raising your 

future harvests significantly. 

Smart growers introduce a trellising 

system during the vegetative stage in 

order to spread their plants’ branches 

wide. There are many different types 

of trellis, from chicken wire to ropes, 

but what they all have in common is 

spreading the canopy. Branches tucked 

underneath a horizontal trellis will pro¬ 

duce many more bud sites than branches 

growing upward, so be sure to use one 

form of trellis or another to get the most 

out of each plant. 

Foliar Feeding 
The early stages of growth are also the 

best time for foliar feeding—spraying 

the leaves of your plants with water or 

a mild nutrient solution such as aerated 

compost tea or liquid kelp. Plants can 

absorb trace elements directly through 

their stomata, making foliar feeding a 

great way to get those elements where 

they are needed. 

Foliar feeding is best done in the 

morning, before the sun reaches its high¬ 

est point, to avoid burning the leaves or 

Pruned plants 
produce more bud 

sites. Inset: A trellis 

system keeps 

plants standing 

branches; in the middle of the day, the 

hot sun and bright light can also force 

the stomata to close up. You should also 

avoid spraying close to nighttime or the 

start of the dark cycle, because the liquid 

won’t have time to be absorbed and will 

linger on the leaves, creating the perfect 

situation for mold to develop. 

Foliar feeding has the added benefit 

of cleaning the leaves of any dust that 

could be hindering their ability to take 

in light. It also discourages most pests 

from making a permanent home out of 

your plants. Be sure to spray both the 

tops and undersides of the leaves for 

full absorption. Never foliar-feed plants 

indoors without first protecting your 

light source from the mist, and cease 

foliar feeding at about two weeks into 

flowering to avoid bud rot. 

Onward Into Flower 
Now that you’ve gotten them off to a 

good start, your plants are ready to enter 

the flowering stage. As you see signs of 

bud formation, shift over to a nutrient 

solution with more P and K (phospho¬ 

rous and potassium). The plants you’ve 

painstakingly built into big vegetative 

bushes will soon transform into monster¬ 

sized marijuana trees. Enjoy! ^ N
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Hunter S. Thompson was one the first high-profile supporters of the National Organization 
for the Reform of Marijuana Laws. NORML founder Keith Stroup remembers what it was like 
to work and party with the king of gonzo journalism, whom he affectionately refers to as Doc. 
Their 30-plus-year friendship started with a joint and ended with the bullet with which 
Thompson took his own life, and provides one of the more colorful chapters in Keiths new book. 
It’s NORML to Smoke Pot: The 40-Year Fight for Marijuana Smokers’Rights. 
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Hunter S. Thompson, 
Christie Hefner and Keith 
Stroup on a panel at the 
1976 NORML conference 
in Washington, DC. 

lie? 
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What’s Up, Doc? 
The first time I met Doc, he was smok¬ 
ing a joint under the bleachers at the 
1972 Democratic National Convention in 
Miami. It was the convention’s opening 
night, and I was sitting in the stands 
listening to the speeches when, quite sud¬ 
denly—and unmistakably—I smelled mar¬ 
ijuana and realized it was coming from 
down below I looked under the bleachers 
and saw a fairly big guy smoking a fairly 
fat joint. He was trying to be discreet, but 
it wasn’t working very well. I could see 
him hunkering in the shadows—tall and 
lanky, flailing his arms and looking oddly 
familiar. Jesus H. Christ, I realized—that’s 
Hunter S. Thompson! 

Screw the speeches. 
I quickly made my way under the 

bleachers and approached as politely as 
possible. 

“Hu-uh—what the fuck?!! Who’re you?” 
“Hey, Hunter. Keith Stroup from the 

National Organization for the Reform of 
Marijuana Laws. We’re a new smokers’ 
lobby.” Easy enough. 

“Oh. Oh, yeah! Yeah! Here.” Hunter 
held out his herb. “You want some?” 

We finished that joint and started a 
friendship that would last 33 years. 

I seem to recall some recognition on 
Hunter’s part. It’s possible I had sent him 
a letter before we’d met, inviting him 
to join the NORML advisory board. So 
Doc may have known who I was when I 
approached him under the bleachers in 
Miami, though I doubt it. But I certainly 
knew who he was. 

Like every other young stoner in 
America, I’d read Fear and Loathing 
in Las Vegas as it was serialized eight 
months earlier in Rolling Stone. Hunter 
would soon rise to great fame, the kind 
from which one can never look back. The 
following summer, in 1973, the “Vegas 
book”—as he invariably called his signa¬ 
ture work—was released to extraordinary 
acclaim, and Doc Thompson blazed his 
way into the world of 20th-century letters. 
But on the night I met him, his star was 
still ascending. With his mass audience in 
the future and his notoriety on the fringe, 
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he was working on his next book, Fear 

and Loathing on the Campaign Trail ’72, 

enjoying an access to campaign managers, 

strategists, planners and candidates the 

likes of which he would never see again. 

Doc was a self-described political 

junkie, as am I, and that was the basis of 

our long friendship—that, and a mutual 

predilection for fine drugs. I spent many 

nights over the years hunkered down in 

the kitchenette of his home in Woody 

Creek, CO, stoned to the backs of my 

eyeballs, jagged on cocaine, too drunk for 

driving but not for talking politics. 

On one of my first visits to Aspen, in 

the mid-1970s, Hunter and his wife at the 

time, Sandy, invited me to join them for 

singer Jimmy Buffett’s wedding. It was 

being held at the home of Glenn Frey, lead 

singer of the Eagles and a neighbor of 

Buffett’s. Hunter and Sandy came to pick 

me up at the Jerome Hotel, and the three 

of us took acid so we could fully appreci¬ 

ate the wedding. I can recall arriving at a 

beautiful home, with Buffett and his soon- 

to-be wife Jane looking like two bona fide 

Aspen celebrities, and the Eagles perform¬ 

ing after the wedding from a balcony. It 

was a truly unique and wonderful experi¬ 

ence, but I have to take that on faith, 

since I was tripping my ass off and don’t 

have much memory of the details. 

Hunter on Board 
In 1976 and ’77, Hunter was a major 

player at the NORML conferences we held 

at the Hyatt Regency Hotel on Capitol 

Hill. One year he was on a panel that 

included Christie Hefner from Playboy, A. 

Craig Copetas from High Times and me. I 

don’t recall the exact topic, but from the 

pictures, it looks like we were enjoying 

ourselves. We were focused at the time 

on the progress we were making as more 

and more states joined the decriminaliza¬ 

tion bandwagon, and we honestly felt that 

we were edging closer to the day when 

marijuana would be legalized. 

When Hunter’s turn to speak came, 

he stood up at the podium and barked, 

“I don’t know what all you people are so 

happy about! You seem to be celebrating! 

How can you be in such a good mood 

when I can’t find any marijuana! What 

the fuck is going on here?” 

Of course, he was working the crowd— 

I’d been up in his room the night before, 

and Hunter had more drugs stashed away 

than even he could use (which is saying 

something). Nevertheless, he continued: 

“All the progress that you’re talking about 

doesn’t mean shit if marijuana smokers 

can’t get good marijuana! What the fuck 

are you guys celebrating?” 

A number of people in the audience 

began pelting him with joints, letting 

Hunter know they had his back in case he 

really did need more weed. But the point 

Hunter was making—in the way that only 

he could—was that, as long as smokers 

continued to be arrested and marijuana 

remained criminalized, it was premature 

to celebrate small victories in a few states. 

History has proved him right: More than 

35 years later, we’re still fighting prohibi¬ 

tion, and more than 850,000 Americans 

were arrested on marijuana charges last 

year—the highest number to date. 

During the second year, Hunter 

didn’t seem to leave his suite during the 

conference. He ran a 24-hour party room, 

and anytime I stopped by, a dozen or so 

conference attendees were having the 

time of their lives getting stoned with 

the legendary gonzo journalist. And, of 

course, Hunter played that role to the 

hilt, including throwing room-service 

carts into the wall and causing perhaps 

$1,000 worth of damage to his suite—not 

major, but still expensive. 

Once, when I was alone with Hunter 

and feeling the need to be more respon¬ 

sible with the organization’s money, I com¬ 

plained to him about the room damage I 

had paid for two years in a row, then asked 

if he could be more careful. (It should be 

noted that Hunter, to his eternal credit, 

never asked for a fee to appear at any 

NORML event. We sometimes paid for his 

airline tickets and hotel room, but never 

an appearance fee.) Sensing the power 

position he had in our relationship, Hunter 

smiled and said, “Well, Keith, if you don’t 

think I’m worth it, I don’t have to come.” 

I immediately started laughing and 

said, “Never mind, Doc. Let’s just keep 

things the way they are.” 

Because he had a point: Whatever 

expenses we incurred from his hotel- 

room abuse, attendance at our confer¬ 

ences would sometimes increase as much 

as 50 percent—from around 300 to more 

like 450—when word spread that Hunter 

would be there. And he never disap¬ 

pointed, making himself available almost 

around the clock to those who wanted 

to meet him, which was really code for 

getting stoned with him. People brought 

their best weed from around the country 

just for the chance to share it with 

Hunter S. Thompson. 

Rocky Mountain High 
For a long time, one of my favorite things 

in life was finding an excuse to visit Aspen 

and spend a couple of nights hanging out 

with Hunter. Aspen is a lovely town with 

great restaurants, fantastic skiing and lots 

of interesting people; it’s a place where it’s 

difficult not to enjoy yourself, regardless 

of the season. But my primary reason for 

visiting was the chance to recharge my 

batteries with a late night at Owl Farm. 

An evening at Hunter’s place was a 

special experience. He’d be sitting in the 

kitchen, at the breakfast bar, which he 

used as his desk and base of operations, 

with a typewriter and fax machine within 

easy reach and the remote control to 

his television set (with the largest home 

screen available at the time) dangling 

from the ceiling on a cord, so that he 

could always find it even under the most 

Hunter S. Thompson knocked on his ass while creating art shooting spray cans of paint. 
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chaotic circumstances. 

And there were literally scores—perhaps 

hundreds—of notes and faxes and letters 

and pictures, most with scribbles from 

Hunter either editing his original typing 

or commenting on what someone else had 

said. These items, along with many other 

objets d’art, were stuck on the walls and 

the refrigerator and the kitchen cabinets 

and the lampshades with Scotch tape or 

tacks or paper clips. It was a familiar sight 

that I always enjoyed returning to, sort of 

a comfort zone away from home. 

When you were Hunter’s guest, he 

would offer you the kitchen stool next to 

him—and if there were other guests, they 

would sit on a couch facing the television 

on the other side of the breakfast bar. 

The television was important because 

Hunter was a lifelong sports fan, and he 

loved to bet—not just on the outcome of 

a football game, but on every play during 

it. He would often pick up the phone and 

call a friend, even in the middle of the 

night, to see if the friend wanted to bet 

on the next play. 

You might be engaged in a conversation 

with Hunter when he would suddenly fax 

a note to a friend with whom he was carry¬ 

ing on another dialogue, with some burst 

of insight that he felt would move it in the 

direction he wanted to go. Occasionally, he 

would share what he was doing with you, 

especially if it was a little out-of-bounds; at 

other times, he had two or three conversa¬ 

tions going on—one with you in person, 

another with the recipient of the faxes, and 

maybe a third on the phone with someone 

else at the same time. 

But you were never left feeling ignored 

or abandoned by Hunter—quite the 

opposite. Visiting with him was like being 

engaged in a never-ending intellectual 

contest in which his goal was to get you 

to say or do something that he could then 

ridicule good-naturedly. If he discovered 

some issue with which you were obviously 

uncomfortable, he would return to that 

subject repeatedly, with a sly grin that let 

you know he was having fun with you. 

In my case, whenever I visited Hunter 

in the years following my involvement 

in the Bourne incident [in which Keith 

admitted to a journalist that he’d seen 

Peter Bourne, Jimmy Carter’s drug czar, 

snorting coke at a party—Ed.], even if 

it was two decades later, Hunter would 

insist on returning to the theme of not 

ratting out our allies and do his best to 

get me to apologize. I, on the other hand, 

would claim not to know anything about 

the whole affair and accuse him of mak¬ 

ing it up out of whole cloth. I recall one 

specific evening, probably around 2000 

or 2001, when Gerry Goldstein and I were 

visiting Hunter, and the two of them wres¬ 

tled me to the floor in an attempt to get 

me to “confess” as the first step toward 

my eventual “recovery and rehabilitation.” 

“Admit it and clean your soul!” Hunter 

screamed as he and Gerry held me down. 

“You dropped a dime on Peter Bourne! 

Admit it, you fucker.” 

“I neither admit nor deny the 

allegation,” I protested. ”1 demand the 

right to speak with my counsel.” 

One of the most remarkable things 

about Hunter was his ability to drink and 

do drugs in substantial quantities for 

hours on end; then, when I was fading 

and bidding my farewells at perhaps 2 or 

3 a.m., he would call one of his assistants 

(at least one of whom usually lived on 

the farm), and they would get to work on 

whatever writing project was currently 

front and center. Then they’d work until 

daybreak, when Hunter might finally 

go to bed. To say that he was nocturnal 

seems like an understatement: Sometimes 

it seemed as if he were afraid of the light 

and lived the majority of his waking hours 

when it was dark. 

Requiem for a Heavyweight 
In February 2005, word came that Hunter 

had killed himself. He was sitting at his 

usual place, his command center in the 

kitchen, when he put a handgun to his 

head and pulled the trigger. Hunter was 

dead by his own hand at the age of 67. His 

health had been failing him for a couple of 

years; he’d had a hip replacement and was 

largely confined to a wheelchair. What¬ 

ever his reasons for taking his life at that 

particular time, it wasn’t a total surprise to 

anyone who’d known him over the years. 

The last time I saw Hunter was in 2002, 

when my wife, Cindy, and I had taken a 

short vacation trip to Aspen in the spring 

and met him one morning for breakfast 

(okay, it may have been early afternoon) 

at one of his favorite spots right across 

from the Aspen airport. His health was 

still good at that time; he was in a playful 

mood, as usual, and sporting a silly red 

plastic pig hat, the kind that University of 

Arkansas fans wear to Razorback games. 

Hunter insisted that Cindy wear the 

hat while we ate breakfast, and I have a 

wonderful photo of them sitting together 

and smiling, her with the red pig hat on 

her head. When I look at that photo now, 

it seems to capture the pure fun it was 

to spend time with Hunter, no matter 

where we were or what we were doing. 

Life was always exciting, funny and often 

a little dangerous when you were in his 

presence, and it made us all to want to 

hang out with him. It was a chance to 

live life on the wild side for a while, and 

then be able to leave and go back to the 

real world. Only Hunter could stay in 

that place all the time and survive. ^ 

To order a copy of Keith Stroup’s new 

book, go online to: http://headshop 

Mghtimes.com/books.html. 

Life was always exciting, funny and often a little 
dangerous when you were in his presence, and it 
made us all want to hang out with him. 
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Talking 
These cousins to the cannabinoids 
are the reason why various strains 
smell and taste different from 
the rest. Terpenes aren’t just the 
"fingerprints” of a cannabis strain, 
which can be used to determine 
the purity and lineage of any given 
variety: They are also the key to 
pot’s medicinal properties. 
By Martin A. Lee 

he first thing you notice 

upon entering a well- 

stocked medical marijuana 

dispensary is the many 

varieties of cannabis on 

display—dozens of glass jars filled with 

glistening, manicured bud. Everyone 

has their favorites: OG Kush, Headband, 

Sour Diesel, Flo, Lemon Thai, Super Sil¬ 

ver Haze ... Some strains are energizing, 

some are sedating; some are better for 

pain, others for inspiration. 

A couple hits of high-THC herb, by 

whatever name it’s called, will get you 

good and stoned. But it’s not the amount 

of delta-9-tetrahydrocannabinol that 

accounts for the particular properties of 

each strain. Nor are the minuscule quan¬ 

tities of cannabidiol (CBD) or the hundred 

or so “minor” cannabinoids a key factor 

in most strains. With few exceptions, the 

THC levels are lofty, while the other can¬ 

nabinoids barely register their presence, 

according to labs that test samples for 

growers and dispensaries in states where 

medical marijuana is legal. 

So if THC levels are generally high 

across the board and the other cannabi¬ 

noids are present only at trace levels, what 

makes one strain different from another? 

And why does each marijuana strain impart 

a distinct psychoactive effect? There must 

be something else in the plant that influ¬ 

ences the quality of the cannabis high. 

David Watson, the master crafter of the 

foundational hybrid Skunk #1, was among 

the first to emphasize the importance of 

aromatic terpenes for their modifying 

impact on THC. Terpenes, or terpenoids, 

are the compounds in cannabis that give 

the plant its unique smell. THC and the 

other cannabinoids have no odor, so mar¬ 

ijuana’s compelling fragrance depends 

on which terpenes predominate. It’s the 

combination of terpenoids and THC that 

endows each strain with a specific psycho¬ 

active flavor. 

In 1989, Watson and his business part¬ 

ner, Robert Connell Clarke, formed 

HortaPharm, a legally chartered, Holland- 

based research company that specializes 

in botanical science and cannabis thera¬ 

peutics. Based in Amsterdam, these two 

American expatriates broke new ground 

in horticultural pharmacology as they 

crossed and recrossed thousands of can¬ 

nabis varietals, discarding most along 

the way while selecting a relatively small 

number for further development. 

How did they decide which plants 

made the first cut? “We smelled them,” 

Watson explains. 

He had long suspected that the 

terpenes present in cannabis resin 

enhance the potency of THC. Ten years 

after launching HortaPharm, Watson 

tested his hypothesis in an experiment 

that compared the subjective effects of 

100 percent THC to lesser amounts in ter- 

pene-infused cannabis resin. The consen¬ 

sus among Watson and several associates: 

Terpene-infused resin with 50 percent 

THC was more potent by dry weight than 

an equivalent amount of pure THC. 

Typically, terpenes are volatile mole¬ 

cules that evaporate easily and readily 

announce themselves to the nose. Therein 

lies the basis of aromatherapy, a pop¬ 

ular alternative-healing modality. Like R
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Terpenes present 
in cannabis resin 

enhance the 
potency of THC. 

their odorless cannabinoid cousins, ter¬ 

penes are oily compounds secreted in the 

marijuana plant’s glandular trichomes. 

Terpenes and THC share a biochemical 

precursor, geranyl pyrophosphate, which 

develops into the cannabinoids and terpe¬ 

noids that saturate the plant’s flower tops. 

But unlike THC and the other plant 

cannabinoids that exist nowhere else 

but in marijuana, terpenes are ubiqui¬ 

tous throughout the natural world. Pro¬ 

duced by countless plant species, terpenes 

are prevalent in fruits, vegetables, herbs, 

spices and other botanicals. Terpenes are 

also common ingredients in the human 

diet and have generally been recognized 

as safe to consume by the US Food and 

Drug Administration. 

Scientists have identified and charac¬ 

terized the molecular structure of some 

20,000 terpenes, which compose the larg¬ 

est category of plant chemicals. These 

can be further broken down into mono- 

terpenes, diterpenes and sesquiterpenes, 

depending on the number of repeating 

units of a five-carbon molecule called iso- 

prene, the structural hallmark of all terpe¬ 

noid compounds. 

Around 200 terpenes have been found 

in cannabis, but only a few of these odif- 

erous oily substances appear in amounts 

substantial enough to be noteworthy (or 

nose-worthy, as it were). Also, the ter¬ 

penoid profile can vary considerably 

from strain to strain. “The range of fla¬ 

vors expressed by the genus Cannabis 

is extraordinary—no other plant on the 

planet can equal the cacophony of smells 

and tastes available from cannabis,” says 

DJ Short, the breeder-artisan who con¬ 

jured True Blueberry from several heri¬ 

tage landrace strains. 

The terpenes in marijuana have given 

the plant an enduring evolutionary advan¬ 

tage. Some of these essential oils are pun¬ 

gent enough to repel insects and animal 

grazers; others prevent fungus. To com¬ 

bat plant disease and infestation, organic 

pot growers spray the terpene-rich essen¬ 

tial oils of neem and rosemary onto their 

It’s the 
combination 
of terpenoids 
and THC that 
endows each 
strain with 
a specific 
psychoactive 
flavor. 
crops. And terpenes, it turns out, are 

healthy for people as well, according to a 

September 2011 report by Dr. Ethan Russo 

in the British Journal of Pharmacology 

that discussed the wide-ranging thera¬ 

peutic attributes of terpenoids, including 

several aromatic compounds that figure 

prominently in cannabis strains. 

Alpha-pinene (essential pine oil), the 

most common terpene in the plant world 

and one often found in cannabis, is a 

bronchodilator potentially helpful for 

asthmatics. Pinene also promotes alert¬ 

ness and memory retention by inhibiting 

the metabolic breakdown of acetylcholin¬ 

esterase, a neurotransmitter in the brain 

that stimulates these cognitive effects. 

Myrcene, another terpene present in 

numerous cannabis varietals, is a sedative, 

a muscle relaxant, a hypnotic, an analge¬ 

sic (painkiller) and an anti-inflammatory 

compound. This musky terpene contrib¬ 

utes mightily to the infamous “couch- 

lock” experience, Russo maintains. 

Limonene, a major terpene in cit¬ 

rus as well as in cannabis, has been used 
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clinically to dissolve gallstones, improve 

mood and relieve heartburn and gas¬ 

trointestinal reflux. Limonene has been 

shown to destroy breast-cancer cells in lab 

experiments, and its powerful antimicro¬ 

bial action can kill pathogenic bacteria. 

(Lemon Kush, anyone?) 

Linalool, a terpenoid prominent in lav¬ 

ender as well as in some cannabis strains, 

is an anxiolytic compound that counters 

anxiety and mediates stress. In addition, 

linalool is a strong anticonvulsant, and it 

also amplifies serotonin-receptor trans¬ 

mission, conferring an antidepressant 

effect. Applied topically, linalool can heal 

acne and skin burns without scarring. 

Beta-caryophyllene is a sesquiterpene 

found in the essential oils of black pep¬ 

per, oregano and other edible herbs, as 

well as in cannabis and many green, leafy 

vegetables. It is gastro-protective, good 

for treating certain ulcers and shows 

great promise as a therapeutic compound 

for inflammatory conditions and auto¬ 

immune disorders because of its ability to 

bind directly to the peripheral cannabi- 

noid receptor known as CB2. 

THC also activates the CB2 receptor, 

which regulates immune function and 

the peripheral nervous system. But this 

is not the reason people feel stoned when 

they smoke marijuana; instead, what 

causes the high is THC binding to the CB1 

receptor, which is concentrated in the 

brain and the central nervous system. 

Stimulating the CB2 receptor doesn’t 

have a psychoactive effect because CB2 

receptors are localized predominantly 

outside the brain and central nervous sys¬ 

tem. CB2 receptors are present in the gut, 

spleen, liver, heart, kidneys, bones, blood 

vessels, lymph cells, endocrine glands and 

reproductive organs. Marijuana is such a 

versatile medicinal substance because it 

acts everywhere, not just in the brain. 

In 2008, the Swiss scientist Jfirg 

Gertsch documented beta-caryophyllene’s 

binding affinity for the CB2 receptor and 

described it as “a dietary cannabinoid.” 

It is the only terpenoid known to directly 

activate a cannabinoid receptor (which is 

one of the reasons why green, leafy vege¬ 

tables are very healthy for people to eat). 

The dual status of beta-caryophyllene as 

a terpenoid and a CB2 activator under¬ 

scores the synergistic interplay between 

various components of the cannabis plant. 

There are over 400 chemical compounds 

in marijuana, including cannabinoids, ter¬ 

penoids and flavonoids (which give fruit 

skin its color). Each has specific medic¬ 

inal attributes, which combine to create 

a holistic “entourage effect,” so that the 

therapeutic impact of the whole plant is 

greater than the sum of its parts. 

Certain terpenoids dilate capillaries in 

the lungs, enabling smoked or vaporized 

THC to enter the bloodstream more easily. 

Nerolidol, a sedative terpenoid, is a skin 

penetrant that increases permeability and 

potentially facilitates cannabinoid absorp¬ 

tion when applied topically for pain or 

skin conditions. Terpenoids and cannabi¬ 

noids both increase blood flow, enhance 

cortical activity and kill respiratory patho¬ 

gens—including MSRA, the antibiotic- 

resistant bacteria that in recent years has 

claimed the lives of tens of thousands of 

Americans. Dr. Russo’s article reports that 

cannabinoid-terpenoid interactions “could 

produce synergy with respect to treat¬ 

ment of pain, inflammation, depression, 

anxiety, addiction, epilepsy, cancer, fungal 

and bacterial infections.” 

Marijuana’s bouquet of terpenes—that 

“riot of perfumes,” as the poet (and hash¬ 

ish eater) Arthur Rimbaud once said- 

plays another important role: Terpenes 

buffer THC’s tricky psychoactivity. Canna¬ 

binoid terpenoid interactions can amplify 

the beneficial effects of cannabis while 

reducing THC-induced anxiety. 

Some people can’t handle THC dom¬ 

inant marijuana, while others enjoy the 

relaxed intensity of the cannabis high. 

But few would willingly choose Marinol, 

the pure synthetic-THC pill, rather than 

organically grown backyard bud with its 

tangy, antioxidant-rich mixture of canna¬ 

binoids, terpenoids and flavonoids. 

Marinol, legally available as a Schedule 

III substance, comes on like gangbusters 

and can make even the most seasoned 

stoner feel a bit too loopy. For nearly 

everyone who has tried both, the expe¬ 

rience of THC alone compares poorly to 

that of THC combined with terpenes and 

other components of the cannabis plant. 

In the summer of 2011, the Were Shop 

in Los Angeles emerged as the first lab to 

test cannabis strains for terpenes. Since 

it began providing this service to the 

medical marijuana community, the Were 

Shop has analyzed more than 2,000 bud 

samples for terpene content. Its analy¬ 

sis has occasionally revealed strains with 

different names but identical terpene 

content. 

“A terpene analysis is like a finger¬ 

print,” explains the Were Shop’s president, 

Jeff Raber. “It can tell you if it’s the same 

strain under different names. We can see 

strains going by different names that have 

the same terpene profile. We now know 

those strains are identical.” 

Terpene testing has enabled the Were 

Shop to identify when strains have been 

misnamed. “We’ve seen a dozen of sam¬ 

ples of Trainwreck, for example, that have 

“A terpene analysis is like a fingerprint. It can tell 
you if if s the same strain under different names. 
We can see strains going by different names that 
have the same terpene profile. We now know 
those strains are identical.” 
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Trainwreck has high levels of the alpha-pinene terpene. 

a consistent terpene profile,” Raber says. 

“And then we examine some bud purport¬ 

ing to be Trainwreck, but with a terpene 

content that differs markedly from what 

we know is Trainwreck. By testing for ter¬ 

penes, we can often verify if the strain is 

what the grower or provider says it is.” 

It may be possible, via terpenoid and 

cannabinoid analysis, to investigate 

and verify the genetic lineage of various 

strains. Though a great deal of research 

would be required, one might even be 

able to construct something akin to a 

marijuana family tree. 

The Were Shop has also tested numer¬ 

ous cannabis extracts for their terpene 

content. But Raber found that the oil- 

extraction process, if it involves heating 

the plant matter, typically destroys the 

terpenes, which evaporate at much lower 

temperatures than THC. 

Various extraction methods have their 

pros and cons. Using hexane or another 

toxic solvent to extract cannabis oil can 

leave poisonous residues behind. Critical 

C09 extraction, while cleaner, requires 

expensive, sophisticated equipment and 

technical expertise. In either case, the 

extract maker may have to add the ter¬ 

penes back into the oil concentrate in 

order to maximize the plant’s therapeu¬ 

tic potential. 

In the future, when the herb is legal 

nationwide, it should be possible to 

access strain-specific cannabis oils, as 

well as made-to-order marijuana extracts 

with a full array of terpenes artfully tai¬ 

lored to meet the needs and desires of 

individual users. ^ 

Martin A. Lee is the author of several hooks, 
including Acid Dreams and, most recently, 
Smoke Signals: A Social History of Mari¬ 
juana-Medical, Recreational and Scientific 
(smokesignalsthehook.com). 
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d is made up of a close-knit group of Northern California 
growers and breeders who over the Iasi 2D years have focused their 
creative attention on working with only the finest cannabis strains, 
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indica, sativa, and hybrids strains, 
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As the cannabis industry matures and commercial cultivation 
becomes more intensive, top growers are creating sleek, efficient 
business models for the new economy. Story & Photos by Dan Skye 
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In the Bay Area, 
a network of 

growers is at work 

perfecting Loud 

Seed strains. Somewhere in the euphoric 

aftermath of accepting his 

award for top hybrid at last 

year’s Cannabis Cup, Loud 

Seeds’ James Loud realized 

that the victory had spawned an entire 

array of new responsibilities. That’s what 

happens when the whole world suddenly 

wants your buds. Loud Scout (Girl Scout 

Cookies x Platinum OG Kush) had topped 

an impressive field, and now everyone 

wanted a taste. Loud Seeds could either 

rest on its newly won laurels, or it could 

decide to dig its roots deeper. 

James chose to dig. He returned to his 

home in the San Francisco Bay Area know¬ 

ing that his work was cut out for him. 

But he was hardly alone in facing 

fresh responsibilities. That’s because 

Loud Seeds is actually a California col¬ 

lective made up of medical patients with 

different skill sets. As in most medical 

cooperatives, Loud Seeds’ botanists tend 

nurseries that raise the seedlings, while 

a cadre of growers oversees the strain- 

specific indoor gardens. Loud Seeds also 

includes outdoor farmers, top breeders 

and a research and development team. 

Moreover, it boasts a network of trusted 

friends. In fact, James says Loud Seeds 

got under way by virtue of a happy “acci¬ 

dent” among friends. 

“We were just breeding for our indi¬ 

vidual gardens—just experimenting,” he 

recalls. “There was a male present in the 

room which we just plain missed, and 

we accidentally pollinated everything. 

We got all these seeds and were wonder¬ 

ing what to do with them. Then the light 

went on: We realized we were capable of 

doing this and that we could positively 

impact the industry.” 

Loud Seeds has been growing strong 

for three years now. The group’s formal 

launch, which will feature professional 

packaging and availability in California 

dispensaries, occurred this spring. 

“A lot of time goes into the develop¬ 

ment of each strain,” James says. “It can 

take years to stabilize a strain to the 

point where most of the phenotypes [the 

observable characteristics] are similar. 

Then again, sometimes it seems to hap¬ 

pen practically overnight.” 

He adds that Original Loud (Spicy 

Jack x Sour Diesel), Loud Seeds’ first 

great creation, was very easy to stabilize. 

But the team that developed Girl Scout 

Cookies faced a more challenging road to 

success. They took Cherry Pie, an indica- 

dominant hybrid that had already been 

crossed several times with other hybrids, 

and crossed it with Durban Poison, a 

landrace sativa. 

“It was totally unstable, but amaz¬ 

ing nonetheless,” James says. “Loud 

Seeds acquired it, cultivated it, crossed 

it with our Platinum OG and got a wide 

variety of phenotypes in the gene pool. 

We literally went through more than 

10,000 plants and devoted a year of work 

to finding the four phenotypes that we 

work with today. All are very different, 

with subtle similarities. We do a lot of 

cutting-edge things to accurately profile 

and record our genetic work. Loud Seeds 

uses gas chromatography to test for pes¬ 

ticides, mold, cannabinoids and terpenes. 

That’s what really interests us: the entire 

profile of cannabinoids and terpenes, not 

just the amount of THC.” 

Among Loud Seeds’ growers, a vari¬ 

ety of cultivation methods are in use. 

However, you won’t find any monster 

growrooms in the Loud network. “A 

lot of people have that ‘Grow big or go 

home’ mentality,” James notes. “But I’m 

all about quality. The bigger the room, 

the harder it is to spot issues before they 

become problems. A bigger growroom 

means it’s harder to deal with variables— 

even with good help.” 

For example, a grower named Gypsy- 

one of James’s mentors—gets 2.5 pounds 

of top-grade cannabis per 1,000 watts of 

light on a routine basis. But her room is 
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Sweet & Sour Diesel 

(Sweet Tooth x 

Sour Diesel) is an 
in-demand Loud 

product. 
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small, allowing her to devote more atten¬ 

tion to the plants. 

“The maintenance that goes into cul¬ 

tivating is a lot of work for one person,” 

James says. “I’m not just talking about 

the setup and breakdown. It’s the daily 

work—all of your plants require indi¬ 

vidual attention. You need to constantly 

look out for problems and be able to 

adjust on the fly in order to get quality 

product. The automated technology we’re 

using today helps a great deal; it allows 

ns to spend more time with the plants, 

nurturing them like children.” 

If you want to start growing, careful 

planning is everything. James advises 

mapping out the entire setup in advance 

before you spend a penny. “Do it right 

the first time,” he says. “Make sure you 

have enough airflow. Also, creating walk¬ 

ways so you can work with your plants 

comfortably is so important.” 

For most rooms, he prefers 1,000-watt 

digital Lumatek ballasts and Hortilux 

bulbs. He’s also a big fan of Raptor Hoods 

and 10-gallon Air-Pots. James calls the 

HydroGEN Pro C02 generator “amazing” 

because it doesn’t put out any heat, and 

he lauds the Sentinel CHH-4 environmen¬ 

tal controller for its ability to maintain 

indoor garden environments with 

outstanding accuracy: It monitors and 

records minimum and maximum tem¬ 

peratures, humidity and C09 levels. He 

also recommends Can Fan max-fans and 

installing insulated ducting throughout. 

“The problem I see with a lot of rooms 

is that they have orange electrical cords 

hanging and exposed electrical wires 

and other hazards,” James says. “These 

can easily be fixed. Your room should be 

up to code whether or not it ever gets 

inspected—not only for cleanliness, but 

for safety.” 

James recommends top feeding for 

bringing out the best flavor in a strain. For 

James Loud sees a 

highly prosperous 
future ahead. 

the growing medium, he prefers a blend 

of FoxFarms Ocean Forest and Roots 

Organic Green Lite Mix at a 3:1 ratio. 

“Ocean Forest is an amazing soil, loaded 

with nutrients and ready to rock. But it’s 

too dense. By adding Roots Organic, you 

make it more airy and easier for the roots 

to grow and absorb oxygen.” 

Most of the growers in the Loud Seeds 

network are given seed starts. Both the 

growers and breeders focus on projects 

cooked up in the “boardroom.” Once the 

projects are conceived and a framework 

created, specific aspects are delegated 

and the work really begins. Aside from 

these breeding projects, Loud cultivators 

constantly test over 20 strains that are 

currently being perfected. Specific traits 

are tracked in all of the gardens as they 

develop their genetics. “We’re always 

looking for that one-in-a-million lottery 

ticket,” James says wistfully, “like the one 

we got with the Original Loud.” 

California may be the cradle of mari¬ 

juana consciousness, enacting the nation’s 

first medical marijuana program, but the 

state hasn’t legalized adult recreational 

use as Colorado and Washington have. The 

Loud Seeds network has to operate qui¬ 

etly and efficiently until that day comes. 

A cross the country in Rhode 

Island, DJ Stone has taken full 

advantage of the state’s nascent 

medical marijuana scene. If ever there 

was a part of America that needed a new 

dimension to its economy, it’s the Ocean 

State. Rhode Island has had it rough 

during the Great Recession: At the begin¬ 

ning of 2010, the state’s unemployment 

rate exceeded 12 percent; it now stands 

at 10.5 percent. 
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to patients in need through the co-op’s 

self-styled “gifting program.” 

Twelve strains are under cultivation 

here. Among them are Blue Cheese 

(which has proved effective for cancer 

patients), Blueberry Chemdog, Sour 

Kush, Super Lemon Haze, Super Silver 

Haze, Strawberry Diesel and three Loud 

Seeds strains: Granddaddy Purps, Loud 

Dementia and Loud Scout. 

“Loud genetics,” DJ says, “have 

become tremendously popular for us.” 

Although he’d like to grow bigger, the 

risks are too great in Rhode Island. More 

importantly, he doesn’t want to hinder 

patients’ access to medicine by violating 

state law or letting dollar signs obscure 

his vision. He’s content for now to cul¬ 

tivate great medicine and let the public 

slowly but surely come to the realization 

that legalizing marijuana makes sense. To 

that end, DJ began 1000 Watts magazine 

last year, the first cannabis-themed publi¬ 

cation ever to be published in the state. 

“I’ve been an advocate for over 25 years,” 

DJ says, “and I am passionate about bring¬ 

ing change to our cannabis laws. I intend 

to continue what I started until that guy 

in the Oval Office opens his eyes.” 

In Colorado, the playing field is decid¬ 

edly different—mostly because the 

state government knows where the 

legal grows are. Marisol Therapeutics, 

located in Pueblo, has certainly made 

no secret of its operations. It’s a verti¬ 

cally integrated, family-run business 

(see “Family Values,” Feb. ’12, HT) that 

includes a sizable garden and dispensary 

serving 600 regular patients. 

A year ago, Marisol relied on a huge 

DJ Stone (right) 
prefers hydro 

systems because 

of their low 

maintenance. 

But while the state’s med-pot scene is 

nowhere near as advanced as that of Cali¬ 

fornia or Colorado, DJ Stone has quietly 

set a new company in motion, laying the 

groundwork for future ganja commerce. 

Under the current Rhode Island medi¬ 

cal marijuana law, no person may have 

more than two caregivers, and caregivers 

may not possess more than 24 mature 

plants, 12 seedlings and five ounces of 

usable medicine, regardless of the num¬ 

ber of patients they have. 

DJ Stone heads up a co-op of medical 

growers. Just outside Providence, he has 

taken old warehouse space and converted 

it into a maze of growrooms. His facility 

measures about 2,000 square feet and 

consists of nine separate rooms: four for 

vegging and the rest for flowering. Of the 

nine rooms, three are hydroponic gardens 

in which he uses flood-and-drain tables or 

a deepwater culture (DWC) system. The 

other six are soil gardens. 

“I really love the taste of soil,” DJ 

says. “But hydro grows so quickly, and 

it’s easier to maintain if you’re on an 

extended leave of absence. We’ve pro¬ 

duced fantastic results from flood-and- 

drain tables as well. The lights in each 

room differ depending on the size of the 

room and, of course, the needs of the 

plants. In the deepwater-culture room, we 

use three 1,000-watt bulbs and two T-5s 

for side lighting. Our largest room uses 

ten 1,000-watt bulbs and five T-5s for side 

lighting. We use metal halides in all of our 

veg rooms, but in the deepwater-culture 

veg room, we use them only for two weeks 

because the plants develop so quickly. 

We’ve outfitted all of our rooms with fans, 

ventilation systems and air-cooled lights.” 

Every week, the co-op harvests 24 

plants, with each plant yielding 3 to 5 

ounces. Any extra product is distributed 
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Michael Stetler of Marisol Therapeutics. On the wall of his warehouse garden, a portrait of Jesus hangs 
next to his state grower’s license. 

greenhouse to fulfill the needs of 
patients. But new zoning laws in Pueblo 
County necessitated a move. Michael 
Stetler, the “patriarch” of Marisol, used 
the relocation as an opportunity to grow 
larger. He built a barnlike structure (150 
by 60 feet) on a tract of farmland and 
planted a massive indoor garden. 

But this setup is only temporary 

Michael’s a great believer in the power 
of Mother Nature, and he’s long champi¬ 
oned cannabis grown without “artificial” 
aids. (A deeply spiritual man, he has 
pictures of Jesus hanging on the wall 
right next to his license from the Colo¬ 
rado Medical Marijuana Enforcement 
Division. In fact, local Catholic priests 
have stopped by the gardens and blessed 

his plants.) By summer, he plans to have 
six greenhouses erected and a full acre 
of outdoor plants in the adjacent field. 
At that point, the barn where his plants 
currently grow will be transformed into a 
drying and processing facility. 

Inside the barn, plants in the vegeta¬ 
tive stage occupy half the space, and 
those in flower occupy the rest. Marisol 
cultivates 76 strains, the most popular 
being Bubba Kush, Nehi Grape and 
Santa Maria. The latter two are venerable 
strains that Michael has nurtured and 
safeguarded for years. 

Overhead, sixty-four 1,000-watt lights (a 
combination of high-pressure sodium and 
halogen lamps) light the vast garden. A 
giant “swamp cooler,” which uses evapora¬ 
tion to cool the air, keeps the temperature 
regulated and uses far less energy than 
air-conditioning. An air-exchange system 
kicks in every 18 minutes. 

For soil, Marisol relies on stagnant 
peat moss mixed with worm castings and 
blends it with perlite, vermiculite and 
dolomite lime. The growers produce their 
own compost tea and use the manure of 
cows, horses, lambs and llamas. 

The Marisol gardens require a staff 
of 32. It’s a 24-hour operation, six days 
a week; Sunday is a half-day for the 

2nd place at the 25th HIGH TIMES 
Cannabis Cup 2012 
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workers. But as James Loud noted, big 

gardens can present a multitude of 

problems. That’s why Michael, a veteran 

grower for 30-plus years, is a stickler 

about having things done his way. Over 

the four years that Marisol has been in 

business, he’s seen his share of headaches 

created by garden workers who didn’t 

know better, didn’t care to find out or 

thought they knew everything. 

“This isn’t an experiment; this is 

medicine,” Michael says simply. “Every 

15 to 20 days, we harvest up to 80 

plants. If everyone’s doing the job that 

I’ve entrusted them to do, then there 

shouldn’t be any problems.” And because 

Marisol has followed state guidelines 

to the letter, its operations have never 

come under fire. The facilities have 

been inspected by county authorities on 

multiple occasions and have met with 

nothing but approval. 

Marisol is now creating its own line 

of edible products under the White Buf¬ 

falo label, assisted by the Candy Girls, 

an outstanding Denver-based kitchen 

that has been stocking the state’s medi¬ 

cal marijuana centers with a variety of 

treats. And with recreational marijuana 

businesses on the horizon for 2014, Mari¬ 

sol is poised to become a major player. 

“We’ve got all kinds of ideas,” Michael 

says. “We have our eyes on the ski 

resorts. We want to open coffeeshops. 

Our goal is to someday 

view Marisoi’s be able to harvest 1,000 

g^imescom/h plants per month to fulfill 
marisol. the needs of this new 

economy.” ^ 

Visit loudseeds.com, 

lOOOwatts.info and 

marisolmed.com. 
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He’s got game: 

Hitman Glass 

owner Dougie 

Fresh. 
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Grandmaster Fresh 
Just before our Medical Cannabis Cup in San Francisco last June, Hitman Glass founder Dougie 
Fresh sat down with High Times senior editor Bobby Black for a friendly game of “concentrate 
chess,” during which they discussed the company’s origin, the murder of his partner and the 
flourishing culture of functional glass art. by Bobby Black 

By enlisting top-name talent and concentrating on smokeware for, well, concentrates, Hitman Glass has situated 

itself firmly on the cutting edge of the paraphernalia industry. In 2010, the company raised the bar (and a lot 

of eyebrows) with the release of its innovative “torch tube” oil rigs. Then, last spring, Hitman did it again when 

it launched one of the most ambitious and inspired projects ever undertaken in the glass community: Chess Pieces, a 

series of functional chess-themed works commissioned from some of the nation’s most prominent borosilicate artists. 

Among the many phenomenal submissions was a $20,000 hookah chess table, a collaboration between famed artisans 

Banjo and Tristan referred to as the Legend Set. When I learned that Hitman head honcho Dougie Fresh would be 

keeping the set for himself and hadn’t yet used it, I proposed that we christen the piece with its first game—and first 

smoke—over an interview and photo shoot. He enthusiastically accepted my challenge. 
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We’d originally scheduled the match for 

a Sunday, but as the date drew near, Sun¬ 

day turned into Monday, Monday became 

Tuesday and then it was Monday again. 

That’s how Dougie rolls—fast, loose and 

heavy. He’ll keep you guessing until the 

last second, but he always pulls through 

in the pinch. He arrived to our rendez¬ 

vous in a van packed chassis to roof with 

bubble-wrapped bubblers, looking like the 

ringmaster of some traveling stoner side¬ 

show. At just 26 years old, he’s still new to 

this whole marijuana-mogul thing—but 

he’s starting to get the hang of it. After 

we set up the board and choked down a 

monstrous hit of Hardcore OG Budder 

from its hookah hoses, our game—and 

the interview—got under way, with me 

playing black (naturally) and him making 

the first move. 

“Tell me about how Hitman started,” I 

say, pushing my first pawn forward on the 

checkered battlefield. 

“Well, I felt drawn to weed at a pretty 

young age—in early middle school,” Dougie 

replies as he initiates his offensive. “Grow¬ 

ing up in Lexington, a really nice suburb 

of Boston, it was difficult to get good weed. 

The first time I got great weed, it was 

in Boston from my buddy Adam. It was 

through him that I met Erik.” 

Dougie’s referring to Erik Weissman, 

with whom he founded Hitman Glass. 

It was Erik, he informs me, who first 

schooled him about marijuana. 

“My initial relationship with Erik was 

getting pot from him. I loved him from 

the beginning—his generosity, his great 

sense of humor. When I moved to Boston, 

I started spending more time with him, 

and we got really close.” 

During college, the two started working 

at Boston’s newest headshop, the Joint, 

and attending music festivals together, 

where they began collecting glass and net¬ 

working. It was at one of these festivals— 

the Gathering of the Vibes in 2006—that 

they met a struggling young glassblower 

from Maine named Steve Bates, who 

would forever change their lives. 

“He was a conceptual artist that made 

unbelievably techy, science-y pipes like Erik 

and I had never seen before. We started 

driving up to Portland, buying pipes from 

Bates, then selling them down at the Joint. 

He made this turbine piece, and we were 

like, ‘Oh my God—we’ve never seen any¬ 

thing like this! We want 10!’” 

But when Bates expressed a reluc¬ 

tance to mass-produce his work, the duo 

decided to form their own company and 

do it for him. Knowing that the turbine 

percolator (which spins the water inside) 

was a catchy feature, they committed to 

creating a product line centered around 

Bates’s design. 

“Erik and I just dove in without look¬ 

ing back,” Dougie recalls as he relieves 

me of my bishop. “We knew nothing 

about glassblowing, but we put a bunch 

of money into the equipment, and I paid 

Steve 10 grand to teach a crew of people.” 

Unfortunately, the crew they recruited 

weren’t very loyal to their benefactors: As 

soon as they’d learned their skills, they 

took off—leaving the two partners hanging, 

close to $100,000 in the hole and with no 

one to produce their products. With their 

first attempt such a costly failure, Dougie 

was ready to give up. But Erik, ever the 

optimist, wouldn’t hear of it. 

“It was such a huge loss ... I think 95 

percent of people would’ve said, Tuck 

the glass scene’ and done something else. 

But Erik was at my shoulder through 

the whole thing, and he was like, ‘Nah, 

we just met the wrong people. Fuck ’em, 

dude—we’ll just keep going.’” 

Another factor Dougie credits with 

playing a big role in their success was 

the Easy Street glass gallery in Brook¬ 

lyn. Before closing its doors last year, 

the gallery hosted monthly parties to 

showcase new artist exhibits—giving the 

public direct access to up-and-coming 

glassblowers and their work. 

“Erik and I used to drive down from 

Boston to meet the artists that were 

making the pipes,” Dougie says. “We were 

collectors, and we wanted to know these L
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people and buy their work. They were all 

very welcoming to us.” 

It was there, at Easy Street, where I 

first met Erik, who introduced me not 

only to Dougie but to my first dab. He 

even gifted me with one of their oil rigs— 

the very apparatus for smoking extracts 

that put Hitman on the proverbial map. 

“So,” I ask as I scramble to save my rook, 

“who turned you on to dabbing?” 

“A glassblower gave me my first dab,” 

Dougie replies as his salient stratagem 

continues to decimate my defenses. “He 

grew phenomenal pot but said he hadn’t 

smoked flowers in a year—he just smoked 

this other substance. I had no idea what it 

was ... I was like, 'What is this, hash?’ He 

got me good—I was coughing outside for 

like an hour after.” 

Though originally intended as a bong 

company, Hitman instead shifted gears 

and started making rigs to take advantage 

of the growing popularity of concentrates. 

With Erik’s encouragement, Dougie 

moved the company out west and set 

up shop outside Los Angeles. There, the 

brand really began to take off—thanks in 

no small part to Bates’s next invention, 

the torch tube. By incorporating what is 

essentially a glass Bunsen burner into 

the base of the bong, the Borch (as it’s 

been nicknamed) eliminated the need for 

a separate handheld torch to heat the nail. 

The innovation was more than just 

ingenious and practical—it was straight- 

up badass, and quickly made Hitman 

the most talked-about company on the 

glass scene. Due to a pending possession 

charge in Massachusetts, Erik couldn’t 

accompany his partner to California, but 

he planned to follow later in the year once 

his case had been settled. Tragically, he 

never had that chance. 

“Out of nowhere, I got a Facebook 

message from some dude saying, T 

heard something happened to Erik,”’ 

Dougie recalls somberly. “I thought, 

'Oh, man—did he get arrested?’ I never 

thought something so drastic could’ve 

happened ...” 

On the morning of September 12, 

2011, Erik Weissman and his two room¬ 

mates were found dead in their apart¬ 

ment-stabbed multiple times, their 

bodies soaked in blood and sprinkled with 

“Erik would never 
wrong anyone. 
Everyone in the pipe 
scene loved that kid, just 
like I loved him. He was 
such an unselfish guy.” 

marijuana. None of Erik’s friends are sure 

why it happened; Dougie believes it was 

simply a case of being in the wrong place 

at the wrong time. 

“I don’t know the people he was with 

...I heard rumors that [his roommates] 

were selling coke, but I don’t know that... 

All I know is that Erik would never wrong 

anyone. He was such an unselfish guy. 

Everybody in the pipe scene loved that 

kid, just like Nicky [Dougie’s longtime 

girlfriend] and I loved him.” 

The case remains unsolved to this 

day. The authorities still haven’t estab¬ 

lished so much as a motive or charged 

any suspects—leaving Erik’s family and 

friends angry and confused. 

“It’s been really difficult for me,” 

Dougie says as he fights back the tears. 

“Losing your best friend—someone 

you’ve been with every day for like seven 

years—out of fucking nowhere ... and 

there’s no conclusion, no answer to what 

happened or why.” 

Rather than becoming disheartened, 

Dougie channeled the pain of his partner’s 

tragic death into achieving the cathartic 

culmination of his life’s dream: Chess 

Pieces. Over 30 incredible artists contrib¬ 

uted work to the collection, including Ben 

Burton and Calm’s colorful ocean-versus- 

desert set, Buck and Darby’s insanely 

elaborate insect set and, of course, Banjo 

and Tristan’s magnificent game table, 

from which my pieces were being rapidly 

removed. And if all that wasn’t ambitious 

enough, the sets are also showcased in a 

slick 407-page art book. The entire project 

was unveiled at a premiere party at Den¬ 

ver’s prestigious Illuzion Glass Gallery on 

April 20 of last year. 

Having no experience in publishing, 

Dougie relied heavily on the help and 

expertise of friends to realize his labor 

of love—including artistic director Ryan 

Cheney (one of his and Erik’s close friends 

from college) and photographer Anthony 

Munoz (who shoots for Aqualab Technolo¬ 

gies). Despite the many people to whom 

Dougie feels he owes thanks, the book A
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The Ocean vs. Desert set, a 

Burton/Calm collaboration 

bears but two dedications: one, “In 

loving memory of Erik Weissman,” 

and the other, to Dougie’s 70-year-old 

father, James, who was the inspiration for 

the entire endeavor. 

“I had a great role model... My dad 

started playing chess in school, back in 

the ’50s, and would ride his bike or hitch¬ 

hike to competitions. He was a rugged cat 

who was really driven—when he cared 

about something, he didn’t give a fuck 

what other people thought.” 

A bookstore manager from upstate 

New York, James was a self-taught chess 

master who instilled in his son an appre¬ 

ciation for the game at an early age. It’s 

this lifelong love of chess, and the longing 

for parental approval, that 

fueled Dougie’s dream. 

This book was something I’ve 

always wanted to do while my father 

was still alive,” he says as my knight falls 

to his bishop. “I’m very lucky that I got 

the opportunity to complete it and have 

him see it and be proud of me. That’s 

the most fulfilling part of it for me ... I 

can’t even put that into words. It was 

really important to me that my parents 

know who I am—I’m not going to hide 

my choices,” he asserts as he captures 

my queen. “But my mom was very stuck 

on, ‘You’re making pipes ... is this legal? 

That was one of the goals with this 

book—to be able to hand it to my mother 

and say, ‘Your judgment of pipes and the 

people who make them is wrong. These 

aren’t just pipes, and these aren’t crimi¬ 

nals that are making them—they’re art¬ 

ists. They’re my friends, people I respect 

and look up to.’ 

Dougie sees his mother as an allegory 

for all those in society who look down on 

this most taboo of art forms and the bal¬ 

looning stoner subculture that surrounds 

it. His larger goal with Chess Pieces was to 

help dispel that taboo and cast the glass 

industry in a more favorable light. 

“There are people hiding in their 

garages making pipes right now and 

headshops on the East Coast getting 

shut down for selling them,” he points 

out. “But where is the line between ‘drug 

paraphernalia’ and functional contem¬ 

porary art? At what point do people 

acknowledge that we’re not trying to cre¬ 

ate something hazardous—we’re trying 

to create something beautiful? This is the 

way I want to portray the glass scene— 

that there’s real talent.” 

One look at this chess set proves that. 

It’s just one of the many high-priced, cus¬ 

tom collabs they’ve put out with the seri¬ 

ous collector in mind—one of Hitman’s 

founding ideals. 

1-800-707-4206 CLOUDVAPES.COM 
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“Our goal was never for everybody 

to own our products—we wanted real 

heads to own our products/’ Dougie 

says. “We wanted to create something 

that would be used only by connoisseurs 

and people who are influential in the 

cannabis scene.” 

Of course, he and the rest of the 

Hitman team (Joe, Ari, Tim and Boston 

Maaark) know that, in the long run, they 

also have to appeal to a wider audi¬ 

ence. To that end, they’ve created a line 

of more affordable production pieces, 

including straight tubes, turbines and 

ratchet turbines (another innovation 

from Bates). 

Most recently, they’ve created a new 

subdivision called Phase Two, which 

incorporates feedback they’ve received 

from their artists and consumers into a 

series of smaller, more practical produc¬ 

tion pieces. And by fall, they hope to 

launch another line called Chalice, which 

Dougie says will highlight the spiritual 

side of cannabis, as reflected in Rastafari¬ 

anism. But whether it’s a $3,000 “worked” 

piece or a $300 production pipe, for 

Dougie and the rest of the Hitman crew, 

it’s all about crafting quality products that 

smokers will be stoked to own and use. 

Contemplating 

his next move 
“We wanted to create 
something that would 
be used only by con¬ 
noisseurs and people 
who are influential in 
the cannabis scene.” 
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“I know about a person’s relationship 

with their piece of glass,” Dougie says as 

he closes in for the kill. “People are proud 

of their pipes—they look at them 

every day, bring them every¬ 

where they go. Glass can be very 

sentimental: I have Erik’s whole 

collection at my parents’ house. 

There are a lot of pieces that we 

got together that I’ll never sell.” 

See highlights: 
hightimes.com/ 

hitmanglass 

It’s with this deep sense of reverence 

and remembrance that Dougie Fresh 

faces the future, determined to surmount 

whatever challenges come his way and 

ensure that Hitman Glass remains at the 

forefront of the industry he’s dedicated 

his life to. 

“I stand behind what we represent 100 

fucking percent,” he boasts as he corners 

my king. “I’m proud to own this company. 

It will always be something meaningful 

to me, because it’s a legacy that Erik and I 

built together. That seed that he and 

I planted is growing on its own, and 

I think he would be really proud of 

where Hitman is now. Oh, and that’s 

checkmate, Bobby.” 

Well played, Grandmaster Fresh ... 

well played. ^ 
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May 2013 High Times The High Times Interview 91 Nick Offerman arrives for his High Times 

INTERVIEW AND PHOTO SHOOT DIRECTLY 

FROM THE SET OF NBC’S HIT COMEDY PARKS 

and Recreation, in which he stars as 

LIBERTARIAN BUREAUCRAT RON SWANSON. 

A MASTER WOODWORKER AS WELL AS AN ACTOR, WRITER AND 

producer, Offerman sports Swanson’s signature bushy 

MUSTACHE AND A WELL-WORN WlLLIE NELSON T-SHIRT. FOR 

SHOW-AND-TELL, HE’S BROUGHT ALONG A COFFIN-SHAPED 

STASH BOX AND A LORD OF THE RINGS-STYLE POT PIPE, BOTH 

OF WHICH HE MADE HIMSELF. 

Offerman grew up on a farm in rural Illinois, 

WHERE HE LEARNED A LOVE OF TOOLS AND CRAFTSMANSHIP 

THAT HE’S DEVELOPED THROUGHOUT HIS LIFE. As A STRUG¬ 

GLING YOUNG ACTOR IN CHICAGO’S INFLUENTIAL STOREFRONT 

THEATER SCENE, HE BUILT SETS AND PROPS FOR LOCAL PRO¬ 

DUCTIONS AS A WAY TO GET A FOOT IN THE DOOR, AND ALSO 

TO SUPPLEMENT HIS MEAGER INCOME. YEARS LATER, AFTER 

moving to Southern California to pursue film and 

TELEVISION ROLES, HE OPENED OFFERMAN WOODSHOP, HIS 

OWN CRAFT STUDIO IN LOS ANGELES. 

And if all else fails, he can always fall back on 

SHOWBIZ, SINCE HIS CULTURALLY ICONIC PORTRAYAL OF 

America’s favorite meat-eating, gun-toting, property- 

RIGHTS-DEFENDING PARKS DEPARTMENT EMPLOYEE HAS 

LATELY MADE OFFERMAN A HOT PROPERTY IN HOLLYWOOD. 

Along with his real-life wife (and Ron Swanson ex- 

wife), Megan Mullally, he’ll be appearing in Somebody 

Up There Likes Me, an offbeat new indie comedy from 

Bob Byington, the writer and director of RSO and 

Harmony and Me. Offerman will also be featured 

(ALONG WITH JENNIFER ANISTON AND JASON SUDEIKIS) IN 

We’re the Millers, a comedy about an elaborate plot 

TO SMUGGLE A THOUSAND POUNDS OF POT ACROSS THE 

Mexican border. 

Given these high-profile appearances and his well- 

known LOVE OF BACON, WE DECIDED TO TEMPT THE MAN 

BEHIND THE MUSTACHE WITH A PLATE FULL OF MAPLE BACON 

Ganja Chocolate Chip Cookies, specially made in his 

HONOR BY THE AUTHOR OF OUR VERY OWN OFFICIAL HIGH 

Times Cannabis Cookbook (see page 94). Sitting down 

TO SAMPLE ONE BETWEEN PHOTOS, OFFERMAN APPEARED TO 

TAKE GREAT DELIGHT IN FIELDING OUR QUESTIONS. 

Could you start by telling me a 
little more about the coffin¬ 
shaped stash box and Gandalf 
pipe youVe brought? 

First of all, this Maple 

Bacon Ganja Chocolate Chip 

Cookie is goddamn deli¬ 

cious. Was that the question? 

Because that’s my answer ... 

Okay, the coffin-shaped 

stash box is adorned with the 

visage of J.R. “Bob” Dobbs, 

the High Epopt of the Church 

of the SubGenius—a faux 

religion based out of Dallas 

that’s been around since 1979. 

It’s really funny: Bob Dobbs 

preaches “Get slack and smoke 

frop,” which is weed. They just 

promote a weird, tea-head 

lifestyle. My friends and I were 

very into this church in college 

and theater school. 

Years later, when I was 

making a coffee table for one 

of those friends and his wife, 

I knew that this particular 

friend was going to need 

some place to stash his weed. 

And since he loves all things 

macabre, I made a coffin¬ 

shaped box that fits neatly 

into a secret compartment 

underneath the table. 

As for the pipe, if you 

enjoy smoking and you’re a 

fan of the writing of J.R.R. 

Tolkien, I think it’s only 

natural that you dream of 

making such a pipe. But first 

you must learn how to drill a 

hole through a thin, curved 

tube, which is very difficult. 

So when I finally discerned 

how I could achieve such a 

thing, I immediately did so. 

Have you ever used marijuana 
while acting? 

I tried it once when I first 

started smoking pot back in 

college. I thought: “Mari¬ 

juana is amazing! The world 

is so beautiful—it’s going to 

be so cool when I get really 

high and then perform in 

this production of Man of La 

Mancha.” So I did it. And, you 

know, one of the things new 

initiates often say when they 

first smoke pot is, “I feel like 

everybody’s looking at me.” 

Well, when you’re stand¬ 

ing on a stage and people 

have paid money—they 

are indeed looking at you. 

It was quite unnerving. I 

got especially freaked out 

because I had a scene where 

Sancho Panza hit me upside 

the head with his guitar, and 

normally I would do this half 

back-handspring thing and 

make it look like I landed 

on my face. Now, I’m not 

sure exactly what I did on 

this particular occasion, but 

I jumped up and spun and 

flipped and managed to land 

squarely on my temple—in 

fact, I busted my head open. 

And I actually had three 

small roles in the play, so 

for the rest of the show, all 

three characters had a streak 

of blood running down their 

cheek. And that was the last 

time I tried smoking weed 

before going onstage. 

Is marijuana ever a part of 
your creative process if you’re 
not performing? 

When I use weed creatively, 

I’m much better at drawing or 

making something or playing 

music. But what I do for a 

living is mostly performing as 

an actor or writing, and for 

those things I need to have 

my faculties sharp. So I’d 

say that, indirectly, it’s very 

helpful. The doors that I open 

when I’m using marijuana 

profoundly affect the body 

of knowledge I have to draw 

from when I play characters 

or write about life situations. 

Aside from Maple Bacon Ganja 
Chocolate Chip Cookies, do 
you have a favorite edible? 

Well, I have to say that the 

heyday, the salad days, of my 

pot career was in my twen¬ 

ties and early thirties, and I 

wasn’t around a crowd that 

knew how to do much more 

than make brownies ... but 

we definitely visited Xanadu 

once or twice under the influ¬ 

ence of those brownies. 

By and large, though, most 

of my marijuana career has 

involved joints and pipes and 

bongs. When I started out in 

my theater company, one of 

the guys had an eight-foot 

bong. And there was a rather 

Olympian competition that 

we would engage in trying to 

clear it: You had to stand on a 

coffee table and get somebody 

else to light it for you. Only 

at a young age—maybe 23 or 

24—could a few of us actually 

clear an eight-foot rip. And 

then you would fall on the 

floor and smile for 11 hours. 

How were you feeling on elec¬ 
tion night when Colorado and 
Washington voted to legalize 
marijuana? 

Fantastic. Civilization is 

very funny, I think: We started 

out as animals, and over time 

we’ve developed to a point 
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where, slowly but surely, we’re 

trying to make everything cool 

for everybody We just 15 min¬ 

utes ago, relatively speaking, 

announced that it’s okay for 

black people to be treated the 

same as white people. We just 

came up with that. 

Of course, some of us are 

progressing faster than oth¬ 

ers. When it comes to mari¬ 

juana, I think it’s ridiculous to 

live in a country that espouses 

freedom, liberty and equality, 

yet won’t follow through on 

a philosophy that says: “If it’s 

not hurting anybody or their 

property, you can do any god¬ 

damn thing you want.” 

Do you have a favorite stoner 
comedy? 

The Big Lebowski is just 

about my favorite movie— 

to me, it takes the stoner 

comedy to a more profound 

level. I find it just as funny 

completely straight. 

What person, living or dead, 
would you most like to smoke 
herb with? 

Oh, gosh ... Thomas Jef¬ 

ferson comes to mind. I like a 

lot of his agrarian ideas, and 

I think it’s unfortunate that 

our nation has veered away 

from his suggestions. I’d love 

to take a walk on his back 40 

and hear what he had to say 

over a nice bowl of hemp. 

Do you have a favorite 
marijuana strain... something 
worthy of sharing with one of 
the Founding Fathers? 

I’ve sampled a lot of amaz¬ 

ing varieties, but I usually get 

told the name of it just before 

we smoke—and then by the 

time we’re done, it’s all I can 

do to remember the name of 

the guy who loaded the bowl, 

never mind the weed. So, 

basically, if we’re both here— 

wherever that is—whatever 

you’ve got is going to be just 

great with me. 

Your co-star on Parks and 
Recreation, Amy Poehler, 
once performed at the High 
Times Cannabis Cup, an event 

Offerman used to 

clear eight-foot 

bong rips. 

KJL fl| WL ' 

“When I first came to California in my 
twenties and ran into people who grew 

their own weed, I thought: This is just like 
that shit I read about in High Timesr 

dedicated to naming the best 
weed in the world.... 

Yes, she speaks very highly 

of that experience. 

Ever been to Amsterdam? 
Just once. Or maybe twice 

[laughs] ... they tell me I had 

a very good time. It was such 

a beautiful city, so picturesque 

on its own. But then you have 

a taste of some fine hash, and 

the canals grow even more 

gorgeous. 

What’s the connection between 
marijuana and facial hair? 

That’s an interesting ques¬ 

tion-one I have not consid¬ 

ered before now. I certainly 

vastly prefer smoking a bowl 

with a beard to doing so while 

clean-shaven. I don’t know 

what it is on an elemental level, 

but a beard in general evokes 

hedonism. It’s a more lush 

personal grooming style. It’s 

more comfortable and cozy; 

it’s less sharp and angular 

and businesslike. For lack of 

a better phrase, I feel like a 

beard is more Hobbit-like, even 

though Hobbits themselves are 

clean-shaven. There’s some¬ 

thing indulgent about a big, 

bushy beard that goes hand in 

hand with smoking long- 

bottom leaf out of your pipe. 

Do you miss what you called 
the “dirt weed” that you 
enjoyed back in college, or 
are you into the more pristine 
modern buds here in Southern 
California? 

Yes and yes [laughs]. I guess 

I didn’t know any better when 

I started smoking in the late 

’80s. And anyway, it couldn’t 

have been that bad, because 

we got incredibly high. 

My friend Joe, who got me 

started, did such a beautiful 

job—because, as we all know, 

it can take a while when you’re 

turning someone on for the 

first time for them to feel it. 

He sat me down with this pipe 

of his and said, “You’re going 

to cough, but you have to take 

these huge hits, and it’s going 

to take like four or five bowls.” 

He made me keep smoking 

until there was no question as 

to its efficacy. So yes, I’m fairly 

nostalgic for the stuff we used 

to get back then. I’m guessing 

it came from Mexico. I was 

once offered the chance to 

make a run down to Mexico to 

pick some up, but I declined. 

Meanwhile, I’ve been 

astonished over the course 

of my 20-something years of 

pot smoking by the degree of 

improvement in the quality. 

And now, of course, I reside 

in a state where they’ve been 

perfecting their cultivation 

techniques for decades. When 

I first came to California in 

my twenties and ran into 

people who grew their own 

weed, I just didn’t know 

what to think. I felt like I had 

stepped through the looking 

glass. I thought: “This is just 

like that shit I read about in 

High Timesr 

Were you a regular reader? 
The only periodical I’ve 

managed to stick with 

throughout my life is Fine 

Woodworking. That’s my jam, 

as they say. But my tribe back 

in college, we subscribed to 

High Times, Fangoria and a 

handful of other fun, weirdo 

magazines. Each person would 

subscribe to one, and then we 

would share them all. And I 

can remember that we used to 

freak out at the centerfolds of 

unbelievable buds. And then 

it just blew my mind to move 

out to California and discover 

that it was all real! We always 

thought that it must have been 

the High Times art depart¬ 

ment making them look so 

sticky and purple. 

Also, more seriously, I 

grew up in a very conserva¬ 

tive small town, and the fact 

that there could actually be 

a magazine like that was 

unfathomable to me. 

Now that you’re going to be 
featured in High Times, is there 
anything you’d like to say to 
those guys you used 
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to share a subscription with? 
This is a fucking honor. 

I’ve done magazine inter¬ 

views before, but this is the 

first time I’ve frantically 

emailed 12 of my friends and 

said, “I’ve finally made it!” So 

yeah, I’d love to send a shout¬ 

out to my original early 

tribe, who took me under 

their resin-stained wings 

and taught me how to smoke 

out of an apple: Joey Java, 

Ragsdale, Pee-Pee, Hortatsos, 

Tatro, Prescher, Flanigan, 

Falcon-Smoker, Goliath and 

all the rest... Many of us 

went on to become Chicago’s 

Defiant Theatre and tickle 

dozens of people with our 

high-energy japers and 

ribaldry I can honestly say 

that landing 

in High Times 

was beyond our 

wildest dreams, 

so I think I can 

consider this 

the peak. 

Thanks, 

pot! ^ 

Offerman and 
his wife blaze 
bongs. Watch 

hightimes.com/ 
offerman. 

Maple Bacon Ganja 
Chocolate Chip Cookies 

Preheat the oven to 325°F and adjust the oven 
racks to the upper and lower-middle positions. 
Line two cookie sheets with parchment paper. 

Whisk together the dry ingredients in a medium 
bowl and set aside. Mix the butter and sugars in an 
electric mixer until thoroughly combined, then beat 
in the egg, yolk and vanilla. Add the dry ingredients 
and beat at low speed just until combined. Stir in 1 
cup of chocolate chips and bacon bits. 

Roll a half-cup of dough into a ball, then use 
your fingertips to divide the ball into two halves. 
Place the dough balls, with their rough surfaces 
facing up, onto a cookie sheet, leaving room 
between each one. 

Bake until golden brown, reversing the posi¬ 
tion of the cookie sheets halfway through 

(about 11 to 14 minutes). Remove the 
cookies from the oven. When you 

can lift one without breaking it, 
transfer them to a wire rack to 
cool. 

Glaze 
In a small bowl, add 1 table¬ 
spoon of maple syrup to the 
powdered sugar and whisk 
until the glaze has a drizzling 
consistency. Glaze the tops of 
the cookies and then sprinkle 
with the remaining bacon bits. 

Recipe adapted from the Baker 
Chick, the-baker-chick.com. 

A new recipe from the author of The Official 
High Times Cannabis Cookbook in honor of 
Nick Offerman, Ron Swanson and all the 
other bacon lovers of the world. 

Vi tsp. baking soda 
2 cups plus 2 tbsp. all-purpose 
flour 
16 tsp. salt 
Vi cup granulated sugar 
1 large egg plus 1 egg yolk 
2 tsp. vanilla extract 
6 tbsp. cannabutter; room 
temperature 
6 tbsp. regular butter, room 
temperature 
1 cup brown sugar, packed 
V/2 cups semi-sweet choco¬ 
late chips 
1 lb. package of bacon 
strips, cooked 
until very 
crispy and 
cut into 
small bits 
3/4 cup powdered 
sugar 
1 tbsp. pure maple syrup 
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Homestead Book Company * P.O. Box 17444, Seattle, WA 98127 * www.homesteadbook.com * Order Toll-Free TODAV at 800-426-6777 

Celebrating 40 Years in Business! 

The EZ G 
Mushroomkit i 
the easiest 
* 

Only TWO EASY steps 
1. Mix the grain and Psilocybe Cubensis 

spores together without ever having to 
open the sterilized beg. 

2. Once the grain has been colonized, 
mix it with the bag of compost. 

EZ Grow Mushroomkit 

Just $135 
[price includes shipping! 

For more photos visit www.Facebook.com/HomesteadBookCompany 

ffl 

BOOK-COMPANY 

P.O. Box 17444, Seattle, WA 98127 

HOMESTEAD 

That’s all there is to it! 
m Put the kit in a warm place 

■ Wait a couple of weeks for your 
mushrooms to start growing. 

■ No need to water it or even look 
at it. 

■ Just go away and leave it alone 

■ The mushrooms grow automatically. 

It’s that simple! 
We include: 
■ Complete instructions with color 

photos 

PLUS: 
■ A free DVD shows everything you 

need to know 

■ Awesome videos of mushroom 
farms in Holland 

The EZ Gro 
Mushroomkit 
includes everything you 
need: 
■ Psilocybe Cubensis spores 

■ Grain bag 

■ Our world famous blend of 
Kow-A-Nite Compost in its 
own filtered growbag. 

O EZ Gro MushroomKit.. $135 
2-step grow-it-yourself kit ideludes Psilocybe cubensis 
spores and shipping. Sorry, not sold outside the USA, 

O The Mushroom Cultivator ..$40 
The biggest and best book ever published on growing 
mushrooms, 400 pages, col or photos. 

Order Toll-Free at 800-426-6777 or online at 
www.ltomesteadbook.com/mushroomklt or mall a check 
or money order to PO Box 17444, Seattle WA 98127. 

Checks take longer to process than money orders. Sorry, no COD. 

Marne 

Address Apt. 

City_State_Zip 

Email (optional)_ 

Washington State residents please adit 9.5’i sales tax. Total EltClOSCd 

10 Phone 206*782-4532 or email: info@homesteadbook.com 



3 MEW flavors' 
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f Just a few drops flavors anythin 
Can be used with: Pipe tobacco, Cigars 

Favorite legal herbs. Blunt wraps. Water pipe 
Hookahs, Vaporizers, E-Cigarettes 

water 

1OZ Spray now available in 16 flavors 
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cOntr0u Grow Medium 
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Lowest Prices Guaranteed! • Discreet Packaging • Confidential Transactions * We are the Mai! Order Professionals! 

Check us out on for special offers! 

DH Warehouse & Superstore * 4745 Hiers Ave. ■ Riverside, CA 92505 
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May 2013 High Times Dear Danko by @DannyDank099 

Expert Grow Advice 
Injecting carbon dioxide, drying slow, overwatering, X 

Send your cannabis cultivation questions to @deardanko or deardanko@hightimes.com. 

proper lighting and more... p 

Spider mites have done 

extensive damage to 
this leaf of FaceWreck 

x GhostTrain Haze. 

\\ * * % ’ 

1 , M ^, 

subject Hibernating Mites 

from Freedom Fighter 

Hill have two questions. I suffered a spider- 

mite infestation and had to shut down and 

clean out my growroom. New paint and 

flooring was in order anyway, so I bit the 

bullet and remodeled. I know these little 

monsters can be hard to get rid of. If I have 

no other plant life in the house, how long can 

they hold out before I can deem the house 

safe to try again? Also, is there any means 

of “sterilizing” your dirt to rid it of potential 

bug problems before planting? Thanks in 

advance, and hats off to the ladies and gents 

at your magazine for an excellent publica¬ 

tion that I look forward to every month! 

Dear FF, 

Glad you enjoy the magazine! A spider 

mite’s lifespan is generally about 10 to 20 

days or so. Hotter and drier conditions 

can increase their ability to reproduce 

and quicken their lifespan as well. Many 

generations can be produced even over 

the course of one grow cycle. The damn 

things are practically born pregnant! 

Female mites hibernate outdoors dur¬ 

ing winter in plant debris, soil or other 

hiding places. If your room has been 

kept warm to hot (over 70°F) for more 

than two months and you’ve seen no sign 

of mites, the chances are good that no 

females or eggs are present. You should 

take every precaution, though, and 

thoroughly wash all floors, walls and ceil¬ 

ing surfaces with a diluted bleach solu¬ 

tion. (A new mop works well for this 

technique.) Then carefully monitor your 

new plant growth in order to ensure that 

the mites haven’t returned. 

It’s a good thing you don’t have any 

other houseplants in the area, as that 

would make a great place for them to 

rest and lay eggs in preparation for 

another fancy feast on your pot plants 

in the future. As for sterilizing your new 

soil, you can fill up turkey bags with soil 

mix and a little water and then bake it at 

170°F for 30 minutes. Let it cool and it’s 

ready to use, free of both pathogens and 

insects. 
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Danko Tip: If water starts pooling atop your soil mix, add a drop of natu¬ 

ral dishwashing liguid to the nutrient solution for better absorption. 

subject: Slow Dry 

from The Green Flash 

I live on the leeward (dry) coast of a small 

Hawaiian island. I grow outdoors, and my 

question is on drying. I cannot use air- 

conditioning where I live, and the drying 

always finishes in four to five days. This 

seems like too fast of a dry, and my buds 

don’t seem to sweat when they go into the 

jars to cure. Any suggestions on slowing 

down the dry without AC? 

Dear TGF, 

The best thing you could do is to get 

yourself an electric humidifier. This will 

slow down the drying process signifi¬ 

cantly and can be set to a specific humid¬ 

ity level if needed. If all appliances are 

out of the question, there are other ways 

to raise the humidity in your drying 

area, but most are more labor-intensive. 

Heating up a pot of water to simmer¬ 

ing will help, but you need to replen¬ 

ish the water frequently if you have a 

large drying area. Another alternative is 

to keep a container filled with water and 

a fan blowing over it. These are short¬ 

term solutions, though, so the humidi¬ 

fier is your best bet. You can find them 

for under $50 at most hardware stores or 

home-supply warehouses. 

subject Dragon Claws? 

FROM: LiGrim 

The top leaves of my plant are turning into 

dragon claws. What am I doing wrong? 

Dear LiGrim, 

Taco-shaped or “dragon claw”-style 

leaves are a sure sign of overwatering. 

Let your growing medium dry out for 

several days and try not to water it if the 

medium is still wet or moist. Allow it 

to become dry (but not for a prolonged 

period) between waterings. Also, never 

let your pots sit in stagnant water for 

long periods. If you follow these tips, you 

should soon see signs of recovery in the 

new leaf growth. 

subject Vegetative to Flowering Switch 

from Leprechaun 

I wanted to know how long to keep my 

plants under the light for start-up and veg¬ 

etation and stretching. I have my plants on 

a timer that’s set for 18 hours of light. Do I 

need to do a 24-hour cycle for start-up and 

stretching my plants? I just bought an LED 

lamp, and I need to know the right cycle 

for my plants. I don’t want them to grow 4 

or 5 inches and then want to flower, so the 

timing is real important to me right now. 

for any help, and aloha! 

Dear Leprechaun, 

For the vegetative stage, I recommend 18 

to 20 hours of light per 24-hour period. I 

don’t recommend keeping the lights on 

for 24 hours straight during this time, 

because cannabis plants need a few 

hours of darkness to rest up and build 

plant tissues with the sugars stored dur¬ 

ing the bright period. Once you decide 

to induce flowering, you need to set your 

timer so that the lights are on for 12 

hours and off for the other 12. 

It’s important never to interrupt the 

dark cycle with any light at all, even 

briefly, in order to avoid light contamina¬ 

tion or leaks that can lead to hermaphro¬ 

dites or confused plants that revert back 

to their vegetative stage. It’s also vital to 

remember that your plants will continue 

to grow and stretch for at least a cou¬ 

ple of weeks after flowering is induced. 

This means you should plan for enough 

vertical space between your lighting and 

plant tops to allow them to fill out. 

Different strains stretch at different 

rates, so you’ll need to give sativas more 

room to grow out than indicas. Remem¬ 

ber, indoor growers can control when their 

plants begin to flower, so take advan¬ 

tage of that and let them get nice and big 

before you induce the budding stage. B
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Danko Tip: Yellowing leaves are a sign of underfeeding or pH 

imbalance, while burned leaf tips are a sign of overfertilization. 

Order Online! 
I 0% off 

(with Code J-IT20 I 3) 

miamfva lleyhydro.com 

Or call 

937-280-4468 

Hydro ponies in 

Mid-State Ohio 

8220 N. Dixie Dr 

Dayton, Oh 454 i 4 

Complete KITS 

Chronic Garden 
K it Includes; 

4x4 Dark Room 

Rainforest 66 

Micro Sun 2SOw 

MH Bulb 

Light Hangers 

S707 

subject Spraying Pot 
from Nancy L.G. 

I have a question for you. Someone told 

me to take some pot-like about a quarter- 

ounce—and spray it with water in a jar, 

because then it would grow mold and 

increase the THC level. Can you verify this? 

Dear Nancy, 

That person is 100 percent wrong! Under 

no circumstances should you spray water 

on pot in a jar. It will cause the bud to 

mold, but that’s not a good thing at all. 

Mold will most certainly not increase the 

THC level, and as a matter of fact, it can 

cause serious health problems. All people— 

and particularly those with compromised 

immune systems—should never smoke or 

vaporize cannabis that has any signs of 

mold. This is a great reason not to believe 

everything you hear, and a lesson to those 

who spread mistruths as wisdom. 

subject Vertical or Horizontal Lighting? 
from Dillinger 

I wanted to start by saying how much the 

magazine has meant and done for me 

over the years. Thanks so much for all the 

great tips, pics and info. I have actually 

dreamed of working for High Times since I 

was a kid. I was hurt at work back in Janu¬ 

ary 2011, so I’m actually going to apply and 

try to live the dream like all of you do. 

I have a question about lighting. I’ve 

been growing for 15 years using horizontal 

bulbs in air-cooled reflectors with great 

results, but more and more videos and 

articles I’ve seen show grows using verti¬ 

cally hanging bulbs. Have I missed the 

boat? Should I be running both vertical 

and horizontal lights? What about the new 

LED lamps? They are super-expensive, 

but are they worth it (no more fighting the 

heat and high AC bills)? If you had no limits 

on your income, would you run these 

expensive LEDs and just veg your cuttings 

under T5s? I know I’m asking a bunch of 

questions, but I want to keep up with the 

technology and grow the best product 

possible. 

PS: If you’re near Cali, check out the Thin 

Mint Girl Scout Cookies from the Imedz 

collective in San Jose. They’re the best 

ever, and I’ve tried everything. The other 

great part is that they sell the cuttings from 

the exact pheno the meds come from. 

Dear Dillinger, 

Good luck with your application! We 

don’t hire often, and my best recom¬ 

mendation to you is to start off freelanc¬ 

ing or writing “on spec.” Our submission 

guidelines are on our website, and we’re 

always looking for talented writers with 

useful information for our readers. Sub¬ 

mitting good high-resolution photos is a 

plus as well. R
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Top Nutrient Lines [ Grow Lights | Water Chillers | Ventilation, Odor Control & Co2 | Propagation Tools | Hydro Systems | Fabric Pots 

GR'Owt.rGHrs 
4’4 BULB T5 SYSTEM 
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3x3 Herb Dryer Room $439.99 
5 GAL Oil Extraction Kits, $69.99 
Drying Racks $6.99/u 
Sale on Trimmera! 
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by WartocK: The 'Hydra-Hash1 made 

Our flagship-strain has proven it again, 
AK-47 is the ultimate winner, now the only 
strain to hold a High Times Cannabis Cup in 
ALL 3 categories: Indica, Satjva and Hybrid! 

i m 

j 

■ r jfMiHT.r- vVe are very proud of another cup won 

from 90% Warlock710% Haoma entered 
by 'House of the Great Gardened from 
Vancouver-1 stand. Canada, won the 
second place in the concentrate category 
at the High Times Cannabis Cup 2011. 

murK . .«w 
i-.l 

11 regular seeds 
or 6 feminized seeds in a tube FOr Infty u r^rmriMicru jetu-js iit a tuuc 

Postbus 1239, 1440 BE Pumerend, The Netherlands, 
mfcK§>seriousseeds, com, www.seriousseeds.co m 

success! 

104 Dear Danko 

Danko Tip: Every bend in a duct slows down airflow, so keep 

your ducting straight without any bends or sagging. 

LEDscan produce 
big buds but work 
better as supple¬ 

mental lighting for 
the time being. 

As for lighting, the horizontal bulbs you’re using are per¬ 

fectly fine for growing great cannabis. Vertical bulbs work great 

if you plan to grow huge plants and wish to supplement your 

garden with side lighting, but horizontal lights are still the 

setup of choice for large-scale pot growing. The big advantage, 

especially with the air-cooled rehectors you’re using, is being 

able to vent the heat produced directly from the bulb (and also 

being able to aim the light directly downward). 

Vertical lighting works great in conjunction with horizon¬ 

tals, but it does create added heat that must be dealt with one 

way or another. Plants definitely benefit from the extra light, 

and you’re able to use all of the light produced by the bulb effi¬ 

ciently—but keep in mind that the plants must be massive for 

verticals to do their job. 

LEDs are decent for supplemental lighting purposes, but 

I wouldn’t go replacing your high-intensity discharge (HID) 

lights just yet. As you mentioned, LEDs are still very pricey, and 

it will take some time before they can completely replace HIDs 

in performance. You are wise to keep your eye on emerging 

technologies, though, and we will always keep you posted on 

new developments here in HT. 
Thanks for your tip on the Thin Mint Girl Scout Cookies. 

That’s a wonderful strain, and I included a version of it in my 

Top 10 Strains of 2012 (Dec. T2, HT). ^ F
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SAGE’ N SOUR 
CANNABIS CUP WINNER SATIVA 2004 

Sage 'n Sour is one of the most treasured strains in our library. 
Flavour, aroma and potency in one package. East Coast Sour 
0 crossed with our flag ship strain the SAGE. from 1993, 
Sage "n Sour has become a top shelf favourite for medical 
patients. 

ALSO AVAILABLE: A __^ 

++ Cup '-Vinners: Cold (kfcek Kush, Iht HOGk 3,A.G.E.r 
MK-ULlra, SAGE'n SOUR, Kmhage and Bub&legum. 
++ New packaging 5 and TO pads If® fc" 
++ Fsminiiisd var|*ttes; Mit-Ulrra f. S AG.E.1. A-tiain3'F V r 
Burmese Kush11. Kushoge" and Sage 'n Sot*4. ^ 1H 

www.thseecfs.com 

Cannabis 
Fact-Finding 
Pot and heroin and pot 
1 eroines. 
Got a question for Dr. Mitch? Email him at420research@gmail.com. 

..,r. 

I have six friends who quit heroin 

thanks to the plant. Why isn’t 

there a formal treatment pro¬ 

gram that uses this approach? 

William Lee 

Hi William, 

At least two studies support 

the idea that cannabis has the 

potential to help people stop 

using drugs that have serious 

negative consequences (check 

out informalhealthcare.com). 

Nevertheless, treatments 

that substitute one substance 

for another are generally 

frowned upon. For example, 

methadone maintenance 

is arguably the most effec¬ 

tive treatment for opiate 

abusers, but it was mired 

in controversy for decades. 

Our favorite plant probably 

wouldn’t help every addict 

on earth—few treatments 

do. But we certainly deserve 

to have the research done in 

order to find out. 

Why are there no stoner flicks 

that focus on women? 

Darla R. 

Hi Darla, 

The politics and economics 

of the film business are quite 

complicated. But perhaps 

you’re dismissing the suc¬ 

cess of Weeds, a multiseason 

TV show that focuses on 

marijuana and has a female 

protagonist. I think a movie 

along those lines can’t be far 

behind, though I doubt it will 

be the tale of two women on 

a search for munchies. I hope 

aspiring screenwriters are 

hard at work on their female 

stoner flick right now. 

I hope aspiring 
screenwriters are 
hard at work on their 
female stoner flick 
right now. 

Can marijuana fight hardening of 

the arteries? 

R. Dahl 

Hi R., 

In a research study, a small 

dose of THC did slow the 

development of cholesterol- 

related lesions in the arteries 

of mice. The effect definitely 

involved the CB2 receptor, 

which impacts the way our 

immune systems handle 

inflammation. However, I 

can’t recommend cannabis 

as a cholesterol fighter. If the 

health benefits do general¬ 

ize from mice to humans, 

they’re probably nowhere 

near as significant as eating 

right, exercising regularly and 

staying rested. But if you’ve 

got that routine down, a little 

help from the plant certainly 

wouldn’t hurt. ^ 

Mitch Earleywine, PhD, is an 

associate professor of psychol¬ 

ogy at SUNYAlbany and 

the author of Understanding 

Marijuana and The Parents’ 

Guide to Marijuana. 
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108 Counterculture by Steven Hager 

Remembering the 
Last Great Outlaw 
High Times founder Tom Forgade 

1 moved to New York City at the 

end of 1978, having just spent six 

years obtaining a couple of college 

degrees. Even though I started publish¬ 

ing my own underground newspaper 

in 1968 and hitchhiked across North 

America as a teen, I’d lost all contact 

with my counterculture roots by the time 

I arrived in the Big Apple. In fact, High 

Times was a magazine that my younger 

sister read, though I did enjoy some of 

the stories when I discovered the stash 

hidden in her bedroom, especially a 

lengthy treatise on sniffing glue. 

I had no idea there was a single 

person who was the founding genius 

behind High Times, or that this man had 

committed suicide, an event that was not 

covered by the mainstream press. 

Later I learned the real story of Tom 

Forgade, the visionary founder of High 

Times. Tom was the son of pioneers 

who’d settled the West after a long cattle 

drive to southern Arizona. He got started 

running kilos out of Mexico but quickly 

graduated to planes and boats and big¬ 

ger adventures. He believed deeply in the 

counterculture as a spiritual revolution, 

with marijuana as its sacrament. Tom 

started a commune and published a 

review of the best of the underground 

press, Orpheus, but was soon driving a 

psychedelic bus to New York so that he 

could become a player on a bigger stage. 

He rode into the city like someone 

straight out of a Clint Eastwood western, 

complete with slouch hat and handlebar 

mustache. At the time, Tom looked to 

John Sinclair as his primary mentor, 

but in 1969 Sinclair was sentenced to 

10 years in prison for giving away two 

joints to an undercover cop. Like Sin¬ 

clair, Tom planned to seize the cultural 

moment by managing a revolutionary 

rock band to commercial success. He 

was always on the lookout for potential 

superstars in the rough and eventually 

settled on David Peel. 

Tom’s first political act was throwing a 

pie during a congressional investigation 

into pornography. (In fact, he launched 

the whole pie-throwing movement.) He 

also helped promote Woodstock and 

went on the road disrupting a Warner 

Bros, movie starring Wavy Gravy that 

was being filmed the summer after 

Woodstock, when Warners made its play 

to capture the counterculture’s center of 

energy (an attempt that failed miser¬ 

ably). Tom wrote an obscure book about 

the whole adventure and dedicated it to 

Wavy, admitting that he’d grown fond of 

the latter’s nonviolent style. 

Eventually, Tom forced a showdown 

with the Yippies at the Republican 

National Convention in Miami in 1972. 

The FBI had launched a very successful 

(and very secret) disinfo campaign to 

brand him as a snitch, and the Feds also 

arrested him for possession of a pipe 

bomb. The subsequent trial lingered 

for months, though in today’s world, 

Tom would have been taken straight 

to Guantanamo and had his mind 

turned inside out with the latest torture 

techniques. 

After launching High Times two years 

later, in 1974, Tom suddenly captured 

an important center of energy himself, 

virtually taking over the entire under¬ 

ground press and transforming himself 

into a mythic character in the process. 

High Times was an instant runaway 

success, and many of Tom’s other ideas 

were pure genius, including jumping on 

the punk movement and producing the 

first documentary about the Sex Pistols’ 

arrival in the USA. 

I’ve spent years researching Tom’s 

story, and now I’m putting the final 

touches on an e-book about him titled 

The Last Great Outlaw, written by 

myself and Albert Goldman, who was 

very close to Tom. Unfortunately, Gold¬ 

man also introduced Tom to Chic Eder, 

who really was a snitch and worked 

with the FBI to bring Tom down. 

The book will be available through 

Smashwords.com, but you can also find 

it easily in the iTunes bookstore or the 

Nook store. I plan to release a number 

of e-books this year via Smashwords, so 

if you haven’t converted to tablet read¬ 

ing yet, now is a good time to start! ^ 
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Resin Blocking 

Water Pipe Additive 
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uo Almost Infamous by Bobby Black 

What a Rush 
Getting an album autographed 
by rock legends Rush proves 
more difficult than anticipated. 

Asafreshmanin high school, the 

very first song I learned to play in 

guitar class was a rocking riff-fest 

called “Bastille Day” I wasn’t yet familiar 

with Rush’s music, but after a few months of 

intensive, weed-drenched vinyl sessions at 

my best friend Paul’s place, they fast became 

one of my favorite bands of all time. 

So when my colleague David “Bean” 

Bienenstock announced at an editorial 

meeting early last year that he’d lined up 

an interview with 

Rush’s guitar¬ 

ist, Alex Lifeson, 

I asked him to 

do me a solid by 

requesting that 

Lifeson autograph 

two of my original 

albums (2112 and 

Hemispheres)—one 

for me and one as 

a birthday gift for 

Paul. I sent Bean the 

albums, he got them signed and he FedEx’d 

them right back to me. Awesome—except 

that I’d left for LA the day the package 

shipped, and when I returned to the office, 

it was nowhere to be found. 

I searched high and low, interrogated 

the entire staff and a slew of FedEx 

employees, but it was no use. I was 

heartbroken, and Bean seemed almost as 

bummed as me. So when he learned that 

Rush’s Clockwork Angels tour would be 

rolling through my area in October, he 

called Alex and arranged a pair of 10th¬ 

row tickets for me, as well as passes to 

the pre-show meet-and-greet. Obviously, I 

invited Paul as my plus-one. 

We arrived at Newark’s Prudential 

Center an hour before showtime and 

waited patiently with the other VIPs until 

summoned. Security led us through sev¬ 

eral sets of doors, then lined us up along 

a hallway next to a Clockwork Angels 

backdrop and laid down the rules. 

“When the band comes out, each group 

will have two minutes,” decreed the secu¬ 

rity guard. “You will step up, shake hands 

and pose for your photo. If you have a gift 

for the band, give it to them and move on. 

We will take two shots that will be sent to 

you afterward. There are no photos allowed 

with personal cameras, and the band will 

not be signing anything.” 

Wait, what? Not signing anything?!? 

I’d ordered two new vinyls on eBay and 

waited all year ... hell, all my life ... for this 

moment, and now we were being rushed 

(pardon the pun) through it? This would 

not do. I flashed the guard my business 

card and explained my situation. His 

suggestion was to go to the back of the 

line while he spoke with the band’s road 

manager. No sooner 

had we done so than 

the doors swung open 

and out strolled Life- 

son and singer/bassist 

Geddy Lee; drum¬ 

mer Neil Peart, they 

informed us, wasn’t 

feeling well, but we 

were stoked regardless. 

As the line began to 

move, the road man¬ 

ager came over and I 

once again related my story. Unfortunately, 

it had no impact—he still insisted the band 

wouldn’t sign the albums. 

Finally, our turn arrived. I introduced 

myself to Alex, who appeared to be in a 

jolly mood and proved far more sympa¬ 

thetic to my tale. 

“I know you can’t sign these now,” I 

implored him, exploiting security’s “gift” 

loophole, “but if I give them to you, could 

you maybe send them to me later?” 

“Absolutely!” he replied, taking the 

records from me. “In fact, you can pick 

them up tomorrow at our hotel.” 

We thanked him profusely, then walked 

past the scowling road manager into the 

arena to await their performance. And 

what a performance! Of the dozen-plus 

times Paul and I had gone to see Rush 

in the last two decades, we’d never seen 

them play like that. It was an evening 

neither of us will ever forget. 

The next day, I rushed over to the Ritz 

Carlton, where my albums were waiting 

at the concierge desk as promised, signed 

not just by Lifeson but the entire band. So 

to Geddy, Neil and Alex: Thank you, and 

congrats on that whole Rock and Roll Hall 

of Fame thing. And to Paul: Happy belated 

birthday, old friend. ^ 

Alex Lifeson, Bobby, Paul and Geddy Lee backstage 



We offer both sfn^le seeds and full 
pacts of ten, allowing you to create 
your perfect grow room. 

Single seeds are dispatched with a portion 

of the original product carton, Seeds are 

despatched stealthily from Great Britain and you 

are billed discreetly. We will replace your seeds 

if they do not reach you, whatever the reason! 
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Protest and Celebrate! 
What do you plan to do on 4/20? 

Allen St. Pierre is the executive director of NORML. Visit norml.org. 

he answer to the question 

“Where will you be on 4/20?” is 

remarkably simple for cannabis 

consumers this year: You’ll either be in 

one of the 48 states where the possession 

and use of cannabis remains illegal for 

most people, or you’ll be in Colorado or 

Washington, the two states where voters 

were finally able to bring cannabis prohi¬ 

bition to an end this past election cycle. 

Unfortunately, the vast majority of 

High Times readers don’t live in Colorado 

or Washington, where adult recreational 

use is now legal. So there’s no better day 

on the calendar to get the message out 

to the rest of the country (and the world) 

about cannabis’ acceptability and the need 

to reform our misguided pot- 

prohibition laws. 

This year, blessedly, April 20 falls on 

a Saturday, and the political organizing 

opportunities are too great to pass up. 

Except for those people who need to be 

at work on this day, cannabis consumers, 

advocates and activists need to coordi¬ 

nate our organizing efforts at the local 

and regional levels. 

Our job is to attract mass-media 

attention to well-planned 4/20-related 

events, such as concerts, parades and 

so-called smoke-ins, and blend our 

voices into one unified message: We 

want to he as free, equal and respon¬ 

sible as the citizens of Colorado and 

Washington. Cannabis consumers are 

not criminals. Ending pot prohibition 

means that billions of dollars in new 

tax revenues can be raised every year. 

Re-legalize cannabis now! 

But if you are lucky enough to reside 

in either Colorado or Washington—or 

have moved to one of these states 

recently in order to put yourself out of 

legal danger—your 4/20 this year will be 

all about celebrating the end of nearly 

eight decades of prohibition. 

Last year on 4/20, one of the biggest 

pot rallies in Denver’s history took place 

in City Park. This year, the rally promises 

to be “the mother of all pot rallies,” out¬ 

shining (and outsmoking) anything the 

cannabis community has seen before. 

And, of course, High Times will be 

in Denver all weekend long hosting the 

third annual Medical Cannabis Cup in 

the Mile High City. 

If you’re not forced to be watching 

the work clock on 4/20, this is the year 

to show your cannabis colors. Because 

April 20, 2013, will be truly unique—a 

time to both protest and celebrate! ^ 

Visit medcancup.com/or info on the 

High Times Medical Cannabis Cup. 

FREEDOM FIGHTER byErikAltieri, NORML communications coordinator 

Colorado Dynamo 
Betty Aldworth quickens the end 

of pot prohibition. 

Raised in a family of social-justice 

advocates, Betty Aldworth attended 

countless protests as a child before 

starting her career as a volunteer 

leader with nonprofit groups in 

the Denver area, where she began 

to learn more about the issues 

surrounding medical cannabis and 

prohibition. Disgusted by what she 

found out regarding the federal 

government’s ongoing 

war on pot, she went 

to work with others in 

Colorado to defend the 

state’s medical marijuana 

patents and program. 

Seeing an opportunity to 

effect real change, Betty joined the 

Campaign to Regulate Marijuana in 

2012, the group that would ultimately 

spearhead the effort to pass Amend¬ 

ment 64, Colorado’s legalization law. 

She became one of the campaign’s 

public faces, speaking out in media 

interviews, organizing vol¬ 

unteers and appearing in 

promotional pieces for the 

initiative. Her efforts, along 

with those of countless 

volunteers, advocacy groups 

and average citizens, paid off last 

November, when Colorado legalized 

the adult use and sale of cannabis in 

the state. 

Betty has since made a smooth 

transition in the wake of the suc¬ 

cessful campaign: She now works 

with the National Cannabis Industry 

Association, serving as its spokes¬ 

person and providing advice to can- 

nabusinesses nationwide on creating 

educational programs. 

Betty sees great things for 

marijuana-law reform on the horizon. 

“If we can keep the conversation 

focused on the injustices of prohibi¬ 

tion, the safety of regulated markets 

and the absurdity of marijuana being 

illegal while alcohol is legal,” she says, 

“we’ll see cannabis policies shifting at 

a far more rapid pace than the most 

optimistic among us had imagined.” 
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Get the new book from NORML’s Keith Stroup! 
In 1970, Keith Stroup had the visionary idea to start a 
non-profit organization in Washington DC to fight for 
marijuana smokers’ rights. Today, NORML is the big¬ 
gest marijuana advocacy organization in America, 
with chapters across the country. But how did it get 
from there to here? For the first time, Keith Stroup tells 
the whole story—the good and the bad, the high and 
the low, the strange and the NORML. Informative and 
at times hilarious, It’s NORML To Smoke Pot is a must- 
read for cannabis fans everywhere. 

A terrific review of the marijuana legalization movement over the last 
forty years in America, from the person who has been at the center of it all, 
NORML Founder Keith Stroup.—Willie Nelson 

As America is nearing ever closer to ending the prohibition on marijuana, 
the story of that fight is the story of NORML. And the story of NORML is 
the story of its founder, Keith Stroup. Keith is a lawyer who has dedicated 
his career to defending an ideal: that the mature adult use of marijuana 
is a civil liberty. If you believe in the principle of civil liberties, then Keith 
Stroup is a true American hero. Read this book and you’ll see why. 
—Rick Steves, travel writer, public television producer and host 

noimL To SnSkoPM 

i Stroup 

Order your copy online at: 

http://headshop.hightimes.com/books.html 

Price: $14.99 



MEDICAL MARIJUANA DIRECTORY 
CALIFORNIA 

Alternate Natural 
Solutions Inc. 
8477 Enterprise Dr. 

Jamestown, CA 95327 

(209) 352-6779 
altnatsol.com 

“Home of the 5 dollar gram” 

BCCP 
1928 N. Chester Ave. Suite B 

Bakersfield, CA 93308 

Phone: (661) 399-8551 

Fax: (661) 399-9349 
bccpcollective @ gmail.com 

“Monday thru Saturday, 10 

AM to 9 PM—Sunday 12 PM 

to 7 PM” 

Cannahelp Collective 
505 East Industrial Place. 

Suite A 

Palm Springs, CA 92264 

Phone: (760) 327-2504 

Fax: (760) 327-2538 

cannahelp.com 

info @ cannahelp.com 

“$10 grams! Serving the 

medical community since 

2005.” 

Club Cannex 
11004 Magnolia Ave. 

Garden Grove, CA 92843 

Phone: 562-200-1164 

www.clubcannex.org 

rudy @ clubcannex.org 

Compassionate, 

Understanding, Servicing, 

Honoring, Inspirational, 

Passionate 

Coffee Shop Blue Sky 
377 17th Street 

Oakland, CA 94612 

(510) 251-0690 

Open 9am-8pm Mon-Sat, 

10am-6pm Sunday 

oaksterdamgiftshop.com 

Emmalyn’s California 
Cannabis Clinic 
Cross street: Howard 

21112th St. 

San Francisco, CA 94103 

Phone: (415) 861-1000 

Fax: (415) 861-5237 
emmalynscannabisclinic.com 

emmalynsccc@yahoo.com 

The Good Life 
4316 Melrose Avenue 

Eos Angeles, CA 90029 

(323) 522-3542 

Open 7 days, 10AM-11PM 

facebook.com/goodlifemelrose 

Twitter Good Fife Melrose 

Also fresh fruits and 

vegetables. 

Grassroots Solutions 
(888) 798-4915 

Farm Fresh meds delivered 

overnight almost anywhere in 

California!! Top shelf quality 

at bargain prices direct from 

our farm to you. 

norcaldirect2u.com 

Green Dragon Caregivers 
7423 Van Nuys Blvd. Suite C 

VanNuys, CA 91405 

(818) 442-0054 

greendragoncoop.com 

edward @ greendragoncoop 

.com 

Greenway Compassionate 
Relief 
140 Dubois St. 

Santa Cruz, CA 95060 

(831) 420-1640 

Mon-Sat 11am -7pm 

Organic-All Grades- 

Edibles-Tincture 

Greenwell Collective 
616 Marin St. 

Vallejo, CA 94590 

(707) 980-7774 
greenwellcooperative.com 

greenwellcooperative @yahoo 

.com 

“In Greenwell we trust” 

Harborside Health Center 
1840 Embarcadero 

Oakland, CA 94606 

(510) 533-0147 
harborsidehealthcenter.com 

“Out of the shadows, into 

the Light” 

High Quiggle Healing 
Center 
1532 East Broadway 

Long Beach, CA 90802 

Phone: (562) 951-3975 

Fax: (562) 951-3902 

weedmaps.com 

“A circle of healing is never 

ending” 

Love Shack 
502 14th street 

San Francisco, CA 

(415) 552-5121 

theloveshackcooperative.com 

Mon-Sat 10am-7pm, 

Sun llam-4pm 

Full Service Dispensary 

Voted Best of The Bay 

Mind, Body, and Soul 
Collective 
3131 East Central Ave. 

Fresno, CA 93725 

Phone: (559)-486-6010 

Fax: (559)-486-6011 

mb s colle ctive .com 

admin @ mbscollective.com 

“Open 7 days a week-Quality, 

Integrity, Trust” 

Patients Care Collective 
2590 Telegraph Ave 

(between Blake & Parker) 

Berkeley, CA 94704 

berkeleypatientscare.com 

(510) 540-7878 

Mon to Sat 12-7 pm 

Perennial Holistic 
Wellness Center 
11705 Ventura Blvd. 

Studio City, CA, 91604 

Phone: 818-505-3631 
Fax: (818) 505-3621 

facebook.com/perennialhwc 

perennialholistic@mail.com 

“Commited to the 

advancement of cannabis 

science through dedicated 

patient service.” 

Trusted Friends II Inc. 
3061 Churn Creek Rd. 

Redding, CA 96002 

530-222-3645 (phone 

number) 

530-222-3671 (fax number) 
trustedfriends.com 

trustus421 @yahoo.com 

1 Love Wellness Center 
1841 El Camino Ave. 

Sacramento, CA 95815 

916-231-LOVE 

916-927-1553 (fax) 

llovewellness.org 

linda@onelovewellness.org 

“Sacramento’s largest and 

loving Wellness Center” 

7 Star Meds 
3823 San Pablo Dam Rd. 

El Sobrante, CA, 94803 

(510) 758-MEDS(6337) 

COLORADO 

Karmaceuticals LLC 
4 South Santa Fe Drive 

Denver, CO 80223 

(303)-765-2762 

facebook.com/karmaceuticals 

karmaceuticalsco @ gmail.com 

“Over 120 strains of fire” 

Minturn Medicinal / 
Vail Valley 
Minturn, CO 81645 

(720) 490-0458 

Free Delivery 

minturnmedicinal.com 

MICHIGAN 

A2 Compassionate 
Healthcare 
MedMar A2 Inc. 

1818 Packard Street 

Ann Arbor, MI 48104 

734.213.1420 

medmarx.net 

Highest grade medical 

marijuana at the lowest prices. 

Big Daddy’s 
Compassion Center 
13211 Northend 

Oak Park, Michigan 48237 

248-399-5299 
bigdaddyshydro.com 

Five locations statewide, 

professional, courteous, best 

selection anywhere 

Cannoisseur Collective 
“A Shelf Above The Rest” 

State St (call for pre¬ 

verification & address) 

Ann Arbor, MI 
734-494-0772 

cannoisseurcollective.com 

Twitter.com/Cannoisseurlife 

Downriver Wellness Group 
17109 Ecorse Rd. 
Allen Park, MI 48101 

313-769-6288 

downriverwellness.com 

GanjaMama’s 
Treecity Health Collective 

1712 S State St 

Ann Arbor, MI 48104 

(734)369.3212 

ganjamamas.com 

Compassionate Care, Safe/ 

Supportive Environment, 

Highest Quality Medicine 

Grass Roots Society 
8899 W Peck Rd 

Greenville, MI 48838 

616-225-2200 

616-225-2220 (fax) 

grassrootssociety.com 

grassrootssociety @ rocketmail 

.com 

Lakeshore Alternatives 

Seed Bank 
6155 Blue Star Highway 

Saugatuck, MI 49453 

269-857-1188 
lakeshoremeds@gmail.com 

lakeshorealternatives.com 

‘West Michigan’s #1 Place for 

finding SEEDS” 

Michigan Compassion 
Center 
1222 Glenwood Ave. 

Flint, MI 48503 

970-509-0781 (Phone number) 

810-265-7821 (office number) 

810-265-7436 (fax number) 

mcccflint@gmail.com 

facebook.com/ 

michigancompassioncenter 

“Patients Come First” 

Michigan Medical 
Marijuana 
Certification Center 

29877 Telegragh Road, 

Suite 303 B 

Southfield, MI 48034 

(248) 932-6400 

MMMCC.net 

MSC3 
227 N. Winter Street Suite 302 

Adrian, MI 49221 

medicinalsolutions.com 

MON-FRI 10am-8pm 

SAT 10 am-7pm 

CLOSED SUNDAYS 

OM of Medicine 
112 South Main Street, 3rd Fir 

Ann Arbor, MI 48104 

734-369-8255 
omofmedicine.org 

info@omofmedicine.org 

“Power to the Patients!” 

Pure West 
Compassion Club 
840 N. Black River Dr. Ste #80 

Holland, MI 49424 

616-466-4204 

purewestclub@gmail.com 

CALL TODAY & Get Doctor 

Certified for $99 

Trans Love Energies 
I486 Gratiot (Eastern Market) 

Detriot, MI 

By Appoinment Only 

Call: (313) 262-1886 

MONTANA 

Olympus Incendias 
2591 Industry #A 

Missoula, MT 59808 

Phone: (406) 829-WEED 

www.missoulameds.com 

Customer oriented true 

Compassion Center! 

OREGON 

Eugene Compassion 
Center 
2055 W. 12th Ave 

Eugene, OR 97402 

(541) 484-6558 

WASHINGTON 

North Seattle Conscious 
Care Cooperative 
14032 Aurora Ave North, Ste C 

Seattle, WA 98133 

Aurora@cccooperative.org 

www.Seattleccc.org 

Phone: (206) 466-1206 

Fax: (206) 466-1203 

Purple Cross Patient 
Care Association 
469 North 36th Street, Suite D 

Seattle, WA 98103 

Phone: (425) 446-1205 

Fax: (206) 588-1596 

purplecrosspatientcare.org 

Mon-Sat, 11-9 pm Sun. 1-9 pm 

Open 7 days a week! 

WA First Step 
Get Legal take your First Step 

Medical Consulting & 

Recommendations 

Kent, WA, wafirststep.com 

(253)893-2420 

CANADA 

Note: Canadian medical clubs 

rarely accept US medical 

marijuana IDs. Prior arrangements 

need to be made before your visit by 

contacting the medical club. 

CALM Toronto 
P.O. Box 47023, Stn. 425 

220 Yonge St. 

Toronto, ON m5b 2P1 

Office: (416) 367-3459 

Fax: (416) 367-4679 
Open 7 days a week 

cannabisclub.ca 

Canadian Compassion 
Dispensary 
US patients welcome. 

Phone: 647-771-9703 

Toronto, ON 

www.c-disp.com. 

T.A.G.G.S. Dispensary 
11696 224th Street 

Maple Ridge, BC V2X-6A2 

Phone: (604)-477-0557 

Fax: (604)-477-0575 
Open 7 days/week, llam-7pm 

taggsdispensary.ca 

DISPENSARY 
SERVICES 

Canna Fresh 
cannafresh.com 

Wholesale: (424) 442-0232 

“Custom Glass Containers 

For The Medical Industry” 

Cannaline 
cannaline.com 

Wholesale only 

301-356-9096 

Stock & custom printed 

glass containers, 

concentrate containers 

& medicine bags. 

EmeraldTriangleBuds. 
com 
Certification programs 

for Dispensary and 

Medical Grow! Strain 

verification using DNA. 

530-845-6914 

Emeraldtrianglebuds @ 

yahoo.com 

Gaslamp Insurance 
1111 6th Avenue, 3rd Floor 

San Diego, CA 92101 

(619) 238-4367, x. 205 

Fax: (619) 238-4387 
Medical marijuana 

insurance for dispensaries, 

growing facilities, bakeries 

& medibles. 

mmjinsurance.com 

To advertise in this section, call John McCooe at (212) 387-0500, ext. 204 
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Cannex is The revolutionary iPhone app 

esigned to serve the needs of the medical 
marijuana community. You can use this toot to 

find the hjghest-quality, most affordable 
medical cannabis anvwhere in the nation. 
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HIGH TINES LEGAL DIRECTORY 
ALABAMA 

Alan R. Elledge, 
Attorney at Law 
7404 Hwy 43 

Florence, AL 35634 

(256) 757-4007 

Fax: (256) 757-4003 

aelledgel38@hotmail.com 

‘Vigorous statewide marijuana 

defense.’ No representation is 

made that the quality of the 

legal services to be performed 

is greater than the quality of 

legal services performed by 

other lawyers. 

ARIZONA 

Jamal Allen 
Allen & Associates, Lawyers 

1811 S. Alma School Rd, Ste 

145 

Mesa, AZ 85210 

Ph: 480-899-1025 

Fax: 480-248-6389 

goodazlawyers.com 

All Stops, Arrests & Seizures 

Lee Phillips 
Law Offices of Lee Phillips 

323 N. Leroux St., Suite 101 

Flagstaff, AZ 86001 

928-779-1560 

notguiltyl.com 

Marc Victor 
3920 S. Alma School Rd., 

Suite 5 

Chandler, AZ 85248 

Phone: 480-755-7110 

Fax: 480-755-8286 

marc@attorneyforfreedom. 

com 

attorneyforfreedom.com 

Michael Walz 
Law Offices of Michael Walz 

4000 North Central, Ste 1250 

Phoenix, AZ 85012 

602-288-8349 

walz @ Potlawyer.com 

potlawyer.com 

Member NORML Legal. 

Marijuana niche criminal 

possession, cultivation, sales 

and MJ-DUI, or AZ DHS 

hearings. 

CALIFORNIA 

Bob Boyd 
107 West Perkins Street, Ste 

#17 

Ukiah, CA 95482 

707-468-0500 

mendocinolaw@ comcast.net 

mendocinolaw.com 

Omar Figueroa 
Law Offices of Omar Figueroa 

7770 Healdsburg Ave, Ste. A 

Sebastopol, CA 95472 

(707) 829-0215 

omar @ stanfordalumni.org 

omarfigueroa.com 

Founder of Cannabis Law 

Institute. Specializing in 

cannabis cultivation and 

medical marijuana cases. Free 

case consultation. iYo hablo 

espanol! 

Christopher M. Glew 
1851 E. First Street, Ste. 840 

Santa Ana, CA 92705 

Fax: 714-648-0501 

Phone: 714-648-0004 

marijuanalawyer@yahoo.com 

glewkimlaw.com 

Imhoff & Associates, P.C. 
Criminal Defense Attorneys 

Vince Imhoff, Managing 

Partner 

Los Angeles, CA 

800-887-0000 

Info@CriminalAttorney.com 

CriminalAttorney.com 

Experienced, aggressive 

Medical Marijuana & 

Criminal Defense Attorneys 

Nationwide 

**Free consultation** 

Law Offices of 
John M. Kucera 
1416 West Street 

Redding, CA 96001 

530-241-1800 

jkucera@snowcrest.net 

Former major grow 

prosecutor. 

Over 30 years of aggressive 

and experienced state and 

federal defense. Serving 

Shasta, Siskiyou, Tehama, 

Trinity and other Northern 

California counties on 

request. 

jmk-law.com 

Bruce Margolin 
8749 Holloway Dr. 

West Hollywood, CA 90069 

310-652-0991 or 

800-420-LAWS 

bmargolin @ aol.com 

18004201aws.com 

margolinlawoffices.com 

Marijuana and criminal 

defense since 1967. Director, 

L.A. NORML. Call for a free 

guide to marijuana laws in all 

50 states. 

Eric Shevin 
15260 Ventura Blvd., Ste 1050 

Sherman Oaks, CA 91403 

Phone: 818-784-2700 

Fax: 818-784-2411 

eshevin @ aol.com 

shevinlaw.com 

Cannabis expertise, criminal 

defense and business 

formation. 

Randy Sue Pollock 
2831 Telegraph Ave 

Oakland, CA 94609 

Phone: 510-763-9967 

Fax: 510-272-0711 

PollockEsq@aol.com 

James M. Taylor 
Law Office of James M. Taylor 

783 West Ramsey, Suite G 

Banning, CA 92220 

951-849-2081 

jamesmtaylor.esq@verizon. 

net 

Dedicated to Criminal 

Defense 

COLORADO 

Sean T. McAllister, Esq. 
Tae Darnell, Esq. 
McAllister, Darnell & Assoc., 

P.C., AKA “Cannabis Law 

Center, P.C.” 

Criminal Defense/Dispensary 

Representation 

Denver Office: 303-575-5600 

Fax: 720-542-8391 

lawindenver.com 

FLORIDA 

Bjorn Brunvand 
615 Turner Street 

Clearwater, FL 33756 

Phone: 727-446-7505 

Fax: 727-446-8147 

bbrunvan@tampabay.rr.com 

acquitter.com 

James Davis 
Law Office of James Davis, 

P.A. 

300 West Adams St, Ste 550 

Jacksonville, FI 32202 

Office: 904.358.0420 

Fax: 904.353.1359 

Criminal defense focusing on 

drug cases. 

Law Offices of 

Ricardo P. Hermida 
55 Merrick Way, Suite 212 

Coral Gables, FL 33134 

Tel: 305-461-1116 

Fax: 306-461-6446 

rick@rphermida.com 

Aggressive State and Federal 

grow house defense in Miami, 

Dade County and throughout 

Florida. Member—National 

Association of Criminal 

Defense Lawyers and Florida 

Association of Criminal 

Defense Lawyers. 

“Se Habla Espanol” 

Greg M. Lauer 
Board Certified Expert in 

Criminal Trial Law 

320 SE 10th Ct. 

Ft. Lauderdale, FL 33316 

(954) 559-0647 

www.law-lc.com 

Offices in Broward, Dade, 

& WPB *Former Drug 

Trafficking Prosecutor 

*Free Initial Consultation 

Donald A. Lykkebak 
250 Park Ave South, Suite 200 

Winter Park, FL 32789 

Ph: 407-425-4044 

Fax: 321-972-8907 

don @ donaldlykkebak.com 

donaldlykkebak.com 

“Board certified criminal trial 

lawyer with over 30 years’ 

experience.” 

Robert Shafer & 
Associates, P.A. 
Robert Shafer 
106 N. Pearl Street 

Jacksonville, FL 32202-4620 

Tel: 904-350-9333 

Fax: 904-633-7820 

shafercriminallaw.com 

robert@shafercriminallaw.com 

Over 30 years focusing on 

drug charges. 

John H. Trevena 
801 West Bay Dr., Suite 509 

Largo, FL 33770 

Phone: 727-581-5813 

Fax: 727-581-7758 

TrevenaLaw@ aol.com 

trevena.com 

ILLINOIS 

Jeffrey B. Fawell 
Fawell & Associates 

500 S. Country Farm Rd, 

Ste 200 Wheaton, IL 60187 

630-665-9300 

fawell @ fawell .com 

Criminal, DUI, traffic, and 

immigration defense. 

Imhoff & Associates, P.C. 
Criminal Defense Attorneys 

Vince Imhoff, Managing 

Partner 

Naperville, IL 

800-887-0000 

Info@CriminalAttorney.com 

CriminalAttorney.com 

Experienced, aggressive 

Medical Marijuana & 

Criminal Defense Attorneys 

Nationwide 

** Free consultation** 

INDIANA 

Stephen W. Dillon 
Dillon Law Office 

3601 N. Pennsylvania St. 

Indianapolis, IN 46205 

317-923-9391 

steve@dillonlawindy.com 

stevedillonlaw.com 

Chair, NORML Board 

of Directors. 

KANSAS 

William (Billy) K.Rork 
1321 SW Topeka Blvd. 

Topeka, KS 66612-1816 

785-235-1650 

rork@rorklaw.com 

rorklaw.com 

Zealous and successful 

drug defenses on I-70/I-35 

vehicle stops. 

Cal Williams 
Calvin K. Williams Chtd. 

280 N. Court Ave., 

P.O. Box 304 

Colby, KS 67701 

785-460-9777 

calwilliamsesq@hotmail.com 

On 1-70, western Kansas. 

MARYLAND 

David E. Kindermann, Esq. 
15 West Montgomery Ave, 

Suite 300 

Rockville, MD 20850 

Tel: 301-762-7900 - 24/7 

Fax: 301-309-0887 

kindermannlaw.com 

dave@kindermannlaw.com 

Licensed in Maryland, D.C. 

and Federal Courts incl. U.S. 

Supreme Court. 

MASSACHUSETTS 

Norman S. Zalkind 
Zalkind, Duncan & Bernstein 

LLP 

65A Atlantic Ave. 

Boston, MA 02110 

Phone: 617-742-6020 

Fax: 617-742-3269 

nzalkind@zalkindlaw.com 

MICHIGAN 

Matthew R. Abel 
Cannabis Counsel PLC 

2930 Jefferson Avenue East 

Detroit, MI 48207 

313-446-2235 

attorneyabel @ me.com 

cannabiscounsel.com 

Executive Director of 

MINORML. NORML Legal 

Committee Lifetime Member. 

Specializing in cannabis cases 

and cannabusiness law. 

Jason Barrix 
Attorney at Law 

Barrix Law Firm PC 

2627 E. Beltline Ave SE, 

Suite 310B 

Grand Rapids, MI 49546-593 

Call 24/7 Service 

l-877-NO-4-Jail / 

1-877-664-5245 

Fax: 1-888-337-1308 

barrixlaw.com 

Criminal Defense Focusing 

on Drug, DUI, License 

and Injury Cases. “Winning 

Cases Statewide since 1993” 

Michael A. Mclnerney, 

Esq. 

Michael A. Mclnerney, PLC 

312 E. Fulton 

To advertise in this section, call Ann Marie Dennis at (212) 387-0500, ext. 223 
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HIGH TINES LEGAL DIRECTORY 
Grand Rapids, MI 49503 

(616) 776-0200 (24 hrs) 

mamgrlaw@gmail.com 

Defending your rights! 

Medical Marijuana Issues 

Civil/Criminal Trial Attorney 

All Michigan Courts 

John Targowski 

& Daniel Grow 

Targowski & Grow, PLLC 

141 East Michigan Ave Ste 201 

Kalamazoo, MI 49007 

(800) 957-1069 

targowskigrow.com 

MISSOURI 

K. Louis Caskey 

1102 Grand Blvd, Suite 800 

Kansas City, MO 64106 

Phone: 816-221-9114 

Cell Phone: 816-536-1411 

Fax: 816-220-0757 

klouie711@aol.com 

caskeyatlaw.com 

Daniel Dodson 

315 Marshall Street 

Jefferson City, MO 65101 

573-636-9200 or 

800-DODSON-l 

dd @ danieldodson.net 

danieldodson.net 

Board member, NACDL; 

Nationwide advice/referrals. 

Dan Viets 

15 N. 10th St. 

Columbia, MO 65201 

573-443-6866 

danviets @ j ustice. com 

Former president of MO 

Assoc, of Criminal Defense 

Fawyers, NORMF Board 

Chair. 

NEW HAMPSHIRE 

Sven Wiberg 

Wiberg Law Office 

2456 Lafayette Road, Suite 7 

Portsmouth, NH, 03801 

Phone: 603-686-5454 

Fax: 603-457-0332 

sven @ nhcriminaldefense.com 

NEW JERSEY 

William H. Buckman 

110 Marter Ave, Suite 209 

Moorestown, NJ 08057 

Phone: 856-608-9797 

Fax: 856-608-6244 

wbuckman@whbuckman.com 

whbuckman.com 

Nathan Kittner 

131 Main St. 

Hackensack, NJ 07601 

201-488-5565 

vlsgrad @ prodigy.net 

Criminal defense litigation. 

Frank T. Luciano, P.C. 

147 Main St, Suite #5 

Lodi, NJ 07644 

Phone: (973) 471-0004 

Fax: (973) 471-1244 

cdswiz.com 

Over 30 years of defending 

drug prosecutions. Free book 

on drug cases in New Jersey. 

Allan Marain 

100 Bayard St. 

P.O. Box 1030 

New Brunswick, NJ 08903 

732-828-2020 

info @NJMarijuana.com 

njmarijuana.com 

When pleading guilty is not 

an option. 

Neal Wiesner 

Law Office of Neal Wiesner 

1 Maiden Lane, 9th floor 

New York, NY 10038 

Tel: 212-732-2225 

Fax: 718-556-0118 

nealwiesner @ aol.com 

NEW MEXICO 

David C. Serna 

Serna Law Offices 

725 Lomas Blvd. NW 

Albuquerque, NM 87102 

505-242-4057 

sernalaw.com 

Board-certified criminal- 

defense specialist. NORML 

lawyer since 1985. 

NEW YORK 

Brian P. Barrett, Esq. 

72 Olympic Drive 

Lake Placid, New York 12946 

Phone: 518-523-1555 

Cell: 518-637-4376 

Fax: 518-523-4486 

brian@bpbarrett.com 

bpbarrett.com 

Robert S. Gershon 

Law Office of Robert S. 

Gershon 

142 Joralemon Street, 

Suite 5A 

Brooklyn, NY 11201 

718-625-3977 

robertgershon.com 

rg@robgershon.com 

I help good people in bad 

situations. 

David C. Holland, Esq. 

David C. Holland, P.C. 

250 West 57 St., Suite 920 

New York, NY 10016 

212-935-4500 

Licensed in NY, NJ & MD. 

Neal Wiesner 

Law Office of Neal Wiesner 

1 Maiden Lane, 9th floor 

New York, NY 10038 

Tel: 212-732-2225 

Fax: 718-556-0118 

nealwiesner@aol.com 

OHIO 

Spiros P. Cocoves 

Law Offices of Spiros P. 

Cocoves 

610 Adams St., 2nd Fir 

Toledo, OH 43604-1423 

419-241-5506 

Fax: 419-242-3442 

scocoves@gmail.com 

Federal/State Criminal 

Defense, OH/MI 

OKLAHOMA 

M. Michael Arnett 

Arnett Law Firm 

3133 N.W. 63 rd Street 

Oklahoma City, OK 73116 

Tel: (405) 767-0522 

Fax: (405) 767-0529 

mikearnettl @ j uno. com 

Chad Moody 

217 N Harvey Street, Ste. 409 

Oklahoma City, ok 73102 

Phone: 405-231-4343 

Fax: 405 231-0233 

thedruglawyer @ 

thedruglawyer.com 

When a Conviction is Not an 

Option 

OREGON 

John C. Lucy IV 

2121 SW Broadway, Suite 130 

Portland, OR 97201 

Phone: 503-227-6000 

Other Phone: 919-720-2513 

john@law420.com 

law420.com 

“Medical Marijuana and Drug 

Crime Defense Throughout 

Oregon” 

PENNSYLVANIA 

Simon T. Grill 

525 Elm Street 

Reading, PA 19601 

888-333-6016 

STG1300 @ epix.net 

Marijuana defense. 

SOUTH CAROLINA 

Robert E. Ianuario, 

MJ5A.,JX>. 

Attorney & Counselor 

419 Vardry St. 

Greenville, SC 29601 

Tel (864) 255-9988 

Fax (866) 212-3249 

sc420attorney.com 

Member of Norml Legal 

Committee, Member of National 

College for DUI Defense 

TEXAS 

Jamie “The Dude” Balagia 

Offices in Austin and 

San Antonio, TX 

Board Member—San Antonio 

NORML. NORML Legal 

Committee. Former “VICE 

Cop”—Austin PD. State and 

Federal representation. 

420dude.com 

j amie @420dude.com 

San Antonio: 210-394-3833 

Austin: 512-278-0935 

Blackburn & Tisdell L.L.P. 

718 W 16th St. 

Amarillo, TX 79101 

Phone: 806-371- 8333 

Fax: 806-350- 7716 

blackburn @ ipoftexas.org 

txcriminallawyer@yahoo.com 

Greg Gladden 

3017 Houston Ave. 

Houston, TX 77009-6734 

713-880-0333 

gladden @ airmail.net 

Gerald Goldstein 

2900 Tower Life Bldg. 

San Antonio, TX 78205 

210-226-1463 

GGandH @ aol.com 

Michael C. Lowe 

Attorney At Law 

700 N Pearl Street, Ste 2170 

Dallas, Texas 75201 

214.526.1900 

Toll free: 866.351.1900 

Fax:214.969.0258 

dallasjustice.com 

Board certified in criminal 

law by the Texas board of legal 

specialization. 

Larry Sauer 

Law Offices of Larry Sauer 

1004 West Ave 

Austin, TX 78701 

512-479-5017 

austindruglawyer.com 

Criminal defense. 

VIRGINIA 

Adam B. Crickman 

Law Office of Adam B. 

Crickman 

3516 Plank Road, Suite 5-B 

Fredericksburg, VA 22407 

540-785-5500 

Experienced, Aggressive 

Criminal Defense. 

WASHINGTON 

JeffSteinbom 

3161 Elliot Avenue, Suite 340 

Seattle, WA 98121 

Tel: 206-622-5117 

Fax:206-622-3848 

PatStiley 

Stiley & Cikutovich 

1403 W. Broadway 

Spokane, WA 99201 

888-440-9001 

fudea @ earthlink. net 

legaljoint.net 

If you grew it, we will come. 

WASHINGTON D.C. 

David E. Kindermann, Esq. 

15 W. Montgomery Ave, Ste. 

300 

Rockville, MD 20850 

Tel: 301-762-7900 - 24/7 

Fax: 301-309-0887 

kindermannlaw.com 

dave@kindermannlaw.com 

Licensed in D.C., Maryland 

and Federal Courts incl. U.S. 

Supreme Court. 

WISCONSIN 

Robert J. Dvorak 

Hailing & Cayo 

320 E Buffalo St., Ste. 700 

Milwaukee, WI 53202 

414-271-3400 

rjd@hallingcayo.com 

Representing the accused 

since 1978. 

Mark D. Richards S.C. 

209 8th Street 

Racine, WI 53403 

262-632-2200 

richardslaw@ ameritech.net 

richardslawl.com 

Aggressive drug defense. 

CANADA 

Henderson & Lee Law 

Corporation 

Barristers & Solicitors 

#1010 Metro Tower I 

4710 Kingsway 

Burnaby, BC V5H4M2 

604-558-2258 

Fax: 604-558-4023 

info @hendersonleelaw.com 

The Law Office of Jeffrey I. 

Reisman 

465 Queen Street East 

Toronto, Ontario M5A1T6 

647-351-(HELP) 4357 

jeffreyireisman@gmail.com 

Aggressive Drug Defense 

Lawyer 

To advertise in this section, call Ann Marie Dennis at (212) 387-0500, ext. 223 
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Pot Shots 
Show us what you got! 

Email your hi-res digital photographs to mailbag@hightimes.com or send pictures (no Polaroids) to 250 West 57th Street, Suite 920, New York, NY 10107. 

Sticky Icky 
- This is my TGA Plushberry 
SSSl (Black Cherry Soda x Space 

Queen), an /nd/ca-dominant big- 
yield pheno. These girls were grown 

veganically in California with love. 

They smell like nothing I have ever 

produced before. Props to Subcool 

and the TGA crew for their amazing 

genetics. Cann Comm 

CLOSE-UP OF THE MONTH 
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The Medible R 
LavaTrap Infuses THC/CBD into Sugar or Oil in 5 Minutes 

Accurate Dosage Contro! 

Completely Solvent-Free 

Your Strain, Your Medible trAp 
Personalizing and Perfecting ttie Science of Medibies 

FREE T-Shirt & Info 

urn 
[8H3 

0 
tevatray.com 

Official Launch at 
Cannabis Cup 4.20.13 
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FLOWER OF THE MONTH 

Mountain High 
Bubba Kush medically 
grown by the Green House 

Crew in the High Rockies of Dillon 

Colorado. Brent La Fleur 

iW, 

* - 

Chunky Monkey 
c I g The Pineapple Chunk 

came out nice and green 

and very potent in both the 

smell and the smoke. Some of 
my favorite buds for a relaxing 

evening on the couch. Dr. Green 

Toke from the Detroit area 

GARDEN OF THE MONTH 
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Rersonal Vaporizers 

For Row Herb 

* E-Cigarettes 
// Sc E-Liquid 

Dark Hatter‘Caps 

or Thick Oils & Concentrate 

Kratom 
. 

100% All Natural 
Herbal Blench i 

AM For Wholesale Inquiries, Email us at WhOlesale^LegalHerbsDirett.comJ 
. ** 

y Planl Hormones. 

Tola II y Lnrque • 
. t f!-¥ 

y Eaty-To-Usc 
41 j. . , 

y Am taring ScjlpIIs- 

y Absolutely Sob? 

y Soil or HydtOpOhlcs 

y Jmrf&ors er Qui 

tfic PJanf toducrP 
sinnuiants used fo increase ffts rtumbe' < 
blttsomUngcnd flowering sites on ycur plants 
and give you a greater harvest 

FREE SENSA-SPRAT 2u 
bottle wito any purchase 

Enl^asdetf 
cheetah tftf 
Mernjmwift; 
s_m ife* toil. 

<r *• l ST" -J 

www.pldn1axl1cplanlproducEi.com 
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HARVEST OF THE MONTH 

Purple Heart 
. . Here’s a picture from 

my Grandaddy Purple 

organic garden. I hope 

you enjoy! KarlKulik 

Riding That Train 
The is K-Train from 

Green House Seeds that 

I received on behalf of Franco. 

I grew it hydroponically with 

Canna Nutrients. KamyKaze 

Pull the Pin 
cjgw This is how T2 

gets down in AZ. 

GROWER OF THE MONTH 

iwf ■ H HB j 

f1 ™ nr 

Grenades, baby! 72 
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AIR-TIGHT - WATER-TIGHT 
STORE * GRIND * POUR 

¥ir IwTJp&Kfc 

0 wwwihemedtainer.com 
Q facebook.com/medtainer 

Q twitter, com/th.emedtainer 

! instagram.com/tliemedtaira- 

Best 
New Product 

Nominee 

High Times * 

Cannabis Cup 
2012 

$15. 

Numbered 

Spedeil Edition 

Check out our 

full product line 

on the website 
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JUNE 2013 
On Sale 
Apr. 16th 
Don't Miss It! 

»The Strongest Strains on Earth 
With the end of 2012, five more High Times Cannabis Cups are on 

the books. Now it’s time to review last year’s potency levels as we list 

the strains topping the THC charts from Amsterdam to California— 

and everywhere in between! 

I Two Days in LA 
In February, the southern California cannabis community show¬ 

cased the booming industry at the second High Times Medical 

Cannabis Cup in Los Angeles. The Game and Redman rocked the 

crowd and SoCal’s best cannabis products kept spirits sky high! 

I Overgrowing Corporate Cannabis 
With legalization already the law of the land in two states, one of 

California’s top medical cannabis growers is getting his operation 

ready to compete against Big Tobacco, Wall Street and a new breed 

of high-flying, well-funded pot entrepreneurs. 

» All About Adderall 
Adderall is one of the most heavily used controlled substances in 

the United States, frequently prescribed to grade-school children 

to treat ADD (attention deficit disorder). College students also 

rely on Adderall to get through their exams. But is it healthy? And 

how does it work? Find out in our next issue. 

I On the Road With Rick Steves 
A dedicated pot activist for more than a decade, Rick Steves played 

a major role in helping to pass pot legalization in Washington. The 

popular PBS host and travel guru discusses the bright green future 

of legal cannabis in his home state and around the world. 
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“I was amazed at the yield and potency. 
Friends couldn't believe it was an auto” 

“I harvested 30 pounds July 4th weekend 
and another 40 pounds in August. Average 
yield about 6 ounces each. Potency is 

right up there with my OG Kush,” 

lian Aiitoflower made the other 
s I ' used” to grow, look like toy 
its.” 

“A revolutionary plant for outdoor 
growers” 

'Our weather in Ireland is God Awful. 
This is the first strain 1 was able to grow 

that didn’t get ruined by mold. All the 
other autos I tried were a failure.” 

“when they say plant 'em and forget 
'em that’s what they mean, 100% 

females that finished on time 
and the potency is off the wall.” 

RWJ GENTECH INC. 
box 37085, Ottawa, Ontario, 

K1V 0W9 Canada 

Phone: 1 (613) 330-2404 

WWW, .com 
ACQUISITION: OF LIVE CANNABIS SEEDS 15 ILLEGAL IN THE UNITED STATES 

PAYABLE IN US DOLLARS FROM ANYWHERE IN THE WORLD 
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MERCHANDISE GROW AIDS 

Stimulants 
357-Magnums $19.99 Yellow Jacked 

$21.99 Black Magic $9.99 Detox Diet 

Herbals Sleep Aids Vitamins Order On 

Line from MegaLowSales.com 

MarijuanaDomainNamesForSale.com 
Geographic Marijuana Hydroponic 

Domains BerkeleyHydroponics.com 

DallasMarijuana.com Hundreds more! 

Jeff@WholesaleNames.com 

WyrelessAlert.com 
24/7 monitoring for trespassers and 

intruders to your cell phone-no third 

party or monthly fees. 

Pureorganichoneyoilbible.com 
Connoisseur honey oil secrets revealed. 

Send $10 mo. to Great Grandpappy 

Abrams, 3883 Bennett Rd., Suite 5, 

Cincinnati, Ohio 45245 

Experience Salvia 
A variety of brands and potent 

extracts. We also carry herbal incense 

blends Spirit and Puff. Low Prices. 

Call 219-588-4204. 

Metal Tobacco Pipes 
Assorted designs. Send SASE to Behind 

The Lite, 7304 Carroll Avenue #124, 

Takoma Park, MD 20912 

Herbalsmokeshop.com 
100% Legal Bud. Mood enhancement 

pills and aphrodisiacs. Flavored 

papers, blunt wraps, huge online 

smoke shop. 

Got Lighters? 
Custom Imprinted Lighters & More! 

LogoLighters.com/promo. 

800-828-6020 

www.fsbookco.com 
Marijuana Books & DVD’s 

Wholesale and Retail Since 1985! 

lannabi mabisWormTea.com 
9 plants organically. 

Indoor garden Winter Sale! 

Utah Devil Dirt 
Goat and Sheep manure composted 

naturally over many years. 801-550- 

0643. Ask for the Horseshoer. 

Experienced Indoor 
Horticulturalist 
For Sale ultimate luxury growing area. 

Newly remodeled 3 bed 2 bath home 

on 1/3 acre irrigated, lush landscape. 

With 800 sq ft heated air-conditioned 

workshop. Secure entrance, gated. 

Previous production shop. 9’x8’x25’ 

hidden safe room with bank vault 

door. Fire and theft proof. Phoenix, AZ 

Hydroponics 
Complete 9 Plant system $190.00. 

Adjustable size from closet to filling 

bedroom. (817) 573-5220. 

turbofarms.com 

Howe’s Organic 
Organic worm castings fertilizer, 

great for strong plants. 

howesfarm.com 

Avoid Grow Room Detection 
Heat Bloom Eliminator. Field Guide 

$19.95. (863) 969-6930 

Colorado 5-Acre $29,000 
Must sell/ very private,off grid. Minutes 

to air held,lake,town. Spectacular mtn 

views. 808-652 2159. 

2-Acre Herb Farm 
1 hr from Las Vegas. Wei 

orchard. Large Home/ Gar; 

$175,000 (702) 723-1275 

For Sale By Owner 
Big Island of Hawaii - Pu 

One of the most fertile a 

growing areas in the US. 

green, easy access. NO C 

- NO QUALIFYING. Cal 

(800)715-5263. myeranch 

wwwMarijuanaMisc 
For sale $5,000 through 

Dale @ Brokersohnsuranc' 

. generator, 

age. 

na District 

nd productive 

Lush and 

REDIT CHECK 

toll-free 

.com 

.com 
Escrow.com. 

e.com 

Make $20,000+ Per Month 
Ground floor opportunity. Distribute 

revolutionary new High Potent Herb 

Pills to Head Shops, Music, Body 

Piercing, Tattoo, Adult stores, etc. 

Areas going fast. $1,000 minimum 

investment, theherbconnect.com 

Easy Work! Excellent Pay! 
Assemble Products From Home. For 

Free Information Send SASE: Home 

Assembly-HT, Box 450, New Britain, 

CT 06050-0450 

Do You Have Old Debts? 
Never Pay Back The Full Amount!!! 

1-800-808-5205 

globaldebtinc.com 

Credit Problems? 
24-hr recorded message. Call 

248-262-6818. Ad#155 

Lease possible. goot44@ 
gmail.com ROADT 

Three “215” properties 
(2) 1.5 hrs North LA, (1) 42 acres No. 

CA. Details: nicksal215@gmail.com. Can 

finance. (661) 765-2603. 

Negril Jamaica Villa For Sale 
Beautiful, $750,000 US. 575-613-2533. 

Business Opportunity! 
2.5-acre working hydroponic veggie 

farm with 50,000 sq. ft. of greenhouses, 

packing house & equipment. Two-story 

house with 4 bedrooms, 2 baths. 

California Land 4 Sale - 
Sierra Foothills 
4/20 acre parcels near 1-80 w/wells 

private. Starting 300k each. Owner 

financed. (530) 389-2345. 

Mississippi River Tract 
Arkansas Duck Deer Clubs on 

Navigable Rivers wildlifeproperties.com 

501-278-1865 

We’re looking f 
adventurous adul 
/ travel entire US. We offer 
4 weeks paid training. Cash 

plus bonuses daily. No 
experience necessary. If you 
are enthusiastic; 

travel ca 
1-800-949-1 

ACTIVISM 

Citizens Justice Association 
Abused by bad judges, lawyers and 

cops? Dor.’t like the war on drugs? 

You’ll like the Citizens Justice 

916-771-4203 

Nevada Private 4.77 Acres 
3 Bedroom Home. New Quonset Hut 

30’x40’. Concealed Under 

Growroom. All Equipmei 

Association. We train people to 

challenge legal and government abuse 

Free Info: Citizens Justice Association, 

Box 390979, Cambridge, MA 02139 

rgi 
St 

round 

Needed. 

Close to Reno. 775-315-7431 

Adult DVDs 

10/$89.95 “COD” FREE CATALOG! 

“GUARANTEED” 203-419-6269 18+ 



Browse our full selection of products at headshop.hightimes.com 
Order direct from the website or call 1-866-Pot-Shop 

Featured Products 

2013 Ultimate 
Grow Calendar 
High Times is proud 

to offer the Ulti¬ 

mate Grow Calendar. 

Packed with monthly 

summaries and daily 

grow tips, this calen¬ 

dar aims to keep you 

on track, whether 

you’re growing 

indoors or outside. 

$13.99 

Classics from 

master grower 

Jorge Cervantes 

High Times Books 

Its NORML To Smoke Pot: 
The 40-Year Fight For 
Marijuana Smokers* Rights 
By Keith Stroup 
The story of NORML, the 

oldest and most effective 

organization dedicated to 

the reform of marijuana laws, 

told by its founder and leader. 

If you believe in the principle 

of civil liberties, then Keith 

Stroup is a true American 

hero. $14.99 

HIGH TIMES Presents 
Nico Escondido's 
Grow Like a Pro DVD 
Featuring over two hours of 

comprehensive cultivation 

coverage and bonus material, 

this HD-film features footage 

of America’s top medical grow 

facilities, indoor and outdoor- 

growing and greenhouse tech¬ 

niques. $19.95 

The Official HIGH TIMES 
Field Guide to 
Marijuana Strains 
By Danny Danko 
This cannabis compendium 

covers the world’s top pot 

varieties—all meticulously 

researched and lovingly 

described in terms rang¬ 

ing from odors and flavors to 

potency levels and medicinal 

properties. $14.95 

Official HIGH TIMES 
Bonghitters Jersey 
Show your pot pride by 

sporting the same shirts 

worn by the legendary 

High Times Bonghitters 

Softball team. Sizes: S-XXL. 

$19.95 

i ne Mrtn tamon or 

Jorge Cervantes’ 

best-selling book, 

completely rewritten. 

HIGH TIMES Cultivation Editors* Combo Pack 
Set includes Jorge Cervantes’ Uitimate Grow Box Set, Nico 
Escondido’s Grow Like a Pro, and Danny Danko’s Field 
Guide to Marijuana Strains. An $85 value for only $69.99! 

The Official HIGH TIMES 
Cannabis Cookbook 
by Elise McDonough 
Go way beyond the 

brownie and master your 

munchies with over 50 rec¬ 

ipes for stoner cuisine that 

will get you high—including 

recipes inspired by Cheech 

and Chong, Snoop Dogg 

and Willie Nelson. 

$19.95 

The Official 
HIGH TIMES Pot 
Smoker's Handbook 
by David Bienenstock 
This handbook rolls up 

all of our collected wis¬ 

dom into one indispens¬ 

able ganja guide. With a 

me-uidnyiny 

things to do v 

stoned, this is 

mate guide tc 

$19.95 

llbl Ul 4ZU 

vhen you’re 

; truly the ulti 

d green living 

Marijuan 
Grow Ba 
This infori 

Back Issues of HIGH TIMES 
Lots of issues available! HIGH TIMES: $5.99; Best Of HIGH 

^^B$6.99^^^^^Rviedical Marijuana%5.99 

The Official HIGH TIMES Pot 
Smoker's Activity Book 
by Natasha Lewin 
Smoke, play, laugh and learn all at 

the same time! Packed with puzzles, 

games, mazes, and jokes. It’s what to 

do when you’re stonear$16.95 
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mailorders: 

SEND CASH OR BLANK 

MONEY ORDERS TO: 

GF5 INDUSTRIES 
2-1 40 KINC ST EAST 
Suite# 407 

Hamilton, ON 
CANADA LSN1 A9 

ACQUISITION OF LIVE CANNABIS SEEDS IS ILLEGAL IN THE UNITED STATES j PAYABLE IN US DOLLARS FROM ANYWHERE IN THE. WORLD 

Li" LLjJfc r r' aUVJddagJ 
BfB333sl *^BIS0SBW. 

BSESbi 



JHE.5I6 - 5 7 5M 
SH A! A., KUSH - $ir '.#•* _ 
Sweet Island Skunk - $7 5^3 

bc Sweet iooth- $7S tdflH| 
bc Cheese - $75 

707 HEADBAND - $75 

Lemon OC i 8 - $ 7 5 

BC hash Plant- $75 ^jjp* 

BLUE BUDDHA-$7 5 MZfj 

jack herer-$75 HflH 

Northern Lights - $7 5|®SB 

BC ROCK STAR - $75 ., 

BC KUSH- $ 60 \Wy 
PURPLE BUDDHA- $60 ‘tSfm 
INDOOR 
Amnesia Haze-$75 

BC Chronic - $75 

U BC CHEMO - $ 7 5 BJ 
White Widow - $75 II 

ALBINO RHINO -$ 60 II 

BC BlC BUD - $60 H I 

BURMESE- $60 I I 

WILLIAMS WONDER-$ 60 II 

Indoor mix - $50 JHK 

OUTDOOR 
BC PlNEWARP - $7 5 

Outdoor Mix - $5o 

TEXADA TlMEWARP - $ 7 5 

FEMINIZED m * 
BC COD BUD - $ 1 5°0 jaBBl 

The purps - $ i 5o y 

Original Blulblrry $ 150 

BC Hash plant- $i 25 Q 
jack herer - $ 125 

SKUNK #1 X NL- $ 125 Q 

Sweet dreams - $125 Q 
Cinderella 99-$ 175 S 

Strawberry Couch - $ 125Q 
GIRL SCOUT COOKIES-$125 Q 

AUTO FLOWERING 
lOWRYPER #2-$ 1 25 O 

ACQUISITION OF LIVE CANNABIS SEEDS IS ILLEGAL IN THE UNITED STATES PAYABLE IN US DOLLARS FROM ANYWHERE IN THE WORLD 



THE POWER TO GROW EsE02BOX© 

GROW SAFE WITH POWERBOX HYDROPONICS LIGHTING CONTROLLERS! 

Installing the proper electrical system is 
the most important factor when setting up 
your hydroponics garden! 

Culling corners can lead to disastrous consequences, 

such as Fire, serious injury, or worse. A POWERBOX 

provides the ultimate in safety, reliability, cast-savings, 

end speedrof-deployment. Hand-mode in California by 

skilled craftsmen, every POWERBQX is an individual 

work of art. Designed for growers like you, when 

you are going to do it right, POWERBOX is your only 

choice! 

• ULTIMATE SAFETY & PROTECTION 

• QUICK INSTALLATION 

• RELIABLE OPERATION 

• AVOID GROW ROOM FIRES 

• PREVENT ELECTROCUTION fnrertelk 

MODELS FOR ALL GARDEN SIZES 

NCREASE PRODUCTIVITY & YIELDS WITH A FLIPBOX by iPQWERhKS 

When it comes to maximizing production, 
there is no better choice than a FLIPBOX! 

A typical Flowering room has lights running for only 12 

hours per day. When the lights go off, the ballasts sit 

idle for 12 hours By adding a FLIPBOXto the equation, 

when the first cycle ends, the ballast output is switched 

to another set of lights in a second bloom room, so you 

can keep growing, 24/7 This allows you to double your 

light output with the same set of ballasts, on the same 

electrical circuits. 

• DOUBLE PRODUCTION 

• INCREASE YIELDS 

• SAVE MONEY 

• AVOID NEW WIRING 

Madn in ilorma 

Send your uddresu La grows? powerba-xinc. cu m end we 'll mail you uur 

FREE 32 PAGE CATALOG AND INSTALLATION GUIDE! 

Or View it now at WWW.POWERBOKINC.COM 


